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How To Use This Book
This book is structured as an introductory workbook to the netX microcontrollers. As well as reading the book, it is
intended to be used with a netX software development board or with the netSTICK. These come along with the
integrated ARM development platform HiTOP from Hitex. As you read through the book each key point is
illustrated by an exercise. Worksheets for each exercise are provided in Chapter Seven to help you run through
each exercise smoothly. By reading the text and then doing the exercises it is hoped that you will rapidly become
familiar with the netX microcontrollers.
The book is divided into several chapters. Chapter One provides an overview of the ARM9 CPU for anyone new
to ARM cores. In Chapter Two we will look at the system architecture and see how Hilscher have designed the
netX for Real-Time industrial control. The communications controller and motion controller are discussed in
Chapter Four, where we will configure a communications port for both Ethernet and field bus communications by
way of an example. In chapter Three, we will have a look at each of the user peripherals that are available within
the netX family of microcontrollers. Chapter Five introduces the rcX Real-Time-Kernel. Chapter Six introduces the
development tool chain and allows you to experiment with the knowledge gained in Chapter One. Once you are
familiar with basic code development for the netX family, you can start in chapter Eight your Tutorial Exercises.
In chapter Seven you get an overview about the Hilscher Bootwizard application, which provides the functionallity
to store a project into the flash memory. Finally chapter Nine explaines the provided netSTICK examples.
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Introduction: What is netX?
Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH is a well-known manufacturer of industrial communication
products. Hilscher have been active in developing industrial communication products and technologies for over 20
years. With the introduction of the netX family of microcontrollers, Hilscher have used this unparalleled experience
to develop a family of microcontrollers dedicated to industrial control and communications.
The netX is a highly integrated network controller with a new system architecture specially adapted for
communication and maximum data flow rate.

Overview of netX 500 and interfaces

Each communication channel consists of three freely configurable ALUs, which can carry out the most varied field
bus and Real-Time-Ethernet systems with their powerful command set and infrastructure. Together with the
integrated 32Bit / 200 MHz ARM CPU, netX is:



The universal communication platform



The migration strategy from field bus to Real-Time-Ethernet



The single-processor solution with integrated communication controllers



The open technology for own applications

The netX is part of a system solution which also includes software, tools and design services. The customer
determines the delivery and scope of performance depending on the strategy, know-how or resources.
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The Technology Inside
The netX 500 is a system on Chip Design in 0.13µ Technology,
with a 200 MHz ARM 926EJ-S core. This is a well known
standard 32 Bit CPU with Java cell and DSP support. It
contains a Memory Management Unit, 8 KByte data and 16
KByte Instruction cache to run Windows CE and Linux.
8 KByte Tightly Coupled Memory is connected directly to the
ARM as internal memory, for instance for processing fast
interrupt routines without wait state. In addition 144 KByte
static memory is available of which 16 KByte have a separate
supply voltage connection. The 32KByte ROM contains the
Bootloader.
Additional SDRAM, SRAM or FLASH is connected via the
internal memory controller.
The peripherals comprise the expected functions such as USB,
UART, Timer, Interrupt controller, Watchdog and general
purpose IOs, as well as LCD controller for HMI applications.
External peripherals can be connected in series via SPI or I2C.
For Motion Control Application PWM, Encoder and eight
channels A/D Converter with Sample and Hold is implemented.

RS232

USB

ser. EPROM
Peripherial

USB

IEEE 1588
Sys Time

Timer
IRQ

SPI
I2C

GPIO

Fieldbus

Receive
Process
-ing
Unit
16-bit
100 MHz

128 x 64-bit RPU Program Memory

Register

200-300 MIPs
up to eight commands
per cycle

RX
FIFO

32-bit
100 MHz

100 MIPs
one command per
cycle

xPEC

FIFO Unit

netX Communication Channel
program able with 600 MIPs CPU power

2x Fieldbus

PHY
xMAC

xMAC

xMAC

xPEC

xPEC

xPEC

xPEC

8/16 KB
I/D Cache

32 KB SRAM

Transmitt
Processing
Unit

ADC / S&H
PWM
Encoder

200-300 MIPs
up to eight commands
per cycle

16-bit
100 MHz
TX
FIFO

Protocol
Execution
Controller

Event
Controller

xMAC

32 KB SRAM

32 KB SRAM

xMAC

2x Ethernet or 2x Fieldbus

IOs

PHY
3x UART

Ethernet

PHY

128 x 64-bit TPU Program Memory

32 Bit
Dual-Port-Memory
Data / Program

DMA Bus Controller

ARM and Data Memory

The circle above shows
what
is
inside
a
Communication
Channel. The netX 500
has four of it, two with
PHY and one with
additional ADC, S&H
and Encoder for Motion
Control.

8 KB TCM
ARM 926
ETM

Data
Switch
GDC

32 KB SRAM

DPM

16 KB SRAM

netX 500
Network
Controller

Extension
Bus

32 KB ROM

JTAG
Controller

Memory
Controller

SDRAM
SRAM / FLASH

Host CPU
Peripherial

Display

Debug

Motion
Control

Block diagram of netX 500

The Host interface deserves special mention. It can work as a Dual-Port-Memory or can be configured as
extension bus for parallel connection of further peripherals or memories.
Debugging is carried out via the JTAG interface or the specially mentioned embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM). In
this case the signals for the LC display are no longer available.
Up to this point the netX does not differ much from other highly integrated ARM controllers. It is the other basic
communication structures that make it the network controller.
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netX data switch prevents “bottlenecks” with high data quantities.

Connected to the fast ARM High Speed Bus (AHB) are the CPU, memory, LCD controller and, for instance, the
DMA controller of the Ethernet channels, whereas the slower ARM peripheral bus (APB) has the peripheral units
connected to it. Usally this is a "bottleneck” in most of the ARM designs by managing the data transfer on the
AHB sequentially by a single arbiter and a bridge controller to the APB.
In opposite to this, the netX utilizes a data switch as the central linkage element of all AHB participants. These are
classified in the function as Master or Slave. Here the Master always initiates the data transfer while Slaves depict
or lower the data sources.
The decisive advantage is that the data switch switches parallel data linkages insofar as the Masters address
different Slaves. For this reason the internal memory of the netX is divided into 5 blocks so that with
corresponding configuration, data can be exchanged simultaneously with Ethernet buffer, video Ram,
Dual-Port-Memory and external SDRAM.
In this the data switch permits up to 5 data transfers each with four Bytes in each 10 ns cycle. Thus, it achieves a
cycle of 2,000 Mbytes/sec as, in contrast to many ARM designs, it implements the arbitration without loss of
cycles.



Three freely programmable communication ALUs per channel.

The actual unique characteristics of the netX are the four communication channels. These are built up
symmetrically, whereby the first two channels both posses additional integrated Ethernet PHYs and the third
channel possesses analog/digital converters and encoder logic for motion applications.
Each channel has three freely programmable and newly designed ALU on its communication function. The
communication tasks on these are divided as follows: Network access is implemented as 16-Bit designed Receive
Processing Units (RPUs) and Transmit Processing Units (TPUs) which are combined as xMACs (Medium Access
Controllers). They are responsible for the coding and the serial/parallel conversion of the data, the checking and
generation of the CRC as well as the Bit timing. These functions are depicted in freely configurable hardware in
the register region of the ALUs and require no computing effort in the xMAC for their execution.
The transmission or receiving data are separated in time via FIFO and are exchanged with the Protocol Execution
Controller (xPEC). This is optimized as 32 Bit ALU together with its Event Controller on the processing of State
Diagrams as they are often utilized in protocol definitions. Central tasks are the processing of the data on
telegram or bus cycle levels, controlling the whole timed sequence and the data transfer to and from the memory
region of the ARM. For this, a DMA controller is provided for large data quantities or a Dual-Port-Memory for
status information or for a local IO depiction. In addition, the xPECs can trigger various interrupts on the ARM or
the ARM events on the xPEC.
Besides their special function, the ALUs possess all the logic commands, addition, subtraction, jumps and subprogram call-ups. They communicate with each other via Shared Register and thus permit synchronization
between the Ethernet channels or between the communication and the motion functions without calling upon the
ARMs and their latent times.
SERCOS III and EtherCAT utilize Shared Register as an internal data path between the Ethernet Ports, while
RPU and TPU carry out the exchange of the local IO data. For Powerlink, the Hub functionality on the RPU and
TPU levels is also implemented in microcode.
The integrated Ethernet switch as used for PROFINET is based on a pointer FIFO as further hardware support.
This is a logic block that is arranged between xPEC and ARM and that can be written and read from both sides in
FIFO structures. The purpose of this unit is to exchange address pointers between ARM and xPEC on the
Ethernet frames of the ARM without complex software controlled administrative structures. These require the
address pointer for parameterizing their local DMA controller.



netX with 2600 MIPs computing performance

Basically, all ALUs work with a system cycle of 100 MHz and carry out all assembler instructions in a single cycle.
The command code of the RPU and TPU are 64 Bit wide and encode up to eight commands, which are all carried
out in parallel. Theoretically this gives a computing performance of 1700 MIPs. On average, the RPU and TPU
programs utilize two to three instructions per commands so that around 600 MIPs per channel is the realistic
output. In total, however, this is still three times as much as the ARM and results in a computing performance of
2600 MIPs on the whole netX.
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Various network controllers
The netX is supplied for various classes of performance and with various peripheral functions, designed on the
individual fields of application.

netX 5

Communication interface with two channels for external CPU

netX 50

Communication interface with two channels
IO link Gateway and IOs
Protocol stack and smaller applications

netX 100

Communication interface with three channels
Complex IOs / motion controller / Ident systems / controls
Several protocol stacks and/or comprehensive applications

netX 500

Communication interface with four channels
Terminals
Several protocol stacks and/or comprehensive applications

Application features of the individual netX controllers
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Supported features of the netX controllers

netX 5

netX 50

CPU
SRAM / ROM

ARM 966E / 200 MHz

netX 100

neX 500

ARM 926EJ-S 200MHz ARM 926EJ-200 MHz
MMU / Cache
MMU / Cache

64K

112K / 64K

152K / 32K

152K / 32K

Dual-Port Memory

X

X

X

X

Communications
Channels

2

2

3

4

Switch / Hub
IEEE 1588

Switch / Hub / PHY
IEEE 1588

Switch / Hub / PHY
IEEE 1588

Switch / Hub / PHY
IEEE 1588

Real-TimeEthernet

EtherCAT, Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP, SERCOS III, Powerlink, PROFINET

AS-Interface, CANopen, CC-Link, DeviceNet, PROFIBUS

Field Bus
USB
UARTs
SPI

X

2

IC

X

X

X

3+2

3+3

3+4

X

X

X

X

X

X

Real-Time-Clock

X

LCD-Controller

X

IO-Link Controller

X

AD-Converter

X

X

PWM

X

X

Encoder

X

X

I/Os

16

40+54

47+53

47+53

JTAG

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ETM
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Only few external components for a complete Communication Interface
The netX as an optimized network controller requires only a quartz, external memory and the physical network
interface. In the case of Ethernet, the PHYs (analogue Ethernet drivers) are integrated, so that there are only
small costs for a few passive components.
Complete design documentation is available on the Hilscher webpage in the netX download area.

Block circuit diagram communication interface for Real-Time-Ethernet
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Software architecture
The netX is basically conceived as an open solution. There are various, clearly defined interfaces on which own
applications can be placed or the netX can be used as a communication module with fixedly defined
Dual-Port-Memory and a loadable Firmware.

Configurator

Master protocols must be made available for the whole of the network
configuration. This can be carried out via the SYCON.net network
configurator based on the standardized FDT/DTM technology.
Alternatively, interfaces to other tools are defined.

Driver

Dual-Port-Memory drivers for various operating systems are available
for the netX with loadable standard Firmware.
Own drivers can be created based on the C-Toolkit.

Operating system

All protocols run on the Hilscher own rcX Real-Time-Kernel. This is
provided license-free.
Board Support Packages for various other operating systems are
available.

Protocol stack

Protocol stacks are supplied as loadable standard Firmware, linkable
object modules or in source code for the rcX Real-Time-Kernel.
The source code needs to be ported for use in other operating
systems.

Hardware Abstraction Layer

Data exchange with the communication ALUs is carried out through
an abstraction layer. This is provided with C source code and defines
a common interface for all netX controllers.

Micro Code

The configuration of the communication channels on the individual
networks is achieved by a micro code that is made available as a
binary file. This is transferred to the communication ALUs from the
protocol stack in the initialisation phase.
The micro code cannot be changed or created by the customer.

Principal netX
software structure
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The following table shows the deliverable protocol stacks at date of printing.

Protocol
ASI
CANopen
CC-Link
DeviceNet

EtherCAT

EtherNet/IP

Modbus TCP

Status

Master

In Development

Slave

Release

Master

Release

Slave V1.1

Release

Slave

Release

Master

Release

Slave

Release

Master

Release

Adapter

Release

Scanner

Release

Client

In Development

Server

Release

MPI
POWERLINK
PROFIBUS

PROFINET

SERCOS III

Release
Controlled Node

Beta

Slave

Release

Master

Release

Device

Release

Controller

Release

Slave

Release

Master

In Development
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Tools and Evaluation Boards
As also with many other controllers, the ARM 926 and ARM 966 CPUs are used in the netX. Thus, all the ARM
development tools on the market can be used over the standardised JTAG and ETM (Embedded Trace
Macrocell) Interface.
The Hitex Company offers the HiTOP development environment with integrated GNU compiler and the helpful
Tantino JTAG debugger. The access to the rcX objects was implemented in close cooperation with HiTOP.
A quick and economical entry into the netX technology is achieved with the netSTICK and the NXHX starter and
software development board. Both contain a USB debug interface and are provided with the HiTOP development
environment. This permits evaluation of the protocol interfaces and the rcX Real-Time kernel as well as
development of own application software which can be tested on these boards.
Further development and evaluation boards for special applications are available.

Quick and economical entry into the netX technology with the netSTICK and the NXHX starter and software
development board.
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Design Services
Hilscher offers the whole Design Flow from the concept phase to the tested and certified board as a service. We
can offer the whole production with our modern SMD line and the mostly standardised production and test
procedures at interesting conditions.
Further services such as customer-specific variants of the netX or configuration and diagnostic DTMs designed
according to your wishes are offered via our companies Hilscher SoC Technology / Berlin or Hilscher
Development and Testcenter / Varna.

Price model
In the simplest fashion, the pricing model takes into account the high development effort of Master stacks and
understands the various support efforts as a chargeable service.



netX as a “module” and customer develops his own software

All the required documentation is available on the Internet including the micro code for Ethernet and CAN. For
complex communication systems such a EtherCAT, this can be obtained for a one-off payment (compared to IPs
for FPGA).
Support is exclusively via the FAQ forum and no further contracts need be entered into.



netX as “communication module with Firmware”

The protocol stack is obtained as an unchangeable, loadable Firmware against a one-off payment. There are no
further licences for Slave Stacks. A licence is required per controller for Master Stacks. In both cases a licence
must be obtained within the framework of the netX Basis Support Agreement or the netX Technology User
Agreement. An annual fee is charged for this.



netX as “application platform with protocol stack” and customer develops his own
Firmware”

The protocol stack is provided as a linkable object module or as source code for a one-off payment. A further
licence must be paid for per controller for Master Stacks.
A condition is the signing of the netX Technology User Agreement which also takes into account aspects such as
ESCROW agreements and strategic information for further development of the netX technology.
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Chapter 1: The ARM9 CPU Core

1.

The ARM9 CPU Core

1.1 Outline
The CPU at the heart of the netX family is an ARM9. You do not need to be an expert in ARM9 programming to
use the netX, as many of the complexities are taken care of by the C compiler. You do need to have a basic
understanding of how the CPU is working and its unique features in order to produce a reliable design.
In this chapter we will look at the key features of the ARM9 core along with its programmers’ model and we will
also discuss the instruction set used to program it. This is intended to give you a good feel for the CPU used in
the netX family. For a more detailed discussion of the ARM processors, please refer to the books listed in the
bibliography.
The key philosophy behind the ARM design is simplicity. The ARM9 is a RISC computer with a small instruction
set and a small gate count. This makes it ideal for embedded systems. It has high performance and low power
consumption and it takes a small amount of the available silicon die area. The netX family uses two variants of the
ARM9 CPU; the netX 100 and 500 use the ARM926EJ-S while the netX 50 uses the ARM966E-S.

1.2 ARM926EJ-S – netX 100 and netX 500
ARM have designed a wide number of CPU cores which have traditionally been used as IP cores within custom
chip designs typically for high volume products such as mobile phones and PDAs. However in recent years a
large number of silicon vendors have adopted the use of ARM cores as the CPU for standard general purpose
microcontrollers. Hilscher have designed the netX family around the ARM9 CPU to make a microcontroller
solution specifically aimed at industrial communications.
The attributes of each ARM CPU are designated by the numbers and letters following the ARM name. In the case
of the netX the ARM core used is the ARM926E-S. The first number refers to the ARM CPU version. This can
range from the lowest performing core ARM7 up to the current highest performing ARM11. So as you might
expect the netX has an ARM9 CPU which can run up to 200MHz. All ARM CPUs are upwardly code compatible
so code which executes on an ARM7 will also run on an ARM9. The next two numbers refer to additional memory
architectural support. The ARM926E-S is a high end implementation of the ARM9 and includes a memory
management unit and on-chip cache for data and instructions. In addition the ARM926EJ-S has a write buffer and
Tightly Coupled Memories (TCM). The TCMs are fast pages of SRAM located closely to the CPU core which can
hold pages of data and instructions that can be accessed very quickly by the CPU, greatly improving its
performance. The netX 100 and netX 500 have a single data TCM while the netX 50 has both instruction and data
TCMs. The E in ARM926EJ-S stands for Enhanced instruction set. In addition to the standard ARM instruction set
the ARM926EJ-S has some additional instructions aimed to improve the performance of the CPU for DSP
applications. The J means that the CPU has hardware support for the Java language. Finally the S means that
the CPU has a synthesisable hardware design which allows it to be transferred between different silicon
manufacturing technologies. This allows the netX family to take advantage of future improvements in
manufacturing processes. Despite the additional caches, MMU and TCM the ARM9 CPU is remarkably easy to
use. By keeping the complexity of the CPU low the netX is an easy to use high performance low cost general
purpose microcontroller which is suitable for a wide range of real time embedded applications.
The more power full ARM10 and ARM11 CPUs are not used because of their higher power loss.

1.3 ARM966E-S – netX 50
The netX 50 microcontroller uses a different variant of the ARM9 CPU, the ARM966E-S. This variant does not
have the cache or MMU interface and does not have any hardware support for Java. However it does have
instruction and data TCM which provide regions of zero waitstate memory. The ARM966E-S has the same
enhanced instruction set as the ARM926EJ-S.
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1.4 CPU Architecture
Since the ARM CPUs are reduced instruction set computers (RISC) they have a small instruction set when
compared to a complex instruction set computer (CISC). Generally a RISC CPU will have to execute more
instructions than a CISC computer to achieve the same result. Consequently the maximum operating frequency of
an ARM microcontroller is a key indicator to its performance, and although you may have a simple application
which may be running on an existing CISC microcontroller, with a RISC machine you will need more MIPS than
you may initially think.
One feature that limits the overall CPU performance of the ARM7 is its internal bus structure. The ARM7 has a
Von Neumann memory architecture with a single address data bus which is used to transfer both instructions and
data. As the CPU frequency is increased the maximum CPU operating frequency is limited by the available
bandwidth of the CPU bus. The ARM9 overcomes this limitation by using a Harvard bus architecture, which has
separate instruction and data busses.
This change of structure is one of the key elements that helps the ARM9 reach much higher processing rates than
the earlier ARM CPUs. The number of instruction cycles required for load and store instructions is reduced
compared to an ARM7 processor so that an ARM9 CPU is around 30% faster than an ARM7 running at the same
clock frequency.

1.5 The Pipeline
An essential feature of the ARM processors to increase instruction throughput is their pipeline architecture. The
pipeline is used to process instructions taken from the program store.
The ARM9 uses the Harvard architecture for the pipeline. This kind of architecture uses two sepeare busses, one
for instruction fetsches, the other for data transfers.
The ARM9 uses a 5 stage pipeline to make the most of the Harvard architecture (separate memory stage) and to
stop the writeback to the register bank from stalling the core for a cycle, too.
The improvement in CPI, coupled with being able to run at a high clock speed due to the repipelining (less work to
do in the execute stage of the pipeline) means we can get about twice the performance of the ARM7TDMI on the
same process.
An instruction pipeline is a technique used in the design of computers and other digital electronic devices to
increase their instruction throughput (the number of instructions that can be executed in a unit of time).
The fundamental idea is to split the processing of a computer instruction into a series of independent steps, with
storage at the end of each step. This allows the computer's control circuitry to issue instructions at the processing
rate of the slowest step, which is much faster than the time needed to perform all steps at once. The term pipeline
refers to the fact that each step is carrying data at once (like water), and each step is connected to the next (like
the links of a pipe.)
Most modern CPUs are driven by a clock. The CPU consists internally of logic and memory (flip flops). When the
clock signal arrives, the flip flops take their new value and the logic then requires a period of time to decode the
new values. Then the next clock pulse arrives and the flip flops again take their new values, and so on. By
breaking the logic into smaller pieces and inserting flip flops between the pieces of logic, the delay before the
logic gives valid outputs is reduced. In this way the clock period can be reduced. For example, the RISC pipeline
is broken into five stages with a set of flip flops between each stage.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Instruction fetch
Instruction decode and register fetch
Execute
Memory access
Register write back
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Hazards: When a programmer (or compiler) writes assembly code, they make the assumption that each
instruction is executed before execution of the subsequent instruction is begun. This assumption is invalidated by
pipelining. When this causes a program to behave incorrectly, the situation is known as a hazard. Various
techniques for resolving hazards such as forwarding and stalling exist.
A non-pipeline architecture is inefficient because some CPU components (modules) are idle while another module
is active during the instruction cycle. Pipelining does not completely cancel out idle time in a CPU but making
those modules work in parallel improves program execution significantly.
Processors with pipelining are organized inside into stages which can semi-independently work on separate jobs.
Each stage is organized and linked into a 'chain' so each stage's output is fed to another stage until the job is
done. This organization of the processor allows overall processing time to be significantly reduced.
Unfortunately, not all instructions are independent. In a simple pipeline, completing an instruction may require 5
stages. To operate at full performance, this pipeline will need to run 4 subsequent independent instructions while
the first is completing. If 4 instructions that do not depend on the output of the first instruction are not available,
the pipeline control logic must insert a stall or wasted clock cycle into the pipeline until the dependency is
resolved. Fortunately, techniques such as forwarding can significantly reduce the cases where stalling is required.
While pipelining can in theory increase performance over an unpipelined core by a factor of the number of stages
(assuming the clock frequency also scales with the number of stages), in reality, most code does not allow for
ideal execution.

Basic five-stage pipeline in a RISC machine (IF = Instruction Fetch, ID = Instruction Decode, EX = Execute, MEM =
Memory access, WB = Register write back). The vertical axis is successive instructions, the horizontal axis is time. So
in the green column, the earliest instruction is in WB stage, and the latest instruction is undergoing instruction fetch.

Instruction fetch
The Instruction Cache on these machines had a latency of one cycle. During the Instruction Fetch stage, a 32-bit
instruction was fetched from the cache.
The PC predictor sends the Program Counter (PC) to the Instruction Cache to read the current instruction. At the
same time, the PC predictor predicts the address of the next instruction by incrementing the PC by 4 (all
instructions were 4 bytes long). This prediction was always wrong in the case of a taken branch, jump, or
exception (see delayed branches, below). Later machines would use more complicated and accurate algorithms
(branch prediction and branch target prediction) to guess the next instruction address.

Decode
Unlike earlier microcoded machines, the first RISC machines had no microcode. Once fetched from the
instruction cache, the instruction bits were shifted down the pipeline, so that simple combinational logic in each
pipeline stage could produce the control signals for the datapath directly from the instruction bits. As a result, very
little decoding is done in the stage traditionally called the decode stage.
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All MIPS, SPARC, and DLX instructions have at most two register inputs. During the decode stage, these two
register names are identified within the instruction, and the two registers named are read from the register file. In
the MIPS design, the register file had 32 entries.
At the same time the register file was read, instruction issue logic in this stage determined if the pipeline was
ready to execute the instruction in this stage. If not, the issue logic would cause both the Instruction Fetch stage
and the Decode stage to stall. On a stall cycle, the stages would prevent their initial flops from accepting new bits.
If the instruction decoded was a branch or jump, the target address of the branch or jump was computed in
parallel with reading the register file. The branch condition is computed after the register file is read, and if the
branch is taken or if the instruction is a jump, the PC predictor in the first stage is assigned the branch target,
rather than the incremented PC that has been computed.
The decode stage ended up with quite a lot of hardware: the MIPS instruction set had the possibility of branching
if two registers were equal, so a 32-bit-wide AND tree ran in series after the register file read, making a very long
critical path through this stage. Also, the branch target computation generally required a 16 bit add and a 14 bit
incrementer. Resolving the branch in the decode stage made it possible to have just a single-cycle branch
mispredict penalty. Since branches were very often taken (and thus mispredicted), it was very important to keep
this penalty low.

Execute
Instructions on these simple RISC machines can be divided into three latency classes according to the type of the
operation:
Register-Register Operation (Single cycle latency): Add, subtract, compare, and logical operations. During the
execute stage, the two arguments were fed to a simple ALU, which generated the result by the end of the execute
stage.
Memory Reference(Two cycle latency). All loads from memory. During the execute stage, the ALU added the two
arguments (a register and a constant offset) to produce a virtual address by the end of the cycle.
Multi Cycle Instructions (Many cycle latency). Integer multiply and divide and all floating-point operations. During
the execute stage, the operands to these operations were fed to the multi-cycle multiply/divide unit. The rest of
the pipeline was free to continue execution while the multiply/divide unit did its work. To avoid complicating the
writeback stage and issue logic, multicycle instruction wrote their results to a separate set of registers.

Memory Access
During this stage, single cycle latency instructions simply have their results forwarded to the next stage. This
forwarding ensures that both single and two cycle instructions always write their results in the same stage of the
pipeline, so that just one write port to the register file can be used, and it is always available.
If the instruction is a load, the data is read from the data cache, as follows:
There have been a wide variety of data cache organizations. By far the simplest is direct mapped and virtually
tagged, which is what will be assumed for the following explanation.
The cache has two SRAMs (Static RAM), one storing data, the other storing tags. During a load, the SRAMs are
read in parallel during the access stage. The single tag read is compared with the virtual address specified by the
load.
If the two are equal, then the datum we are looking for is resident in the cache, and has just been read from the
data SRAM. The load is a hit, and the load instruction can complete the writeback stage normally.
If the tag and virtual address are not equal, then the line is not in the cache. The CPU pipeline must suspend
operation (described below under Cache Miss Handling) while a state machine reads the required data from
memory into the cache, and optionally writes any dirty data evicted from the cache back into memory.
During a store, the tag SRAM is read to determine if the store is a hit or miss, and if a miss, the same state
machine brings the datum into the cache. Store data cannot be written to the cache data SRAM during the access
stage because the processor does not yet know if the correct line is resident. Instead, the store data is held in a
Store Data Queue, until it can be written to the cache data SRAM during the next store instruction. In a classic
RISC pipeline, the Store Data Queue is just a single 32 bit register. For later reference, the virtual address written
is held in the Store Address Queue, again just a single 32 bit register. On more complicated pipelines, these
queues actually have multiple hardware registers and variable length.
There is one more complication. A load immediately after a store could reference the same memory address, in
which case the data must come from the Store Data Queue rather than from the cache's data SRAM. So, during a
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load, the load address is also checked against the Store Address Queue. If there is a match, the data from the
Store Data Queue is forwarded to the writeback stage, rather than the data from the data SRAM. This operation
does not change the flow of the load operation through the pipeline.

Writeback
During this stage, both single cycle and two cycle instructions write their results into the register file.

Structural Hazards
Structural hazards are when two instructions might attempt to use the same resources at the same time. Classic
RISC pipelines avoided these hazards by replicating hardware. In particular, branch instructions could have used
the ALU to compute the target address of the branch. If the ALU were used in the decode stage for that purpose,
an ALU instruction followed by a branch would have seen both instructions attempt to use the ALU
simultaneously. It is simple to resolve this conflict by designing a specialized branch target adder into the decode
stage.

Data Hazards
Data hazards are when an instruction, scheduled blindly, would attempt to use data before the data is available in
the register file.
Data hazards are avoided in one of two ways:

Bypassing
Suppose the CPU is executing the following piece of code:
SUB r3,r4 -> r10
AND r10,3 -> r11
The instruction fetch and decode stages will send the second instruction one cycle after the first. They flow down
the pipeline as shown in this diagram:
cycle 0 cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 4 cycle 5
Fetch
Decode
Execute

SUB

AND
SUB

AND
SUB

Access

AND
SUB

Writeback

AND
SUB

AND

In cycle 2, the Decode stage fetches r10 from the register file. Because the SUB instruction in the execute stage
has not yet written its result to r10, the value read from the register file is wrong.
The solution to this problem is a pair of bypass multiplexors. These multiplexors sit at the end of the decode
stage, and their flopped outputs are the inputs to the ALU. Each multiplexor selects between a register file read
port, the current register pipeline of the ALU, and the current register pipeline of the access stage (which is either
a loaded value or a forwarded ALU result).
Decode stage logic compares the registers written by instructions in the execute and access stages of the
pipeline to the registers read by the instruction in the decode stage, and cause the multiplexors to select the most
recent data. These bypass multiplexors make it possible for the pipeline to execute simple instructions with just
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the latency of the ALU, the multiplexor, and a flip-flop. Without the multiplexors, the latency of writing and then
reading the register file would have to be included in the latency of these instructions.

Pipeline Interlock
Suppose we have the following instruction sequence:
LD
SUB

0(R2) -> R1
R1,R5 -> R4

If the instructions are issued one after another into the pipeline, the subtraction will flow data through the ALU
before the data cache has returned the value of R1. Clearly, the values presented to the ALU will be wrong.
The solution is to delay the SUB instruction by one cycle. The data hazard is detected in the decode stage, and
the fetch and decode stages are stalled -- they are prevented from flopping their inputs and so stay in the same
state for a cycle. The execute, access, and writeback stages downstream see an extra no-operation instruction
(NOP) inserted between the LD and SUB instructions. This NOP is termed a "pipeline bubble" since it floats in the
pipeline, like an air bubble, occupying resources but not producing useful results.
This data hazard can be detected quite easily when the program's machine code is written by the compiler. The
original Stanford RISC machine relied on the compiler to add the NOP instructions in this case, rather than having
the circuitry to detect and (more taxingly) stall the first two pipeline stages. Hence the name MIPS: Machine
without Interlocked Pipeline Stages. It turned out that the extra NOP instructions added by the compiler expanded
the program binaries enough that the instruction cache hit rate was reduced. The stall hardware, although
expensive, was put back into later designs to improve instruction cache hit rate, at which point the acronym no
longer made sense.
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1.6 CPU Registers
The ARM9 is a load-and-store architecture, so in order to perform any data processing instructions the data has
first to be moved from the memory store into a central set of registers, then the data processing instruction has to
be executed and then the data is stored back into memory.

The ARM9 CPU is a load-andstore architecture. All data
processing instructions may
only be carried out on a central
register file.

The central set of registers are a bank of 16 user registers R0 – R15. Each of these registers is 32 bits wide and
R0 – R12 are user registers (in that they do not have any specific other function.) The Registers R13 – R15 do
have special functions in the CPU. R13 is used as the stack pointer (SP). R14 is called the link register (LR).
When a call is made to a function, the return address is automatically stored in the link register and is immediately
available on return from the function. This allows quick entry and return into a ‘leaf’ function (a function that is not
going to call further functions). If the function is part of a branch (i.e. it is going to call other functions) then the link
register must be preserved on the stack (R13). Finally R15 is the program counter (PC). Interestingly, many
instructions can be performed on R13 - R15 as if they were standard user registers.

R13 is the Stack pointer

The central register file has 16 word wide registers
plus an additional CPU register called the Current
Program Status Register. R0 – R12 are user
registers. R13 – R15 have special functions.

R14 is the Link Register
R15 is the program counter
The Current Program Status
Register is separate from the main
register bank and is only accessed
by dedicated instructions
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1.6.1

Current Program Status Register

In addition to the register bank there is an additional 32-bit wide register called the ‘current program status
register’ (CPSR). The CPSR contains a number of flags which report and control the operation of the ARM9 CPU.

The Current Program Status Register contains condition code flags which indicate the result of
data processing operations and User flags which set the operating mode and enable interrupts.
The T bit is for reference only.

The top four bits of the CPSR contain the condition codes which are set by the CPU. The condition codes report
the result status of a data processing operation. From the condition codes you can tell if a data processing
instruction generated a negative, zero, carry or overflow result. The fifth bit is the Q flag which is used by the
dedicated DSP instructions and is called the saturation flag. This flag is set when a DSP instruction causes an
overflow or saturation during a data processing instruction. The Q flag is also unique among the flags in that it is a
sticky bit. Once it is set by an instruction result it will stay set until it is cleared by the application code.
The lowest eight bits in the CPSR contain flags which may be set or cleared by the application code. Bits 7 and 8
are the I and F bits. These bits are used to enable and disable the two interrupt sources which are external to the
ARM9 CPU. All of the netX peripherals are connected to these two interrupt lines as we shall see later. You
should be careful when programming these two bits, because in order to disable either interrupt source the bit
must be set to ‘1’, not ‘0’ as you might expect.
Bit 5 is the THUMB bit.
The ARM9 CPU is capable of executing two instruction sets: the ARM instruction set which is 32 bits wide and the
THUMB instruction set which is 16 bits wide. Consequently the T bit reports which instruction set is being
executed. Your code should not try to set or clear this bit to switch between instruction sets. We will see the
correct entry mechanism a bit later.
The last five bits are the mode bits. The ARM9 has seven different operating modes. Your application code will
normally run in the User Mode with access to the register bank R0 – R15 and the CPSR as already discussed.
However in response to an exception such as an interrupt, memory error or software interrupt instruction, the
processor will change modes. When this happens the registers R0 – R12 and R15 remain the same,
but R13 (LR ) and R14 (SP) are replaced by a new pair of registers unique to that mode. This means that each
mode has its own stack and link register. In addition, the fast interrupt mode (FIQ) has duplicate registers for
R7 – R12. This means that you can make a fast entry into an FIQ interrupt without the need to preserve registers
onto the stack.
Each of the modes except User Mode has an additional register called the “saved program status register”. If your
application is running in User Mode when an exception occurs, the mode will change and the current contents of
the CPSR will be saved into the SPSR. The exception code will run and on return from the exception the context
of the CPSR will be restored from the SPSR allowing the application code to resume execution. The operating
modes are listed below.
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The ARM9 CPU has six
operating modes which are
used to process exceptions.
The shaded registers are
banked
memory
that
is
“switched
in”
when
the
operating mode changes. The
SPSR register is used to save a
copy of the CPSR when the
switch occurs.
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1.7 Exception Modes
When an exception occurs, the CPU will change modes and the PC will be forced to an exception vector. The
vector table starts from address zero with the reset vector and then has an exception vector every four bytes.

Each operating mode has an
associated interrupt vector.
When
the
processor
changes mode the PC will
jump to the associated
vector.

NB: There is a gap in the vector table because there is a missing vector at 0x00000014. This location was used
on an earlier ARM architecture and has been preserved on ARM9 to ensure software compatibility between
different ARM architectures.

Each of the exception sources has a fixed priority. The
on-chip peripherals are served by FIQ and IRQ
interrupts. Each peripheral’s priority may be assigned
within these groups.

If multiple exceptions occur then there is a fixed priority. When an exception occurs, for example an IRQ
exception, the following actions are taken. First the address of the next instruction to be executed (PC + 4) is
saved into the link register. Then the CPSR is copied into the SPSR of the exception mode that is about to be
entered (i.e. SPSR_irq). The PC is then filled with the address of the exception mode interrupt vector. In the case
of the IRQ mode this is 0x00000018. At the same time the mode is changed to IRQ mode, which causes R13 and
R14 to be replaced by the IRQ R13 and R14 registers.
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On entry to the IRQ mode, the I bit in the CPSR is set, causing the IRQ interrupt line to be disabled. If you need to
have nested IRQ interrupts, your code must manually re-enable the IRQ interrupt and push the link register onto
the stack in order to preserve the original return address. From the exception interrupt vector your code will jump
to the exception ISR. The first thing your code must do is to preserve any of the registers R0-R12 that the ISR will
use by pushing them onto the IRQ stack. Once this is done you can begin processing the exception.

Once your code has finished processing the exception it must return back to the User Mode and continue where it
left off. However the ARM instruction set does not contain a “return” or “return from interrupt” instruction so
manipulating the PC must be done by regular instructions. The situation is further complicated by there being a
number of different return cases. First of all, consider the SWI instruction. In this case the SWI instruction is
executed, the address of the next instruction to be executed is stored in the link register and the exception is
processed. In order to return from the exception all that is necessary is to move the contents of the link register
into the PC and processing can continue. However in order to make the CPU switch modes back to User Mode, a
modified version of the move instruction is used and this is called MOVS (more about this later). Hence for a
software interrupt the return instruction is:
MOVS

R15,R14

; Move link register into the PC and switch modes.

However, in the case of the FIQ and IRQ instructions, when an exception occurs the current instruction being
executed is discarded and the exception is entered. When the code returns from the exception the link register
contains the address of the discarded instruction plus four. In order to resume processing at the correct point we
need to roll back the value in the link register by four. In this case we use the subtract instruction to deduct four
from the link register and store the results in the PC. As with the move instruction, there is a form of the subtract
instruction which will also restore the operating mode. For an IRQ, FIQ or Prog Abort, the return instruction is:
SUBS

R15, R14,#4

In the case of a data abort instruction, the exception will occur one instruction after execution of the instruction
which caused the exception. In this case we will ideally enter the data abort ISR, sort out the problem with the
memory and return to reprocess the instruction that caused the exception. This means we have to roll back the
PC by two instructions, i.e. the discarded instruction and the instruction that caused the exception. In other words
subtract eight from the link register and store the result in the PC. For a data abort exception the return instruction
is:
SUBS

R15, R14,#8
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Once the return instruction has been executed, the modified contents of the link register are moved into the PC,
the User Mode is restored and the SPSR is restored to the CPSR. Also, in the case of the FIQ or IRQ exceptions,
the relevant interrupt is enabled. This exits the privileged mode and returns to the user code ready to continue
processing.

At the end of the exception
the CPU returns to user
mode and the context is
restored by moving the
SPSR to the CPSR.
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1.8 ARM9 Memory Architecture
The key to the performance of the ARM9 CPU is the access time to its memory resources. Within the netX the
ARM9 CPU is running at 200MHz, with most instructions completing in a single cycle. This means that the ARM9
will be accessing its instruction and data memory at a very high rate. Any delays in accessing memory resources
will become a serious bottleneck to the overall performance of the netX microcontroller as a whole. The netX
family has been designed with a hierarchy of memory resources to overcome any possible bandwidth limitations
that could be caused by memory access times.

The netX memory architecture consists of 8K
of tightly coupled memory closely to the
ARM9 CPU and with a further 8K and 16K
cache memory. The on chip memory
consists of 128K of SRAM which can be
extended on two external busses.

netX 50 only

netX 100 and netX 500 only

The fastest memory resource that the ARM9 can access is its own internal register file. However since this
resource is very limited, it must sooner or later access some form of external memory. The fastest external
memory available to the ARM9 CPU is 8K of SRAM located on the data and instruction bus. This is called the
“Tightly Coupled Memory” because it is effectively located within the ARM9 core and is accessed by its own data
ports. The next level in the memory hierarchy consists of two caches; a 16KB instruction cache and an 8KB data
cache. Again these provide fast access to instruction and data stored in local memory. Just behind the two
caches in terms of access time are the on chip SRAM and peripherals. As we will see in Chapter 4 these are
accessed over the internal netX bus structure. Finally, the slowest memory available is any external SRAM,
FLASH and SDRAM memory located on the external busses. When external SDRAM is used you have to keep in
mind, that that precharging (bank access on the memory) is used. This is access is optimized and cached by the
used high-speed memory interface of the netX. Only with a 4 double word cach for each master. This means, that
on the netX100/500 is one used for data and one for instruction access and on the netX50 is only one used for
the data and instruction access. Access to the configuration registers of the cache units must be made by a
special set of instructions called the “co-processor” instructions. These instructions transfer the contents of the
ARM9 CPU registers directly into the cache configuration registers.
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1.8.1

Cache Memory

The netX 100 and 500 microcontrollers each have two cache memories in the form of an 8KB data cache and a
16KB instruction cache. As instructions and data are fetched and read, the CPU will check to see if the required
information is held in a cache. If the information is in the cache (a cache “hit”), it can be loaded into the CPU. If
the information is not currently in a cache (a cache “miss”) it will be loaded from the internal or external memory
into the CPU but at the same time, it will be loaded into the cache. Thus the next time the CPU requires the same
instruction or data, it is loaded from the cache rather than the slower memory. In effect, the cache elevates the
data in the memory hierarchy. Because the size of the instruction and data caches are limited and will be smaller
than a real program code and data size, the cache implements a “cache policy” to nominate what data is loaded
and evicted from the cache. Once loaded into a cache, the access time for data or instructions is vastly improved.
However since the contents of a cache will vary depending on how the program runs, this performance gain is at
the cost of a unpredictable execution time. The application program can define the cache policy. This allows the
programmer to define which regions of code and data may be cached for maximum performance and which must
not be cached to ensure deterministic execution times.

1.8.2

Tightly Coupled Memory

The netX 50 microcontroller includes 8KB of SRAM located on the instruction bus. This provides the ARM9 CPU
with zero waitstate local memory that has a deterministic access time. This region of memory can be used to
store application code (i-TCM of netX 50 only) and data that must be executed with maximum performance and
full determinism. As we will see later, the application code can locate selected functions and data objects into the
Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM). All of the netX microcontrollers have an additional 8K SRAM located on the data
bus to provide fast local memory for program data.

1.8.3

Memory Management Unit

In addition to the TCM and the Instruction & Data caches, the netX 100 and 500 also include a memory
management unit. The memory management unit has two functions. First it provides memory protection that
allows the application code to define its memory map so that if the firmware accesses resources outside this
memory map, an exception will be generated (prefetch or data abort). Secondly, a memory management unit can
divide the 4 GB address space of the ARM9 CPU into separate pages of virtual memory. This permits each task
or application running within an operating system to run at the same virtual address, with the MMU translating the
virtual address to a real physical address within the netX. The MMU maintains a translation table. This means
several applications can run simultaneously at the same virtual addresses while in reality they are partitioned at
unique physical addresses. The MMU provides hardware support for advanced multitasking operating systems.

While the MMU is not generally used for a small embedded node, it is required to run “heavy weight“ operating
systems like Linux and Windows CE, both of which are available for the netX 100 and 500 microcontrollers.
The ARM966 of netX 50 does not provide a Memory Management Unit.
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1.9 ARM9 Instruction Set
Now that we have an idea of the ARM9 architecture, programmers’ model and operating modes, we need to take
a look at its instruction set (or rather sets). Since all our programming examples are written in C, there is no need
to be an expert ARM9 assembly programmer. However an understanding of the underlying machine code is very
important in developing efficient programs. Before we start our overview of the ARM9 instructions it is important to
set out a few technicalities. The ARM9 CPU has two instruction sets: the ARM instruction set which has 32-bit
wide instructions and the THUMB instruction set which has 16-bit wide instructions. In the following section the
use of the word ARM means the 32-bit instruction set and ARM9 refers to the CPU.
The ARM9 is designed to operate as a big-endian or little-endian processor. That is, the MSB is located at the
high order bit or the low order bit. You may be pleased to hear that the netX family fixes the endianess of the
processor as little-endian (i.e. MSB at highest bit address), which does make it a lot easier to work with. However
the ARM9 compiler you are working with will be able to compile code as little-endian or big-endian. You must be
sure you have it set correctly or the compiled code will be back to front.

The ARM9 CPU is designed to support code
compiler in big-endian or little-endian format. The
netX silicon is fixed as little-endian.

One of the most interesting features of the ARM instruction set is that every instruction may be conditionally
executed. In a more traditional microcontroller the only conditional instructions are conditional branches and
maybe a few others like bit test and set. However in the ARM instruction set the top four bits of the operand are
compared to the condition codes in the CPSR. If they do not match, then the instruction is not executed and
passes through the pipeline as a NOP (no operation).

Every ARM (32-bit) instruction is conditionally executed. The top
four bits are ANDed with the CPSR condition codes. If they do
not match the instruction is executed as a NOP.

So it is possible to perform a data processing instruction which affects the condition codes in the CPSR. Then,
depending on this result, the following instructions may or may not be carried out. The basic Assembler
instructions such as MOV or ADD can be prefixed with sixteen conditional mnemonics, which define the condition
code states to be tested for.

Each ARM (32-bit) instruction can
be prefixed by one of 16 condition
codes. Hence each instruction has
16 different variants.
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So for example:
EQMOV R1, #0x00800000
will only move 0x00800000 into the R1 if the last result of the last data processing instruction was equal and
consequently set the Z flag in the CPSR. The aim of this conditional execution of instructions is to keep a smooth
flow of instructions through the pipeline. Every time there is a branch or jump, the pipeline is flushed and must be
refilled and this causes a dip in overall performance. In practice, there is a break-even point between effectively
forcing NOP instructions through the pipeline and a traditional conditional branch and refill of the pipeline. This
break-even point is three instructions, so a small branch such as:
if(x<100)
{
x++;
}
would be most efficient when coded using conditional execution of ARM instructions.
The main instruction groups of the ARM instruction set fall into six different categories; Branching, Data
Processing, Data Transfer, Block Transfer, Multiply and Software Interrupt.

1.9.1

Branching

The basic branch instruction (as its name implies) allows a jump forwards or backwards of up to 32 MB. A
modified version of the branch instruction, the branch link, allows the same jump but stores the current PC
address plus four bytes in the link register.

The branch instruction has several forms. The
branch instruction will jump you to a destination
address. The branch link instruction jumps to the
destination and stores a return address in R14.

So the branch link instruction is used as a call to a function storing the return address in the link register. The
branch instruction can be used to branch on the contents of the link register to make the return at the end of the
function. By using the condition codes we can perform conditional branching and conditional calling of functions.
The branch instructions have two other variants called “branch exchange” and “branch link exchange”. These two
instructions perform the same branch operation, but also swap instruction operation from ARM to THUMB and
vice versa.
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The branch exchange and branch link exchange
instructions perform the same jumps as branch and
branch link but also swap instruction sets from ARM to
THUMB and vice versa.

This is the only method you should use to swap instruction sets, as directly manipulating the T bit in the CPSR
can lead to unpredictable results.

1.9.2

Data Processing Instructions

The general form for all data processing instructions is shown below. Each instruction has a result register and
two operands. The first operand must be a register, but the second can be a register or an immediate value.

The general structure of the data
processing instructions allows for
conditional execution, a logical shift of
up to 32 bits and the data operation all
in the one cycle.

In addition, the ARM9 core contains a barrel shifter which allows the second operand to be shifted by a full 32-bits
within the instruction cycle. The “S” bit is used to control the condition codes. If it is set, the condition codes are
modified depending on the result of the instruction. If it is clear, no update is made. If, however, the PC (R15) is
specified as the result register and the S flag is set, this will cause the SPSR of the current mode to be copied to
the CPSR. This is used at the end of an exception to restore the PC and switch back to the original mode. Do not
try this when you are in the User Mode as there is no SPSR and the result would be unpredictable.
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Mnemonic
AND
EOR
SUB
RSB
ADD
ADC
SBC
RSC
TST
TEQ
CMP
CMN
ORR

Meaning
Logical bitwise AND
Logical bitwise exclusive OR
Subtract
Reverse Subtract
Add
Add with carry
Subtract with carry
Reverse Subtract with carry
Test
Test Equivalence
Compare
Compare negated
Logical bitwise OR

Mnemonic
MOV
BIC
MVN

Meaning
Move
Bit clear
Move negated

These features give us a rich set of data processing instructions which can be used to build very efficiently-coded
programs, or to give a compiler-designer nightmares. An example of a typical ARM instruction is shown below.
if(Z == 1) R1 = R2+(R3x4)
Can be compiled to:
EQADDS R1,R2,R3,LSL #2

1.9.2.1 Copying Registers
The next group of instructions are the data transfer instructions. The ARM9 CPU has load-and-store register
instructions that can move signed and unsigned Word, Half Word and Byte quantities to and from a selected
register.
Mnemonic
LDR
LDRH
LDRSH
LDRB
LRDSB

Meaning
Load Word
Load Half Word
Load Signed Half Word
Load Byte
Load Signed Byte

STR
STRH
STRSH
STRB
STRSB

Store
Store
Store
Store
Store

Word
Half Word
Signed Half Word
Byte
Signed Half Word

Since the register set is fully orthogonal it is possible to load a 32-bit value into the PC, forcing a program jump
anywhere within the processor address space. If the target address is beyond the range of a branch instruction, a
stored constant can be loaded into the PC.
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1.9.2.2 Copying Multiple Registers
In addition to load and storing single register values, the ARM has instructions to load and store multiple registers.
So with a single instruction, the whole register bank or a selected subset can be copied to memory and restored
with a second instruction:

The load and store multiple instructions allow
you to save or restore the entire register file or
any subset of registers in the one instruction.
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1.10 Swap Instruction
The ARM instruction set also provides support for real time semaphores with a swap instruction. The swap
instruction exchanges a word between registers and memory as one atomic instruction. This prevents crucial data
exchanges from being interrupted by an exception. This instruction is not reachable from the C language and is
supported by intrinsic functions within the compiler library.

The swap instruction allows you to exchange the
contents of two registers. This takes two cycles
but is treated as a single atomic instruction so the
exchange cannot be corrupted by an interrupt.

1.11 Modifying The Status Registers
As noted in the ARM9 architecture section, the CPSR and the SPSR are CPU registers, but are not part of the
main register bank. Only two ARM instructions can operate on these registers directly. The MSR and MRS
instructions support moving the contents of the CPSR or SPSR to and from a selected register. For example, in
order to disable the IRQ interrupts the contents of the CPSR must be moved to a register, the “I” bit must be set
by ‘OR’ing the contents with 0x00000080 to disable the interrupt and then the CPSR must be reprogrammed with
the new value.

The CPSR and SPSR are not memory-mapped or
part of the central register file. The only instructions
which operate on them are the MSR and MRS
instructions. These instructions are disabled when
the CPU is in USER mode.

The MSR and MRS instructions will work in all processor modes except the User Mode. Thus it is only possible to
change the operating mode of the process, or to enable or disable interrupts, from a privileged mode. Once you
have entered the User Mode you cannot leave it, except through an exception, reset, FIQ, IRQ or SWI instruction.
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1.12 Software Interrupt
The Software Interrupt Instruction generates an exception on execution, forces the processor into Supervisor
mode and jumps the PC to 0x00000008. As with all other ARM instructions, the SWI instruction contains the
condition execution codes in the top four bits followed by the op code. The remainder of the instruction is empty.
However, it is possible to encode a number into these unused bits. On entering the software interrupt, the
software interrupt code can examine these bits and decide which code to run. So it is possible to use the SWI
instruction to make calls into the protected mode, in order to run privileged code or make operating system calls.

The Software Interrupt Instruction forces the CPU into SUPERVISOR mode and jumps the PC to
the SWI vector. Bits 0-23 are unused and user defined numbers can be encoded into this space.

The Assembler Instruction:
SWI #3
will encode the value 3 into the unused bits of the SWI instruction. In the SWI ISR routine we can examine the
SWI instruction with the following pseudo code:
switch(*(R14-4) & 0x00FFFFFF)
{

//
//
//
//

roll back the address stored in link reg
by 4 bytes
Mask off the top 8 bits and switch
on result

case (SWI-1)
……
Depending on your compiler, you may need to implement this yourself, or it may be done for you in the compiler
implementation.

1.13 MAC Unit
In addition to the barrel shifter, the ARM9 has an enhanced Multiply Accumulate Unit (MAC). The MAC supports
same integer and long integer multiplication that are available the ARM9. The integer multiplication instructions
support multiplication of two 32-bit registers and place the result in a third 32-bit register (modulo32). A multiplyaccumulate instruction will take the same product and add it to a running total. Long integer multiplication allows
two 32-bit quantities to be multiplied together and the 64-bit result is placed in two registers. Similarly a long
multiply and accumulate is also available.
Instruction
MUL
MULA
UMULL
UMLAL
SMULL
SMLAL

Operation
32x32
32x32+32
32x32
32x32+64
32x32
32x32+64

=
=
=
=
=
=

Purpose
Multiply
MAC
Unsigned multiply
Unsigned MAC
Signed multiply
Signed MAC

32
32
64
64
64
64

In addition to the 32 bit multiplies the ARM9 has some additional maths instructions designed to support DSP type
applications and fast multiplies.
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1.14 DSP Extensions
The ARM9 instruction set includes an additional group of instructions aimed at increasing the efficiency of the
ARM CPUs when running complex mathematical algorithms, which are required in advanced control applications
such as motor drives or consumer electronics such as MP3 players. Like all the other ARM instructions the DSP
instructions can operate on any register in the CPU register file and with the exception of the saturated
instructions they are also conditionally executable. The first group of instructions are an additional set of single
cycle multiply instructions supported by the enhanced MAC unit. These include a single cycle 16 x16 multiply and
a 32 x 16 multiply.
Instruction
SMLAxy
SMLAWy
SMLALxy
SMULxy
SMULWy

Operation
16x16+32
32x16+32
16x16+64
16x16
16x32

=
=
=
=
=

Purpose
Signed MAC
Signed MAC wide
Signed MAC long
Signed multiply
Signed multiply long

32
32
64
32
32

The 16x16 multiply instructions operate on the upper and lower halves of a 32 bit wide register. So if you arrange
your 16 bit integers in adjoining half words a single load can be used to move both operands into the register file.
The next group of DSP instructions implement saturated addition and subtraction instructions.

1.15 Co-Processor Instructions
When used as an IP core the ARM9 CPU can support up to 16 co-processors, attached through its co-processor
interface. Instructions and data can then be exchanged with a set of dedicated co-processor instructions. Within
the ARM9 the Tightly Coupled Memory, I & D caches and the memory management unit are configured by
addressing co-processor 15. The co processor instructions provide the following basic operations:
CDP
MRC MCR
LDC STC

Co-processor data processing
Co-processor register transfer
Co-processor memory transfer
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1.16 THUMB Instruction Set
Although the ARM9 is a 32-bit processor, it has a second 16-bit instruction set called THUMB. The THUMB
instruction set is really a compressed form of the ARM instruction set.

The THUMB instruction set is
essential for archiving the
necessary code density to
make small single chip ARM7
micros usable.

This allows instructions to be stored in a 16-bit format, expanded into ARM instructions and then executed.
Although the THUMB instructions will result in lower code performance compared to ARM instructions, they will
achieve a much higher code density. So, in order to build a reasonably-sized application that will fit on a small
single chip microcontroller, it is vital to compile your code as a mixture of ARM and THUMB functions. This
process is called interworking and is easily supported on all ARM compilers. By compiling code in the THUMB
instruction set you can get a space saving of 30%, while the same code compiled as ARM code will run 40%
faster.
The THUMB instruction set is much more like a traditional microcontroller instruction set. Unlike the ARM
instructions, THUMB instructions are not conditionally executed (except for conditional branches). The data
processing instructions have a two-address format, where the destination register is one of the source registers:
ARM Instruction
ADD R0, R0,R1

THUMB Instruction
ADD R0,R1

Operation
R0 = R0+R1

The THUMB instruction set does not have full access to all registers in the register file. All data processing
instructions have access to R0 –R7 (these are called the “low registers”).

In the THUMB programmer’s model all
instructions have access to R0-R7. Only a
few instructions may access R8-R12.

However access to R8-R12 (the “high registers”) is restricted to a few instructions:
MOV, ADD, CMP
The THUMB instruction set does not contain MSR and MRS instructions, so you can only indirectly affect the
CPSR and SPSR. If you need to modify any user bits in the CPSR you must change to ARM mode. You can
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change modes by using the BX and BLX instructions. Also, when you come out of RESET, or enter an exception
mode, you will automatically change to ARM mode.

After Reset the ARM9 will execute ARM (32-bit)
instructions. The instruction set can be
exchanged at any time using BX or BLX. If an
exception occurs the execution is automatically
forced to ARM (32-bit).

The THUMB instruction set has the more traditional PUSH and POP instructions for stack manipulation. They
implement a fully descending stack, hardwired to R13.

The THUMB instruction set has dedicated
PUSH and POP instructions which implement
a descending stack using R13 as a stack
pointer.

Finally, the THUMB instruction set does contain a SWI instruction which works in the same way as in the ARM
instruction set, but it only contains 8 unused bits, to give a maximum of 255 SWI calls.

1.17 Summary
At the end of this chapter you should have a basic understanding of the ARM9 CPU. Please see the bibliography
for a list of books that address the ARM9 in more detail. Full details of the ARM9 CPU’s can be found in the
ARM9 Technical reference manual. This is available from the ARM website at www.arm.com
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2.

netX System Description

Now that we have some familiarity with the ARM CPU and its development tools, we can begin to look at how the
CPU has been integrated into the netX family of microcontrollers. In this chapter we will look at the system
architecture of the netX microcontrollers and the key functions that must be configured to get the best
performance from the chip. This includes the netX memory and bus structure, its internal clocks and reset
circuitry, the boot up process and its interrupt structure. Finally we will look at the advanced memory architecture
that is specially designed for the netX as multiprocessor system.

2.1 Bus Structure
In a system on chip the ARM CPU generally needs to be interfaced to additional components like memory and
peripherals. For this, many other ARM-based devices in the market use the standard Advanced Microcontroller
Bus Architecture (AMBA) defined by ARM. This AMBA architecture proposes one main bus (called AHB Advanced High performance Bus) to connect all system masters1 to the memory. AMBA also defines the
Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) which is used to connect all peripherals through an AHB-APB bus bridge to the
main AHB bus.

Common bus structure:
In most systems in the
market the ARM CPU is
connected via one central
AHB,
which
easily
becomes
a
major
bottleneck to the overall
system performance.

As the AHB is only a single 32 bit bus running at the system frequency it easily becomes an internal bandwidth
bottleneck, especially if more masters are connected to this central AHB. If two (or more) masters request this
central AHB in the same cycle, arbitration has to be performed. A central arbiter unit decides which master
obtains access to the bus first. In most systems in the market, this arbitration needs an extra cycle (arbitration
loss) that leads to further system performance limitations.
For netX devices the Data Switch unit removes all these bandwidth bottlenecks and arbitration losses. Physically
it is a matrix of AHB busses allowing the masters to access different slaves in parallel. Each slave has its own
lossless arbitration unit. The overall system performance benefits from at least three effects:
1.
2.
3.

The data switch allows all masters to access all slaves in parallel.
If two masters request the same slave, no extra arbitration cycles are necessary.
No AHB-APB bus bridge infers further limitations.

1 As master we refer to any CPU or other autonomous unit like, e.g., DMA, that addresses some slave.
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netX bus structure:
All masters can access all
slaves in parallel without
arbitration losses.

In netX 500 there are five masters: ARM instruction bus, ARM data bus, communication controller, LCD controller
and host interface. The netX 100 does not provide an LCD controller nor does the netX 50. Whereas the netX 50
provides an extra DMA controller it has only a single, combined ARM data and instruction bus.
These five (netX 100 and netX 50 only four) masters are able to actively access the memory and peripherals
address space, which will be described in the following chapter. To gain the maximum out of this data switch
concept, the internal RAM is divided into several pages. The netX 500 and netX 100 each have four pages of
internal memory, in netX 50 the internal memory is divided into three pages. The software is completely free to
assign these pages of memory such that the degree of parallelism becomes as high as possible.
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2.2 Memory Map – netX 500 and netX 100
Despite the rather complex internal bus structure the netX microcontrollers have a linear 4 Gbyte address space.
The following figure shows the general layout in case of netX 500 and netX 100.

The netX 500 and netX 100
memory map places the chip
resources at fixed locations
within the ARM 4Gbyte address
space.

The first 128 Kbyte of the netX 500 and netX 100 memory map consist of on-chip SRAM. The internal memory
works at the system frequency of 100 MHz without further wait states. As mentioned above, this memory is
divided into four pages that can be accessed in parallel, e.g. by ARM, communications controller, LCD-controller
and host interface.
The internal RAM is then followed by the Internal Logic address area, which contains all special-function registers
for control and configuration of the netX functions. This area is mirrored at the end of the 4 Gbyte address space,
which is essential for the ARM vector interrupt controller (VIC). For details about the internal registers see the
according chapters or the ‘Program Reference Guide’ provided by Hilscher.
Also integrated on-chip is a factory programmed ROM that contains a bootloader. For details see “The Boot
Process” later on in this chapter.
The netX 100 and netX 500 have an additional 16 Kbyte of backup SRAM which is located within the power
domain of the real-time clock. This allows both the real-time clock and the backup RAM to be powered by a
battery while the netX system is powered down.
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The netX microcontroller family also supports two address ranges for external busses. These are the extension
bus and the external memory controller. The extension bus can be used to host external memory mapped
peripherals in diverse modes, which is the reason why this interface is slower than the memory controller. It
therefore should not be used to run code from this address area. The extension bus supports up to 4 pages (= 4
chipselects) of 32Mbyte.
The external memory controller is designed to access external memory with maximum performance. It consists of
two units sharing the same data and address pins: the SRAM controller for connecting SRAM and Flash to three
different chipselects and the SDRAM controller. Both interfaces know many parameters and should carefully be
configured as they have high influence on the overall system performance.

2.3 Memory Map – netX 50
The netX 50 microcontroller uses the ARM966E-S instead of the ARM926EJ-S. This processor type does not
have a Memory Management Unit (MMU) and divides its address space in buffered and unbuffered areas. In
buffered areas the processor uses a write FIFO, i.e., it can proceed with the following instructions before the write
access is finished. This increases performance and should (nearly) always be used, but complicates the memory
mapping somewhat.
Additionally, for the ARM966E-S the Tightly Coupled Memory for data (dTCM) and instructions (iTCM) is fixed to
the lower end of the address space. Even though only 8 Kbyte of iTCM are used within the netX 50, the processor
conceals an area of 64 Mbyte when iTCM is enabled. On the other hand, this lower address space must be
mapped to internal SRAM, if iTCM is disabled because the ARM exception vectors are located there. The
following figure illustrates the memory map of the 4 Gbyte linear address space for the netX 50.

Typical for the memory map of
the netX 50 are the write buffered
and unbuffered areas.
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Following the TCM-covered area, netX 50 has 96 Kbyte of internal SRAM divided into 3 pages, that can be
accessed in parallel by ARM, communications controller, DMA or host interface. The on-chip memory works at
the system frequency of 100 MHz without further wait states.
As in netX 500 and netX 100 the internal logic address area integrates all special-function registers for control and
configuration of the netX functions. Due to the concept of how the ARM handles interrupts using a vector interrupt
controller, this area is mirrored at the end of the 4 Gbyte address space. For details about the internal registers
see the according chapters or the ‘Program Reference Guide’ provided by Hilscher.
While the areas for internal RAM and internal logic are available “write buffered” as well as “unbuffered” to the
ARM with respect to a write access, the mirrors of these address areas are identical for all other master units like
DMA, communications controller and host interface.
As in netX 500 and netX 100, the extension bus is divided into 4 banks of 32Mbyte. In netX 50 these are available
as “buffered” and “unbuffered” areas. Using the buffered area should increase the overall performance, as
accesses via the extension bus could be very slow, depending on the external device and used mode.
The external memory controller of netX 50 is the same as in netX 100 and netX 500, but driving strength of the
pads is limited. This leads to slower access times, if multiple memory devices are connected in parallel. So using
multiple memory devices is not recommended. The netX 50 is designed for connecting a single SDRAM or
SRAM, which should be sufficient for the intended range of applications.
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2.4 Power Supply and Clocks
The netX family requires two external voltage supplies. A supply of 1.5V is required to power the core including
ARM926EJ-S CPU and all internal logic and memory. A further supply of 3.3V is required for the pads driving
external signals. In addition, the 16 Kbyte backup RAM and real-time clock require an optional 3.3V supply if this
region of memory is to be preserved during power down.

All members of the netX family
require a 3.3V and 1.5V power
supply and an external 25MHz
crystal. The netX 500 requires an
optional 32.768KHz watch crystal
for its real-time clock.

The internal oscillator and Phase Locked Loop generate all the necessary clock signals and only require an
external 25MHz crystal. The netX 500 has an on-board real-time clock which requires an additional 32.768 kHz
watch crystal.
The netX has two external reset pins: the Power On Reset (PORn) pin and an external Reset pin (RSTINn).
Pulling the PORn pin low will force a system reset and all internal registers within the netX chip and the ARM will
be reset to their default values. The PORn pin is intended to be connected to a voltage supervisor chip, so that a
system reset can be forced if there is a voltage dip or brown out condition. The RSTINn pin will again force a
system reset when it is pulled low. This pin is intended to be controlled by a host system or a simple reset button
on the development board. On the netX 50 this pin can be left open, if it is not used.
The netX chip has two dedicated system status pins RDY and RUN while these pins are actually software
controlled they are intended to be connected to a pair of LEDs in order to display the operating status of the netX
chip. However, during a reset these pins become inputs and are read by the bootloader code.

Two dedicated IO pins may be
used as status indicators. At
reset the ROMMED bootloader
reads these pins to determine the
location of the application code.
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2.5 The Boot Process
After a reset the ARM program counter will be reset to address 0x00000000 (the reset vector). Although this is the
on-chip SRAM region, the first four bytes of memory are hardwired with a jump into the bootloader code. Once the
bootloader is entered, the RDY and RUN pins will be configured as inputs and read by the bootloader firmware.
Depending on the logic levels present on these two pins, the bootloader may check a variety of sources for a boot
image to be loaded. The table below lists the configuration for the corresponding jumpers. The code itself may run
out of a parallel flash or be loaded into internal as well as external memory and started from there.

The serial mode is particularly useful for modifying the firmware within an existing system or storing it initially.
Moreover, it will be used as a fall-back when no valid boot image can be found at the other locations. If this mode
is configured, the netX will wait for a connection via USB or the first UART port to load the boot code from.
Otherwise the bootloader will first check to load code from a parallel FLASH connected to the memory controller
and then from external FLASH memory or EEPROM located on the SPI or I2C busses. In addition it will look for a
multimedia card formatted with a FAT12, FAT16 or FAT32 file system. This card should be located on the SPI bus
and contain the code stored as a binary file. By configuring the RDY and RUN pins for the memory mode, the
bootloader will not check any of the following conditions.
The dual port mode allows a second microcontroller to act as a host and directly download code into the on-chip
SRAM. This method can be very useful if the netX is part of an embedded system where the host processor will
be able to load the current revision of the firmware directly into the netX on every startup. Finally, the netX can
boot from code stored in FLASH memory located on chip select zero of the extension bus.
The netX 50 uses the RDY and RUN pins also for connecting a secure EEPROM containing licenses and other
application specific information. When a secure EEPROM is used (mandatory for master applications), the
desired boot mode is selected by a parameter, stored in the EEPROM. In that case, boot jumpers can’t be used,
as the EPPROM will not be accessed unless a high level is applied to both pins, RDY and RUN. The use of a
boot mode button, forcing the serial boot mode, is however possible and recommended. Compared to netX 100
and netX 500 (and their above schematics) the proper circuit for attaching the SYS LED, a boot mode button and
possibly a secure EEPROM to the netX50 is slightly more complex. Detailed schematics for the netX 50 can be
found in the netX 50 Technical Data Reference Guide.
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2.6 Interrupt Structure
The ARM CPU has two external interrupt lines for fast interrupt request (FIQ) and general purpose interrupt (IRQ)
request modes. In an ARM system there should only be one interrupt source which generates an FIQ interrupt, so
that the processor can enter this mode and start processing the interrupt as fast as possible. This means that all
the other interrupt sources must be connected to the IRQ interrupt. In a simple system they could be connected
through a large OR gate. This would mean that when an interrupt was asserted the CPU would have to check
each peripheral in order to determine the source of the interrupt. This could take many cycles. Clearly a more
sophisticated approach is required. In order to handle the external interrupts efficiently, an on-chip module called
the Vector Interrupt Controller (VIC) has been added.

The VIC unit provides additional hardware
support for the on-chip peripheral interrupts.
Without the VIC, the interrupt response time
would be very slow.

The VIC inside netX is software compatible to the well known ARM prime cell prime cell VIC PL190. It is a highly
optimised interrupt controller used to handle all the on-chip interrupt sources from peripherals. Each of the on-chip
interrupt sources is connected to the VIC on a fixed channel. The VIC provides channels for a maximum of 32
interrupt sources. Your application software can connect each of these channels to the CPU interrupt lines (FIQ,
IRQ) in one of three ways. The VIC allows each interrupt to be handled as an FIQ interrupt, a vectored IRQ
interrupt, or a non-vectored IRQ interrupt. The interrupt response time varies between these three handling
methods. FIQ is the fastest followed by vectored IRQ with non-vectored IRQ being the slowest. We will look at
each of these interrupt handling methods in turn.

The VIC provides three levels of
interrupt service and on-chip interrupt
sources may be allocated into each
group.

-The following table summarises the different interrupt sources:
Bit Position Name

Description

31

-

reserved

30

TIMER4

Timer 4

29

TIMER3

Timer 3

28

-

reserved

27

-

reserved
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26

ISO_AREA

Power is going down (see RTC for details)

25

INT_PHY

Interrupt from internal PHYs

24

MSYNC3

Motion synchronization channel 3 (= logic OR of xpec3_irq[15:12])

23

MSYNC2

Motion synchronization channel 2 (=logic OR of xpec2_irq[15:12])

22

MSYNC1

Motion synchronization channel 1 (=logic OR of xpec1_irq[15:12])

21

MSYNC0

Motion synchronization channel 0 (=logic OR of xpec0_irq[15:12])

20

COM3

Communication channel 3 (=logic OR of xpec3_irq[11:0])

19

COM2

Communication channel 2 (=logic OR of xpec2_irq[11:0])

18

COM1

Communication channel 1 (=logic OR of xpec1_irq[11:0])

17

COM0

Communication channel 0 (=logic OR of xpec0_irq[11:0])

16

GPIO

Interrupts from GPIO 0-14 (netX 100 and netX 500), GPIO 0-30/IOLINK (netX 50)

15

HIF

HIF interrupt

14

LCD

LCD-Controller interrupt

13

I2C

Reserved

12

SPI

SPI interrupt

11

USB

USB interrupt

10

UART2

UART 2

9

UART1

UART 1

8

UART0

UART 0

7

WATCHDOG

reserved

6

GPIO15

Interrupt from GPIO 15 (netX 100 and netX 500), GPIO 31 (netX 50)

5

SYSTIME_S

System time IRQ from SYSTIME module

4

SYSTIME_NS

System time ns compare interrupt from GPIO module

3

TIMER2

Timer 2 / Counter 2 from GPIO Module

2

TIMER1

Timer 1 / Counter 1 from GPIO Module

1

TIMER0

Timer 0 / Counter 0 from GPIO Module

0

SW

Reserved for Software Interrupt, ARM standard configuration

2.6.1

FIQ Interrupt

Any interrupt source may be assigned as the FIQ interrupt. Within each VIC the Interrupt Select Register has a
unique bit for each interrupt. Setting this bit connects the selected channel to the FIQ interrupt. In an ideal system
we will only have one FIQ interrupt. However, setting multiple bits in the Interrupt Select Register will enable
multiple FIQ interrupt sources. If this is the case, on entry the interrupt source can be determined by examining
the VIC FIQ Status register and the appropriate code executed.
Clearly having several FIQ sources slows entry into the ISR code. Once you have selected a FIQ source the
interrupt can be enabled in the VIC Interrupt Enable Register. As well as configuring the VIC, the peripheral
generating the interrupt must be configured and its own interrupt registers enabled. Once an FIQ interrupt is
generated, the processor will change to FIQ mode and vector to 0x0000001C, the FIQ vector. You must place a
jump to your ISR routine at this location in order to serve the interrupt.

2.6.1.1 Leaving An FIQ Interrupt
As we have seen, declaring a C function as an FIQ interrupt will make the compiler use the correct return
instructions to resume execution of the background code at the point at which it was interrupted. However, before
you exit the ISR code you must make sure that any interrupt status flags in the peripheral have been cleared. If
this is not done, you will get continuous interrupts until the flag is cleared. Again, be careful, as to clear the flag
you will have to write a logic 1 to the appropriate bit, not a logic 0.
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At the end of an interrupt the interrupt status flag
must be cleared. Failure to do this will result in
continuous interrupts.

2.6.2

Vectored IRQ

If we have one interrupt source defined as an FIQ interrupt, all the remaining interrupt sources must be connected
to the remaining IRQ line. To ensure efficient and timely processing of these interrupts, the VIC provides a
programmable hardware lookup table which delivers the address of the C function to run for a given interrupt
source. The VIC contains 16 slots for vectored addressing. Each slot contains a Vector Address Register and a
Vector Control Register.

For a Vectored IRQ the VIC provides a hardware
lookup table for the address of each ISR. The
interrupt priority of each peripheral may also be
controlled.

The Vector Control Register contains two fields: a channel field and an enable bit. By programming the channel
field, any interrupt channel may be connected to any given slot and then activated using the enable bit. The
priority of a vectored interrupt is given by its slot number. The lower the slot number, the more important the
interrupt.

Each vector address “slot” may be
assigned to any peripheral interrupt
channel: the lower the number of the
vector address, the higher its priority.

The other register in the VIC slot is the Vector Address Register. As its name suggests, this register must be
initialised with the address of the appropriate C function to run when the interrupt associated with the slot occurs.
In practice, when a vectored interrupt is generated the interrupt channel is routed to a specific slot and the
address of the ISR in the slot’s vector address register is loaded into a new register called the vector address
register. So whenever an interrupt configured as a vectored interrupt is generated, the address of its ISR will be
loaded into a fixed memory location called the Vector Address Register.
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When an
address
interrupt
contents
register.

interrupt occurs the vector
slot associated with the
channel will transfer its
to the vector address

While this is happening in the VIC unit, the ARM CPU is going through its normal entry into the IRQ mode. It will
vector the 0x00000018 (the IRQ interrupt vector). In order to enter the appropriate ISR, the address in the VIC
Vector Address Register must be loaded into the PC:
LDR PC,[PC,#-0xFF0]
As we are on the IRQ we know the address is 0x00000018 + 8 (for the pipeline). If we deduct 0xFF0 from this, it
wraps the address round the top of the 32-bit address space and loads the contents of address 0x001FF030 (the
Vector Address Register). To allow this little trick, the complete internal registers address space (peripherals area)
is mirrored at the end of the netX memory map.

When an IRQ exception occurs the CPU
executes the instruction LDR PC[PC,#0xFF0] which loads the contents of the
vector address register into the PC forcing
a jump to the ISR.

2.6.2.1 Leaving an IRQ Interrupt
As in the FIQ interrupt, you must ensure that the interrupt status flags are cleared in the peripheral which
generated the request. In addition, at the end of the interrupt you must do a dummy write to the Vector Address
Register. This signals the end of the interrupt to the VIC and any pending IRQ interrupt will be asserted.
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At the end of a vectored IRQ interrupt you
must make a dummy write to the Vector
Address Register in addition to clearing the
peripheral flag to clear the interrupt.

2.6.3

Non-Vectored IRQ

The VIC is capable of handling 16 peripherals as vectored interrupts and at least one as an FIQ interrupt. This
allows a total of 17 interrupt sources to be served as vectored interrupts. There are, however, a total of 27
interrupt sources on the netX microcontrollers. In order to serve more than 17 interrupt sources, the VIC has a
final interrupt service mode which serves additional interrupt sources as non vectored interrupts.
The non-vectored interrupt sources are served by a single ISR. The address of this ISR is stored in an additional
vector address register called the default vector address register. If an interrupt is enabled in the VIC and is not
configured as an FIQ or does not have a vectored interrupt slot associated with it, then it will act as a nonvectored interrupt. When such an interrupt is asserted, the address in the default vector address is loaded into the
vector address register, causing the processor to jump to this routine. On entry, the CPU must read the IRQ
status register to see which of the non-vectored interrupt sources has generated the exception.

The non-vectored interrupt has one
vector address slot that will jump all
non-vectored interrupt sources to
one default ISR.

2.6.3.1 Leaving a Non-Vectored IRQ Interrupt
As with the vectored IRQ interrupt, you must clear the peripheral flag and write to the vector address register.
Within the VIC it is possible for the application software to generate an interrupt on any given channel through the
VIC Software Interrupt Registers. These registers are nothing to do with the Software Interrupt Instruction (SWI),
but allow interrupt sources to be tested either for power-on testing or for simulation during development.

It is possible to simulate an
interrupt
source
via
the
software interrupt set and clear
registers in the VIC.

Typical latencies for interrupt sources using the VIC are shown below. In the case of the non-vectored interrupts,
use the latency for the vectored interrupt plus the time taken to read the IRQstatus register and decide which
routine to run.
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•FIQ
Interrupt Sync
+ Worst Case Instruction execution
+ Entry to first Instruction
= FIQ Latency = 12 cycles = 60nS @ 200MHz
•IRQ
Interrupt sync
+ worst case instruction execution
+ Entry to first instruction
+ Nesting
= IRQ Latency = 25 cycles = 125nS @ 200MHz
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2.7 Advanced Memory Architecture
Each member of the netX microcontroller family is a multiprocessor system. On one side there is the ARM
processor communicating with some external host processor. On the other side there are the xPEC and xMAC
processors inside the communications channels interacting with each other and the ARM. Such a system requires
an advanced memory architecture consisting of high performance shared memory for the main dataflow and
some sophisticated structures managing the dataflow between diverse processing units.
The fastest memory inside netX is the Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM) at the ARM processor, but this memory is
not accessible from outside the ARM. It runs at 200 MHz without wait states. All netX controllers include 8 Kbyte
of data TCM, netX 50 has additional 8 Kbyte of instruction TCM.
The fastest shared memory of the netX microcontrollers are four (netX 50 only three) pages of 32 Kbyte of
internal memory. This memory is accessible by all processors at system frequency of 100 MHz without wait
states.
The 16 Kbyte page of backup RAM within the netX 500 is located on a separate power domain together with the
real-time clock, so that it can be battery-backed. However, crossing from the ordinary power domain to this
separate one needs some extra synchronisation cycles, which causes this memory to be about three times slower
than the other pages of internal memory.
Regarding external memory, theoretically SRAM can be connected without wait states and would then be as fast
as the internal memory. In practice, fast SRAM is very expensive, while standard SRAM needs many wait states
and is therefore slower than SDRAM. Hence SDRAM is the best choice for external memory and that is the
reason why the netX provides a high sophisticated SDRAM controller with many improvements compared to what
you might know from other devices in the market. For details see chapter “Memory Controller” below.
The host interface serves two purposes. In Dual-Port-Memory mode, other external processors act as masters
with respect to the netX system and can access netX internal and external memory and registers. In Extension
Bus mode, the netX is the master for other external devices, which can be accessed by the ARM CPU and the
other netX masters like DMA-controller and communications controller. As the host interface is designed for many
different access modes, its access performance is lower compared to the memory controller. Consequently, it is
recommended to use the memory controller when connecting simple memory expansions.
In addition to the high performance shared memory, the netX provides some sophisticated structures for
managing the dataflow between processing units. These are mainly the Pointer FIFO and the Buffer Management
Unit, which are specifically designed to exchange pointers to data blocks between different processors. In this
context also the central Data Switch and the DMA-controller (only netX 50) will be explained. See the following
chapters for further details.

2.7.1

Data Switch

Within the netX microcontrollers there are several units that need to act as bus masters in addition to the ARM
CPU. If there was a single internal high speed bus, each of these units would need to arbitrate to gain access to
the bus before any data or instructions could be transferred. This would become a significant bottleneck to the
overall performance of the netX microcontroller. To overcome this problem, all of the on-chip functional units are
connected together through a central data switch.
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The data switch is a bus matrix of
high speed busses that allow the
ARM, Communications controller
Host controller, the DMA (netX 50)
and the LCD controller (netX 500) to
operate in parallel.

The data switch is a matrix of 32-bit-wide busses running at 100 MHz. The ARM, DMA controller, communication
controller subsystem, LCD controller and the host interface can all act as bus masters and address any of the bus
slaves. As bus arbitration will only occur when two bus masters try to simultaneously access the same slave unit,
the netX microcontrollers are capable of up to five parallel operations, giving a performance boost of up to 400%
compared to standard AHB systems.
To gain the most advantage from the data switch concept, the internal RAM is divided into different pages. The
netX 50 has 96k of SRAM split into three pages of 32k, the netX 100 and netX 500 have an additional 32k page
giving a total of 128k of contiguous SRAM. However, each 32 Kbyte page has a separate slave port. This allows
the ARM CPU to access one region of SRAM while another bus master, such as the DMA, is simultaneously
accessing a separate page of SRAM. In practice, the data switch does not introduce any complexity for the
programmer and requires no configuration for that. However, when designing your application firmware you must
bear in mind the memory layout and interaction of the separate bus masters in order to get the optimum
performance from the netX microcontroller.
Other advantages compared to standard AHB systems are lossless arbitration and lossless read after write
changes. Other systems often need extra clock cycles for arbitration (to decide, who gets the bus next) or if a
master changes from write to read access. This is why the AHBL standard defined burst transfers (then you get
these losses only once per burst, not with every single word). The netX is different: the data switch has
implemented special cache registers, which allow to work completely lossless, even if changing from read to write
or vice versa. This makes single word random accesses as fast as burst accesses, so no special burst modes are
implemented inside netX data switch. For the user this means that you need not care about organizing and
accessing your data and program in heaps of the systems burst size, when optimizing for performance. While in
internal memory, you will always work without any wait states. This changes, when working on external SDRAM,
as explained in the next chapter.
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2.7.2

Memory Controller

A dedicated memory controller is available on each of the netX microcontrollers. The memory controller supports
an 8-, 16- or 32-bit wide data bus with a 24-bit wide address bus to external SRAM and FLASH. The memory
controller is designed so that no external logic is required, giving a simple, clean hardware design. The memory
controller provides three independent chipselects with a maximum address range of 64Mbyte. The memory
controller also incorporates an SDRAM controller. This allows SDRAM to be connected to an additional chipselect
which has a total address range of 1Gbyte.

The memory controller supports access to
external FLASH and SRAM. It also includes
a SDRAM controller with a 1GByte address
range.

To avoid an unstable system (or even a high prioritized system master blocking the whole system) the netX family
supports bandwidth controlling for accesses on the combined external memory interface:
For each system master (ARM, DMA, LCD, communications controller, Host Interface) a certain period of time
(timeslot length) can be defined within this master is allowed to control the external memory interface for a certain
number of system clocks (timeslot access rate). If a high prioritized master tries to run more than his maximum
allowed accesses the master will be blocked for the rest of the remaining timeslot.
This concept of bandwidth control conforms to standard bandwidth estimations, where typically the bandwidth of
different masters and their internal buffer leads to different time bases (e.g. an Ethernet controller typically works
on a time base of 1 Ethernet Frame, some simple UART-controller might work on this 8+3 cycle time base, a CPU
running an operating system usually works on the time base of its system tick).
However, in most applications the netX performance should be sufficient to guarantee enough bandwidth for
every master, so you need not care about bandwidth controlling.
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2.7.2.1 SRAM/FLASH Controller
Each of the three chipselects may be configured to interface to SRAM or FLASH. The external address bus is 24
bits wide. In 8-bit mode the bus gives a byte address and has an address range of 16Mbytes. In 16-bit mode it
gives a half-word address and has an address range of 32Mbytes. In 32-bit mode it gives a word address and has
an address range of 64Mbytes. In 16- and 32-bit mode the external memory can be accessed as half-word or
word-wide. However, additional byte lane signals can be used to access memory byte-wide in 16-bit mode and
byte and half-word-wide in 32-bit mode.

Each chipselect is configured by a single register that defines bus width, wait states, data setup time, data valid
time and optional additional wait states after access.
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2.7.2.2 SDRAM Controller
The SDRAM controller provides a dedicated chipselect, which supports a 1 Gbyte address range between
0x80000000 and 0xBFFFFFFF. The SDRAM controller supports single data rate memory from 16Mbit to 512Mbit.
Various device specific parameters are programmable, so the netX SDRAM controller should work with all
SDRAM devices in the market. For details see the ’Program Reference Guide' provided by Hilscher.

Once the SDRAM hardware is properly configured, the software should consider some general aspects of
SDRAMs: As in all DRAMs the data is organized in rows and columns. Inside one row data can be accessed
without wait states, but addressing another row leads to many wait states (precharging). The netX SDRAM
controller minimizes the effect of precharging by dividing the whole RAM into banks and transferring data from
one bank, while precharging another. This means that switching the bank or the address inside one row is fast,
whereas switching from one row to another is slow as far as it is not possible to work on another bank during this
time. For the software it has the consequence that code and data should be distributed over all banks. Usually it is
a good idea to have the program in one bank and the data memory within another.
Another general issue of all DRAMs is the refresh. Fortunately, modern SDRAMs and SDRAM controllers know
auto refresh modes. Depending on the type of SDRAM, you only need to configure how often a refresh cycle will
be inserted. As this refresh needs some (configurable) number of clock cycles, this could decrease the
performance of a probably critical task. To avoid this, the netX provides a refresh collecting feature, that gives the
refresh lowest priority and collects outstanding refreshes (up to 2048) until there is a timeslot, where no data
access to the SDRAM takes place.
Besides the refresh collecting feature, the netX SDRAM controller exhibits some other improvements compared to
most SDRAM controllers in the market. First of all, each netX master has a full AHBL system channel to the
SDRAM controller with read and write caches of 4 DWORDs in size each. All masters can work on their read or
write caches in parallel at the system frequency of 100MHz without wait states. External SDRAM accesses will
only be performed if necessary. This is particularly true if a master does not request the data at the sequence or
speed of the SDRAM, e.g., ARM in thumb mode, byte or word-wise data processing. In such a situation, other
systems generally need to repeat the complete SDRAM cycle multiple times. For the netX, this may lead to a
performance gain by a factor of up to 16 in case of byte-wise accesses.
With its 4 DWORD read and write caches, all data to and from SDRAM can be transferred in bursts of 4
DWORDs. As the data transfer to and from SDRAM is command based, multiple banks of SDRAM can be
managed in parallel. While data is transferred from one bank of SDRAM, other banks can be precharged. The
netX SDRAM controller provides high performance page handling and optimized command queuing, in order to
manage multiple banks for multiple masters efficiently.
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2.7.3

Host Interface

All of the netX microcontrollers have a controller unit called the host interface. The host interface may be used in
one of two ways. Firstly, it may be configured to act as an extension bus. In this mode the host interface acts as a
bridge that directly interfaces additional external memory or peripherals onto the internal AHB.
The second operating mode of the host interface is a dual port memory mode. When the host interface is
operating in Dual-Port-Memory mode, it allows an external CPU (another netX chip, a PC or another
microcontroller) to have direct access to a region of the netX memory or registers. In this mode both the host CPU
and the native netX CPU can read and write to a common region of memory. This allows the netX to be easily
integrated into a multiprocessor system.

The host interface registers for
the Dual-Port-Memory have
register sets visible to the ARM
and
the
external
Host
microcontroller.
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2.7.3.1 Dual-Port-Memory Configuration
The host interface uses up to 53 IO pins as an external extension bus or as the address data bus for the
Dual-Port-Memory interface. Each external pin used by the host interface can be configured as an IO pin, or a
host interface pin, through the output mode registers. In these registers each pin has a matching bit, which allows
the user to select IO or host interface mode. The host interface can then be set into its extension bus mode, or
Dual-Port-Memory mode, by programming the HIF field in configuration register 0.

Control register 0 configures
the host interface for Dual-PortMemory or extension bus
mode.

2.7.3.2 Dual-Port-Memory
Once placed into dual-port mode, the netX microcontroller can be interfaced to a host CPU via a standard
microcontroller bus. In this mode, internal regions of the netX can be memory mapped to a 64KB region of the
host interface address range.

The Dual-Port-Memory interface allows blocks of the netX address space
to be mapped into a contiguous 64k memory block which can be
accessed by an external microcontroller. This allows the netX
microcontroller to be integrated into a multiprocessor system.

The 64KB host address range appears as contiguous memory to the host. However, on the netX side this
memory range may be built from up to eight different physical regions within the netX memory map.
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2.7.3.3 Interfacing To The Host Interface
If the host interface is used in its dual port mode, the HIF field of the DPM_ARM_IF_CFG0 register allows you to
define the external interface to the host microcontroller as an 8 or 16-bit, or even 32-bit in the case of the netX 50,
microcontroller bus. The remaining fields in the DPM_ARM_IF_CFG0 register allow you to define the host bus
parameters, so that you can interface to most common bus architectures without any external glue logic. The
supported external busses include Intel 8 and 16-bit multiplexed and non-multiplexed and also Motorola 8-bit
multiplexed and 16-bit non-multiplexed. The dual port memory host interface also provides a memory ready signal
and an interrupt out to synchronise host data accesses to the internal netX memory.

An external microcontroller
may be interfaced to the host
controller Dual-Port-Memory in
both Intel and Motorola bus
structures.

2.7.3.3.1 Bus Configuration
Once the host interface has been enabled in dual port mode, each memory region in the host interface must be
individually mapped onto physical memory within the netX microcontroller, up to eight memory regions can be
defined. This mapping must be done by the ARM CPU within the netX chip and cannot be changed by the
external host CPU.
The netX ARM defines the Dual-Port-Memory interface by performing two mappings. First, it must define the size
of each region in the host Dual-Port-Memory area. Each of these regions must then be mapped onto physical
memory addresses within the netX chip. The host Dual-Port-Memory area supports up to eight regions, which are
defined by the eight DB_END registers. These registers simply define the end address of each of the eight
memory blocks in the host address range. They also build up a contiguous block of dual port memory in the host
side. If fewer than eight memory regions are required, the unused DB_END registers should be set to zero.

The data block end register
subdivides the host 64k memory
region into memory blocks. These
memory blocks are then mapped
onto physical netX memory.
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The top 512 bytes of address space are reserved for the host interface registers. This is a hard-coded region and
therefore will cover any memory mapped onto this address.

2.7.3.4 Handshake Registers
In addition to the host interface registers, each memory region has a set of handshake registers. These are used
to synchronise the transfer of data between the netX and the external host. These registers must also be mapped
into the host memory area. The handshake control registers allow you to enable the handshake functions for each
memory block and locate the handshake registers within the host-side memory region. The handshake registers
can also be configured as eight or 16-bit wide registers to match the external microcontroller bus.

The DPM host side memory block
has a set of handshake registers.
These registers can be mapped at
an address in the 64K host address
range and may also be configured
for 8 or 16 bit access.

The handshake registers may be set to any address within the host-side memory region, except the top 512 bytes
which contain the host interface registers. The handshake registers can be mapped into a memory block where
they will cover the netX memory. But this is only true for the actual handshake bits. If the handshake registers are
8-bit wide, the remaining 2 bytes of a handshake cell will be unused. Accessing these adresses will reach the
underlying memory.

2.7.3.5 Handshake Mapping
The handshake registers provide sets of flags that may be updated by the host side or the ARM side to
synchronise access to regions of memory. The handshake registers provide a region of flags for the host side and
a region for the ARM side. The use of these flags is defined by the user firmware. When a flag is updated in either
the ARM-side region of the handshake registers, or the host-side region, an interrupt will be generated to the
ARM CPU or to the host interface. The handshake register flags can be examined to determine the action
required.

2.7.3.6 netX Mapping
Once the memory blocks and handshake registers have been mapped into the host-side address range, the
memory blocks must be mapped onto physical memory within the netX chip. The Dual-Port-Memory can be
mapped onto any region within the netX memory map. If the external memory controller is in use it is possible to
map memory located on the external bus. This physical mapping is again done by the netX ARM CPU with the
DPM_ARM_DB_MAP registers.

The data block mapping
register sets the physical base
for each data block within the
netX address range.
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The DB mapping registers are used to set the base address of each memory block enabled within the host
interface. The physical netX memory address is calculated as follows:
netX physical memory address = netX Map address(x) + data block end (x-1)
Once the Dual-Port-Memory has been mapped and the host interface has been enabled, the host interface can
read and write directly into the netX memory. To synchronise the exchange of data, the host interface has an
interrupt for both the external host interface and the netX ARM9, two watchdog timers, one for the host side and
one for the netX side and the Dual-Port-Memory handshake registers.

2.7.3.6.1 Watchdogs
The dual port memory interface also contains two watchdog timers, one for the host side which is controlled by
the netX ARM and one for the netX side which is controlled by the host side. These watchdogs are used to
ensure that both the host and netX ARM are making timely accesses to the dual port memory.

2.7.3.6.2 Dual-Port-Memory Driver
The Dual-Port-Memory interface provides a flexible high performance interface between the netX microcontroller
and an external host CPU. The host can directly access the internal resources of the netX microcontroller and the
handshake registers and interrupts allow synchronisation between the host and the ARM CPU. The netX protocol
stacks for the various field busses can communicate to a host interface using the Dual-Port-Memory. The protocol
stacks define communications channels within the Dual-Port-Memory region that contain status information,
message mailboxes and regions for input and output data exchange.

2.7.3.6.3 Extension Bus
If the host interface is not being used in dual port mode, it can be configured to provide an expansion bus to
access external memory and peripherals. The host interface extension bus supports an 8 or 16-bit external bus
with either a multiplexed or non-multiplexed data bus. The extension bus supports Intel memory format (littleendian) although it is possible to connect to a Motorola format bus (big-endian). The user software is responsible
for any data conversion when using an external big-endian device. It is also important to note that the ARM CPU
will wait for the completion of an access to an external device on the extension bus. Thus frequent accesses to
slow external memory will have a significant impact on the performance of the netX device as a whole.
The extension bus provides four chipselects which can be individually configured. Each provides an address
range of up to 32Mbytes.

The extension bus is enabled by configuring the HIF_MODE bits in DPM_ARM_IF_CFG0. In addition, the IO
Mode registers must be configured to switch the external pins from general IO to the extension bus signals.
The external bus configuration is defined through four chip select registers.
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Each chipselect register allows
you to enable the given
chipselect state its mode and
define its wait states.

Each chipselect register allows you to configure the bus size as 8 or 16-bit and the format of the read-write and
wait signals. In the case of an eight bit bus an address latch enable signal is provided to allow the address phase
of the read/write cycle to be demultiplexed. The chipselect wait states are also configured in this register.

2.7.4

DMA Controller - netX 50 only

The netX 50 has a general purpose DMA controller which is available for use by the application firmware. This
unit can operate in parallel with the ARM CPU through the data switch bus matrix. Use of the DMA controller can
dramatically speed up the transfer of blocks of data.
Within the DMA controller there are four independent DMA units which can each be configured to make memory
to memory, memory to peripheral, peripheral to memory and peripheral to peripheral transfers. At the end of a
transfer each DMA controller can raise an interrupt. Each of these eight DMA unit interrupts are ‘OR’ed together
and connected to a single VIC interrupt channel.

2.7.4.1 DMA Overview
In order to examine the operation of the DMA unit, it is best to look first at the simplest type of transfer, that is,
memory to memory transfer. In this case the DMA unit will gain arbitration of the Data Switch and fetch the source
data into its internal FIFO. This data is then drained from the internal FIFO to the destination memory locations.
The fetching and draining of the DMA data can be done as single transfers or burst of several transfers.
In the case of burst transfers the DMA unit can assert a lock on the internal busses until each stage of the DMA
transfer has completed. The DMA unit is also capable of fetching and draining different sizes of data. This means
it is possible to pack and unpack data as part of a DMA transfer.
For example you could read in four 32-bit words of data from memory and then write out 16 bytes to the UART TX
buffer. The DMA controller will handle the flow control of the fetch and drain transfers. However, when it is a case
of a peripheral to memory or memory to peripheral transfer, then the peripheral can be the flow controller. It will
then only allow a fetch or drain transfer when it is ready to sink or source data.
In addition, the DMA unit supports scatter-gather transfers. Within each DMA unit you can define a series of DMA
transfers as a series of linked list items. These transfers are automatically performed one after another. This
allows data in non-contiguous memory locations to be collected by the DMA unit and transferred to a single block
of memory or a peripheral device. Similarly, a contiguous block of data can be scattered to several different
locations by a programmed set of DMA transfers.
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The DMA controller contains a global set of
configuration and status registers and a set of five
registers for each DMA unit.

Although there are some 48 registers in the DMA unit, it can be subdivided into 14 DMA configuration and status
flags followed by five control registers. The general configuration and status registers are principally concerned
with enabling the DMA controller and controlling the individual DMA units’ interrupts. The DMA controller is
enabled by setting the EN bit in the configuration register. Each DMA unit has two interrupt lines, a terminal count
interrupt (which is set at the end of a transfer) and an error interrupt (which is set if the DMA unit encounters a bus
error).
Each interrupt source is enabled in the channel configuration register within each DMA unit. Each interrupt source
has an interrupt status register and a raw interrupt status register. The raw interrupt status register shows the
condition of all interrupt flags regardless of whether they are enabled or not. The interrupt status register only
shows the status of DMA interrupts that have been enabled. In the case of a DMA transfer were the DMA unit is
the flow controller, a burst or single style transfer must be initiated with the software burst or software single
request registers.

2.7.4.2 DMA Arbitration
The DMA unit is connected to the data switch by one master port. The DMA unit will only need to arbitrate with
other bus masters when the DMA unit and another bus master, such as the ARM CPU, try to simultaneously
access the same resource. If more than one DMA channel is in operation, each active DMA channel will arbitrate
internally with the lowest channel number winning arbitration.
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2.7.4.3 Memory To Memory Transfer
Once the DMA unit has been enabled and the interrupts have been configured, the channel registers may be
configured for individual transfers. In the case of a memory to memory transfer, the start source and destination
addresses are programmed into the source and destination registers. The linked list register is used for scattergather transfers and in a single transfer it should be set to zero.

Each DMA unit has a control register that defines the characteristics of each DMA transfer.

The control register allows you to set the transfer size on the destination bus when the DMA unit is the flow
controller. When peripherals are the flow controller this field should be set to zero. As the transfer progresses, the
contents of this field are decremented. However, if you need to read this field you should disable the DMA unit in
order to get a meaningful value. The source and destination width fields allow you to define transfer word size to
be fetched into and drained out of the DMA unit. The DMA controller allows you to define different source and
destination widths and each DMA unit will pack and unpack the data as required. Depending upon your
requirements, the source and destination address may be incremented after each transfer by setting the DI and SI
bits. This allows you to block transfer data from one continuous address range to another. You can also copy a
block of data to a single non- incremented memory location such as a peripheral register.
The control register also allows you to define several protection options. The PROT1 register allows you to define
whether the DMA destination addresses are buffered address ranges, which can be accessed in a single cycle.
This allows the DMA unit to transfer the data at its fastest rate, but may introduce data coherency problems as the
buffered data has to be written to the real SRAM.
The terminal count interrupt enable will generate an interrupt at the end of the DMA transfer, which tells the ARM
CPU that the DMA transfer has finished and the DMA unit is free for further operations. The final field in the
control register allows you to define the burst transfer size used by the DMA controller.

2.7.4.3.1 Burst Transfer
Each of the DMA units can fetch a single word into its buffer and then drain it to the destination. During these
operations the DMA unit must win arbitration of the bus from the ARM CPU and the other DMA units before it can
act as a bus master. It is possible to burst fetch and drain multiple words to and from the DMA unit by configuring
the destination and source burst fields in the control register. Each DMA unit supports burst sizes of up to 256
transfers. By setting the lock bit in the channel control register, a DMA unit which has won arbitration will not degrant the bus until the transfer has finished.
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2.7.4.3.2 Peripheral DMA Support
The table below shows which peripherals can be flow controllers for any of the DMA units.

The DMA unit allows transfers between peripherals, peripheral to memory and memory to peripheral. When
configuring a DMA transfer involving a peripheral, it is possible to make the peripheral the transfer flow controller.
When a peripheral is the flow controller for a DMA transfer, it will produce or consume data at its own rate,
controlling the flow of data in and out of the DMA unit. For example, this allows you to configure a DMA transfer
from memory to a UART FIFO. The UART can be defined as the flow controller for the DMA transfer. Once
enabled, the DMA channel will fill the UART and transmission from the UART will start. However, further transfers
by the DMA unit will halt until the UART requests further data to re-fill the FIFO. This guarantees the UART FIFO
is fed data at the rate it requires.

The DMA configuration register
allows you to define source and
destination peripherals and place the
DMA flow control under peripheral
control.

In the DMA configuration register we can define the source and destination peripherals.
The transfer type can be defined in the flow controller field.
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2.7.4.4 Scatter-Gather Transfer
The scatter-gather support in the DMA controller allows you to link together any number of unrelated DMA
transfers within each of the four DMA units. An area of SRAM must first be programmed with a DMA “item”. This
is a four-word-long record that contains the Source address, Destination address, Link list address and Control
word for the next DMA transfer. The start address of this DMA item is stored in the DMA unit Linked list register.
At the end of the current transfer the DMA item pointed to by the Linked list register is automatically loaded into
the channel control registers. This loads a new Linked list pointer to the next DMA item. This allows multiple DMA
transfers to be linked together. The terminating transfer in a DMA chain should enable the DMA interrupt in the
control register, so that after the last transfer an interrupt can be generated and a new set of DMA transfers can
be initialised.

2.7.5

Pointer FIFO

The Pointer FIFO module is meant to support handling of different data buffers in a multiprocessor system. In
general, it is a set of 32 FIFOs, which can be accessed by all processors. Each FIFO can replace a linked list,
which is usually used to handle data channels between the processors. Accessing the Pointer FIFO is much
faster and more predictable than using linked lists, as processors do not have to wait for each other before
changing a linked list. If two processors try to access a FIFO in the same clock cycle, the accesses will be
arbitrated by hardware.
Inside netX the Pointer FIFO has its own block of RAM for the FIFO data. netX 500 and netX 100 use a RAM of
2048x32 bit, while netX 50 uses 1024x32 bit. This RAM can be divided into 32 FIFOs, where the sizes can be
configured by border registers. Each FIFO has its own controller, which can be accessed by all processors via an
arbiter.

FIFO RAM

FIFO ctrl 31

Proc0

border30

A
R
B
I
T
E
R

FIFO ctrl 30
border29

border2
FIFO ctrl 2
border1
border0

FIFO ctrl 1

Proc1

Proc2

FIFO ctrl 0

It is task of the software to assign different FIFOs to different data channels between processors. Usually one of
the 32 FIFOs is used as empty FIFO, which is initialised with pointers to empty data buffers (areas of shared
memory). Each connection between two processors uses at least one FIFO for each direction. Multiple FIFOs
between processors can be used, if different priorities have to be supported.
If one processor (e.g. the communications controller) transfers a block of data (e.g. an Ethernet frame) to another
processor (e.g. the ARM), this happens in the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proc1 reads a pointer from the empty FIFO to get a data buffer inside the shared memory.
Proc1 puts the data to the data buffer inside shared memory (internal or external RAM).
Proc1 writes the pointer to the data buffer into the FIFO correlated to proc1-proc2 transfer.
Proc2 remarks a new pointer in the proc1-proc2 FIFO and reads it.
Proc2 reads data from the correlated data buffer.
Proc2 puts the pointer back to the empty FIFO or can forward the data to another processor.
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Of course, the FIFO entries need not be used as pointers. In case of low data rates (e.g. CAN) the FIFOs are
directly used for to be transferred data.

2.7.6

Buffer Management Unit - netX 50 Only

The Buffer Management Unit (BMU) supports handling of different data buffers in a multiprocessor system. Like
the Pointer FIFO, it does only manage pointers to data buffers; the data buffers themselves are located in shared
memory (internal or external RAM). While the Pointer FIFO provides hardware acceleration for the concept of
“linked lists”, the BMU provides hardware acceleration for the concept of “triple buffers”. In other words, the
Pointer FIFO is used to transfer all data packets from one processor to another (where it conserves the
sequence), while the BMU distributes only the most current data to all processors requesting it. Therefore, the
Pointer FIFO suits best for the acyclic transfer of, e.g., frames, messages etc. whereas the BMU offers dedicated
support for cyclic data exchange.
At present the Buffer Management Unit is only available in netX 50, considering the idea of completeness, it is
planned to be available in all further members of netX family. However, in netX 500 and netX 100 the triple buffer
mechanism can be realised in software, accepting little performance losses.
The triple buffer algorithm is illustrated in the following figure. It is the most primitive case of distribution of the
most current data, as it works only with two processors.

When two master units access a buffer
controller three buffers are necessary to
satisfy the possible requests for the
most recent read and least current write
buffers respectively.

As the netX 50 system consists of four communication masters (ARM, host CPU and host interface respectively,
xPEC0 and xPEC1), the Buffer Management Unit is enhanced to a “Penta Buffer Manager”, because in general n
processors need n+1 buffers.
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With four masters the
triple buffer algorithm
can be enhanced to a
penta buffer algorithm.

When implementing such an algorithm in software, the handshake between the processors may consume a
considerable amount of computing power. Especially when one CPU works more slowly, the CPU which is faster
spends many cycles waiting for an acknowledge. In contrary, the Buffer Manager directly returns the number of
the appropriate buffer, which can easily be translated to the physical memory address.
The Buffer Manager Unit inside the netX 50 consists of 16 Buffer Controllers (channels). All Buffer Controllers
work completely independent and can be used in completely independent software tasks.

The netX 50 BMU contains
16 buffer controllers which
can be accessed by up to
4 different master units
(ARM, Host controller,
communications
controller).
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Besides the Buffer Controllers, each master has its own port. Each port has only one address, which is used for
configuration and the request of a buffer (this is an xPEC feature, as the number of internal register addresses is
very limited inside xPEC). Each read or write access is performed in two steps: The first step determines the
1

2

3

clock

address

buffer 0

Each access to the BMU
consists of two steps.
With a write access you
tell the number of the
Buffer Controller, with a
read you will get back the
buffer number.

buffer 0

select

write / read
buffer nr

buffer nr
request

calculate

answer

number of the Buffer Controller (buf_nr = 0..15) and whether a read, write or release should be performed. As a
result of this write access, the next buffer number is calculated which can be read from the same address in the
second step.

The BMU features “automatic buffer count detection”. This means, that the number of processors need not be
programmed into the Buffer Management Unit. If n processors initiate requests, the buffer number returned will
never be greater than n+1. In particular when using two processors, the Buffer Controller automatically behaves
like a simple Triple Buffer Controller.
The Buffer Management Unit also knows a semaphore mode. Semaphores are used to share a resource between
different processors. The semaphore mode of the Buffer Manager is a simplified n-buffer mode, where only the
buffer numbers 0 (claimed the semaphore) and 7 (semaphore not available) are returned. A read-request tries to
acquire the semaphore; write- or release-requests release it. Considering this, the Buffer Manager can handle up
to 16 semaphores in parallel (if no n-buffer management is needed).
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2.8 Conclusion
Although the netX family has been designed primarily as industrial communications controllers, each of the netX
variants is a fully-featured microcontroller with many improvements of performance relevant details. The netX
system architecture is designed as a multiprocessing envireonment, where further CPUs can easily be integrated
through the Dual-Port-Interface.
It is important to thoroughly understand how the ARM CPU and its interrupt structure has been integrated into the
netX system architecture. You should also appreciate how “intelligent programming” can make best use of the
Advanced Memory Architecture features, so that you get the best performance out of the netX system on chip.
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3.

netX User Peripherals

In this chapter we will have a look at the remaining user peripherals available within the netX family. Most of the
peripherals described are common to all the netX microcontrollers. However you should refer to the device table
in the introduction which will tell you the exact configuration of each netX variant.

3.1 Pin Sharing
All netX microcontrollers have more features than pins on the device. The pins are shared between different
functions. We distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous pin sharing. Synchronous pin sharing is
realised by the multiplex matrix and allows much more flexibility, but when shared signals are generated in
different clock domains, asynchronous pin sharing has to be used.
Within netX 500 and netX 100 all shared functions are multiplexed asynchronously. The netX 50 shares only a
few asynchronously, but most of the signals are shared synchronously by the multiplex matrix.

3.1.1

Asynchronous Pin Sharing

Asynchronous Pin Sharing is done by inserting multiplexers directly at the internal signals of each pad. Only a
limited number of IO-configurations can be parameterised this way.
The IO-configuration for asynchronous pin sharing can be programmed in the NETX_IO_CFG register. This
register is protected by an access key sequence to ensure that the external configuration cannot be accidentally
changed, which might destroy the netX or other external devices. Before a configuration register can be updated
the access key must be read and then written back, then and only then a new value can be written to the
NETX_IO_CFG register.

3.1.2

Multiplex Matrix

Within the netX 50 most of the peripheral functions are routed through an internal multiplex matrix before they are
connected to an external pin. The multiplex matrix allows for 148 functions to be connected to any of 40 external
pins.
The Multiplex Matrix (MMIO) unit encloses 40 configuration registers, one for each external pin.

Each netX50 IO pin has a configuration register that can be used to route
any one of 148 internal peripheral functions to the external pin.

By entering a value in the MMIO_SEL field the application code can route a selected peripheral function to the
external pin associated with the configuration register. The two INV fields allow input and output signals to be
inverted as they pass through the physical pin drivers.
To ensure that the MMIO configuration is not accidentally corrupted, the value of each configuration register is
protected by an access key sequence. Before a configuration register can be updated the access key must be
read and then written back, then and only then can a new value be written to the selected configuration register.
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3.2 General Purpose IO Pins
There are two types of IO line available on the netX microcontrollers: General Purpose IO (GPIO) and Peripheral
IO (PIO). PIOs are very simple bidirectional pins that can only be configured for input or output and can then be
set or read by software. On the contrary GPIOs have complex parameterisation, combining much functionality in
one netX pin.
The GPIO unit also encloses the five internal general purpose timers and the IEEE1588 systimer. This allows any
GPIO pin to be connected to an internal timer so that it can act as an input capture channel or an output PWM
channel.
The netX 100 and netX 500 microcontrollers have 16 general purpose IO lines (GPIO) available on dedicated
ports. The netX 50 has 32 GPIO lines enhanced by an IO-Link functionality.
In addition, there are up to 84 IO lines connected to a pair of programmable IO controllers (PIO). One PIO
controller forms part of the Dual-Port-Memory Host interface. The Host interface pins may be configured as an
address data bus for the Host interface extension bus or dual port memory interface. Any pins that are not used
for the address data bus may be configured as bidirectional IO pins. On netX 100 and netX 500 the host interface
has up to 53 and on the netX 50 up to 54 pins to be configured as IO pins respectively. The netX 100 and 500
microcontrollers have an extra PIO controller where the pins are multiplexed with the Motion Control pins, LCD
controller and ETM. This additional PIO controller supports an extra bank of 31 bidirectional IO pins.

3.2.1

GPIO Unit

netX 100 and netX 500 each have 16 GPIO pins. Each pin can either act as simple IO, or it may be connected to
one of the general purpose timers for realizing one of the various counting, capture or PWM modes that will be
explained later. GPIO signals of netX 100 and netX 500 are connected to dedicated netX pins.
The netX 50 has a total of 32 GPIO pins with same features but enhanced in detail (compared to netX 500 and
netX 100). The main difference in netX 50 is the IO-Link mode that allows combining each four GPIO lines to one
IO-Link channel.
Each GPIO pin has a dedicated configuration (GPIO_CFGx) and data (GPIO_THRSH_CAPTx) register. The data
register is a 32-Bit register used for different functionalities dependant on the configured mode (e.g. PWM
threshold, captured value).

Each GPIO pin has its own configuration
and data register. Each timer also has its
own configuration register. Some global
registers are used for interrupt handling
and combined access.
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Each of the GPIO pins has a dedicated configuration register. Inside the configuration register you can inverse the
external logic level (INV) and assign this GPIO line to one of the system counters (COUNT_REF).
The main function of the configuration register is defining the operating mode of the GPIO pin. In netX 500 and
netX 100 the mode is split into MODE and IOCFG bits, in netX 50 these 4 bits are combined to a 4-bit MODE with
similar functionality. Besides the capture and PWM mode explained in the following chapters, a GPIO line can be
configured as simple input or output.

Each GPIO pin has a configuration register that is used to select it as an input or an output. The
logic level at the pin may also be inverted. Each GPIO pin may be connected to any of the five
general purpose timers or the system timer.

If the pin is configured to be an input, the state of the external pin can be read from the NETX_GPIO_IN register.
Each pin can also act as a capture pin for any one of the five general purpose timers or the systimer. The
COUNT_REF field is used to select the timer and the mode field is used to configure the pin as a timer capture
pin. A capture event can be generated on rising/falling edge or high/low level. The capture event can also be used
to generate an interrupt.
If the pin is configured as an output, the mode field may be used to control the logic level on the external pin. This
means that each GPIO pin is controlled by a separate register, which is typically meant to be used by different
software tasks. If this does not suit your application, the mode field can switch control of the output pin to a single
GPIO_OUT register. Any pins switched through to the GPIO_OUT register can be controlled as a group through a
single register. When a pin is configured as an output, the mode field can be used to connect the GPIO pin to a
selected timer, so that it can act as a PWM output.
pGPIO->CFG[8]
pGPIO->CFG[9]
pGPIO->CFG[10]
pGPIO->CFG[11]

=
=
=
=

0x00000011; // Output, controlled by GPIO line register
0x00000011;
0x00000011;
0x00000011;

pGPIO->CFG[12]
pGPIO->CFG[13]
pGPIO->CFG[14]
pGPIO->CFG[15]

=
=
=
=

0x00000000; // Input , Standard read mode
0x00000000;
0x00000000;
0x00000000;

while(1)

pGPIO->LINE_OUT =

pGPIO->LINE_IN>>4; // copy inputs to outputs

Each GPIO pin is also capable of generating an interrupt when the state of the external pin changes. Each GPIO
pin has a separate interrupt line. These are ORed together and connected to a single channel within the Vector
Interrupt Controller. Once an interrupt is generated the source of the interrupt can be determined from the
Interrupt Status Register.
Exercise: GPIO
This exercise demonstrates how to access the GPIO pins and configure them as inputs and outputs.
The application code then reads the state of the evaluation board push buttons and outputs their
state to the evaluation board LEDs.
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3.2.2

GPIO Timers

The netX microcontroller has five internal general purpose 32-bit timers. Each timer can be assigned to any GPIO
and then work as counter (counting at high/low level or at positive/negative edges). On the other side, each GPIO
can be assigned to any timer as done in PWM or capture modes. This strong linkage is why the netX timers are
integrated into the GPIO unit. One exception is the IEEE1588 system timer. This timer is calibrated by special
real-time Ethernet packets and is thus integrated in the communications controller block.

The five general purpose timers
consist of a free running 32-bit
timer. A timer maximum count
value defines the timer period.
Counting can be symmetrical
(count up to the max value and
then
count
down),
or
asymmetrical (count up to the
max value and reset to zero).
Interrupts can be generated on
reset to zero and on reaching
the max value.

The basic timer operating modes are configured by the counter control register.

All of the timer features are configured through a single control register.

The timer may be configured in a number of different counting modes. The CNT_Event field allows the timer to
work as a counter, counting at high/low level or at positive/negative edges of an assigned GPIO. The ONCE field
allows the timer to act as a one-shot timer or a continuously counting timer. Finally, the SYM_NASYM field sets
the timer count into symmetrical or asymmetrical mode. In symmetrical mode the timer will count up until it
reaches a maximum set in the counter max register, then it will count down to zero and restart the cycle. In
asymmetrical mode it will count to the maximum value and then reset to zero and restart the count. Interrupts may
be generated when the timer reaches the maximum count value or when it reaches zero.

The netX50 has some addition counter options enabled in the EVENT_ACT field.
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The netX 50 timers are enhances by two additional functions, the watchdog and the DC-DC-PWM mode. In
watchdog mode an external pin selected by GPIO_REF is used to reset the counter and an overflow will generate
an interrupt. In DC-DC-PWM mode the RUN bit of the counter is controlled by an external pin. This allows
generating PWM pulses if some external comparator reaches some defined level, otherwise hold the PWM.

3.2.3

GPIO PWM Mode

Each GPIO can be used in PWM mode. In this mode its dedicated threshold register will be compared to a timer
selected by CNT_REF. If the timer value is greater than the threshold, the external pin is set to 1, otherwise to 0.
The behaviour can be inversed by the INV bit in the configuration register. For symmetric or asymmetric PWM
generation, the selected timer should be configured in symmetric or asymmetric mode.
As different PWM-signals can be referenced on the same timer, this feature might be interesting for simple motion
PWM controlled by the ARM. For advanced motion control netX provides a special motion control unit inside the
communications controller block.

pwm periode

gpio_counterX_max
gpio_tcX

PWM Signal Generation with asymmetric Counter

gpio_counterX_max

gpio_tcX

PWM Signal Generation with symmetric Counter

pGPIO->CFG[11]
pGPIO->COUNTER_CONTROL[0]
pGPIO->TC[11]
pGPIO->COUNTER_MAX[0]
pGPIO->COUNTER_CONTROL[0]

= 0x19
= 0x5C0

//
//
//
= 0x100000; //
= 0x1000000; //
|= 0x01
//

Output, PWM mode, Counter0
Symmetric, continuous reload
connected to GPIO11
Threshold value
Max count
Start

Exercise: Timer PWM
In this exercise we will configure one of the general purpose timers to generate a time base. Then we
will connect a GPIO pin to the timer and use the threshold register in the GPIO pin to toggle the GPIO
pin and output a PWM signal.
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3.2.4

GPIO Capture Mode

In capture mode the GPIO line can be used to trigger a store of the current timer count value into the threshold
register.

Each GPIO pin can also act as a timer
capture channel. The GPIO pin can be
configured as a capture pin which may
be edge or level sensitive. When the
capture event is triggered, the count
value is captured into the GPIO
threshold register.

The timer capture event can be triggered by a rising edge or a high level on the GPIO pin. This can be combined
with the invert option on the GPIO pin to support rising and falling edge capture as well as high and low level
capture.
pGPIO->CFG[12]
pGPIO->COUNTER_CONTROL[0]
pGPIO->COUNTER_MAX[0]
pGPIO->COUNTER_CONTROL[0]

= 0x08; //
= 0x642; //
= 100000; //
|= 0x01 //

Input, non-inverted, capture, counter 0
Asymmetric, continuous, GPIO12
Set the maximum count value
Start the timer

Now when there is a rising edge in GPIO 12, the current timer count will be saved into the threshold register.
Since each GPIO has its own threshold register the netX 100/500 has 16 capture channels and the netX 50 has
32 capture channels. Each of the capture channels can be assigned to the five timers and the IEEE1588 systimer.
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3.2.5

PIO

In addition to the GPIO port there are additional PIO controllers that provide up to 84 additional IO pins. The PIO
pins are divided into two blocks. On the netX 100 and 500 the first 31 pins PIO0 – PIO30 are shared with the
motion control peripherals (ADC dedicated PWM and encoder), LCD and the ETM pins. The remaining pins are
multiplexed with the host interface and are controlled by a separate set of registers.

On the netX 100 and 500 the lower PIO
controller pins are multiplexed with
other netX peripherals. The IO
configuration registers allow you to
switch between PIO pins and
peripheral functions. These registers
are protected by an access key to
prevent configuration errors.

The IO configuration register contains a bit for each multiplexed PIO pin that allows you to switch between
peripheral functions and IO functionality. Before any of these bits can be manipulated, the matching bit in the IO
mask register must be set. Both of these registers are protected from accidental writes by the IO configuration
access key register. Before either the IO configuration or IO configuration mask register can be read or written to,
you must read the access key register to obtain a key value. This key value must be written back to the access
key register. The configuration and configuration mask registers can be updated each time the access key
register has been fed its key value. The access key value will be invalidated each time a configuration register
has been accessed. This means that the full procedure has to be repeated each time the IO configuration is
changed, which is OK as the IO configuration depends on external hardware and should not be changed during
runtime.

The lower PIO controller has a
simple programmer’s interface that
controls the PIO pins as simple
bidirectional IO.

On the netX 100 and 500 any PIO pins in the first 31-pin block are controlled by three registers. The Output
Enable Register is used to switch on the output drivers. Then input and output values can be read and written
directly to the input and output registers. netX 50 behaves in exactly the same way, only the number of PIO pins
is reduced to eight.
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The Host interface pins also double as PIO pins. This means that the netX 100 and 500 have a block of 53 PIO
pins while the netX 50 has 54. These are controlled by a separate set of registers located within the Host interface
itself.

All the netX microcontrollers have PIO
pins shared with the host controller
interface.
These
pins
may be
configured as the address data bus for
the Dual-Port-Interface or extension
bus, or as simple IO. Any pins not
used as address data bus signals may
be configured as PIO lines.

The DPM_ARM_IF_CFG0 register is used to select the operating mode of the Host interface. This can be
extension bus, Dual-Port-Memory IO mode or disable. In IO mode each of the PIO pins can be configured as
normal IO. However if the extension bus or dual port mode is enabled, any pins that are not being used as
address data bus pins can be configured as IO pins using the DPM_ARM_IO_MODE 1 and 2 registers. Any pins
configured as PIO pins must have their output driver enabled if they are to act as output pins. The two
DPM_ARM_IO_DRV_ENx registers have a matching bit for each IO pin, which is used to enable the output driver.
Once the PIO pins are configured, the state of each pin can be read and written through the two
DPM_ARM_IO_DATAx registers.
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3.3 UART
The netX microcontrollers have up to three dedicated UARTs which conform to the industry standard 16550
model. Each UART can communicate at speeds up to 3.125 MBaud and, in addition to the TX and RX data lines,
each UART supports hardware flow control with dedicated RTS and CTS lines. Internally each UART has a 16character-deep transmit and receive FIFO, which supports transmission and reception of all popular character
formats. Each UART has an IrDA encoder and decoder for wireless infrared communication also.

Each of the three dedicated UARTs
has a sixteen-word-deep transmit and
receive FIFO, an internal baud rate
generator and hardware flow control.
In addition each UART has support for
IrDA communications.

The three UARTs are fully orthogonal in that they have the same programming interface and capabilities.
However, UART0 might be used as a diagnostic port by Hilscher firmware. Furthermore, the netX boot loader
opens this interface when entering the serial boot mode.
In the netX 100 and netX 500 the UART IO pins are multiplexed with the GPIO pins. In the netX 50 the UART
function must be selected in the multiplex matrix module. Each UART requires four pins: two for the TX and RX
data pins and two for the CTS and RTS hardware flow control signals.

Each UART conforms to the industry
standard
16550
model
and
is
controlled by a standard register set.
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To initialise a UART we must connect the UART data signal to the external netX pins by programming the GPIO
multiplexer.
pGPIO->CFG[0]=0x02; //Uart0
pGPIO->CFG[1]=0x02; //Uart0
Each UART has a dedicated baud rate generator which must be programmed to generate a clock which is equal
to 16 times the required baud rate.
The baud rate generator must
generate a timing signal equal to 16
times the required baud rate by
dividing down the bus clock. The 16bit divisor is stored in two registers
each containing an 8-bit value.

The values for the baud rate prescaler are held in two registers: the MSB and LSB baud rate divisor latches. The
calculation of the UART baud rate is also dependent on the Baud rate mode bit in the baud rate mode control
register. The UART baud rate can be calculated as follows:
BAUD DIV = (100 MHz/(16* baud rate))-1

when baud rate mode control = 0

BAUD DIV = (16* baud rate)/SystemFrequency)* 216

when baud rate mode control =1

So for 9600Baud with mode rate control = 0:
BAUD DIV = (100*106/(16*9600))-1 = 650
Once the baud rate divisor value is calculated it may be programmed into the UART registers:
pUART0->BRM_CR=0;
pUART0->BAUDDIV_LSB = (650&0xFF);
pUART0->BAUDDIV_MSB = (650>>8);
Finally, the format of the UART data packet must be configured in the line control register. Here we can specify
the word size, number of stop bits and the parity. The line control register is also used to enable the transmit and
receive FIFOs:
pUART0->LINE_CR = 0x60; //8 bits no parity one stop bit
This finishes the basic UART configuration in order to place the UART into operational mode. On each UART the
transmit driver must be enabled in the DRV_ENABLE register if you want to send data. If you are going to use
hardware flow control, the RTS driver hardware must also be enabled in the same register. Once configured, the
UART can be placed into an operational state by setting the UART enable bit in the control register:
/* Set TX-Driver to enabled */
pUART0->DRV_ENABLE=0x01;
/* Finally enable the UART */
pUART0->CR = UART_ENABLED;
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Data can be transmitted from the UART by simply writing to the data register. Similarly, received data can be
accessed by a read from this register. If the transmit and receive FIFOs are enabled, read and writes to the data
register will access the 16-word-deep FIFOs.
The
transmit
and
receive
FIFOS are each
16 words deep.
The
receive
FIFO can be
programmed to
generate
an
interrupt when
the
FIFO
fill
level reaches a
user-defined fill
level.

The UART has four interrupt lines that will generate receive/transmit, character timeout and modem status
interrupts. Each of these interrupt lines is ‘OR’ed together and connected to one interrupt channel in the VIC. If
the transmit and receive interrupts are used in conjunction with the FIFOs, the transmit and receive FIFO interrupt
trigger level registers can be used to set the FIFO fill level that will generate an interrupt. When an interrupt
occurs, a flag will be set in the interrupt identification register to allow you to determine the interrupt source. In the
case of a receive interrupt, you should read the received character from the data register, followed by a read from
the status register that will indicate any error conditions. The flag register also contains further information about
the status of the UART. Configuration of the RTS and CTS modem lines is made in the RTS control register.

The hardware flow control consists of
a CTS and RTS pin. The polarity of the
RTS pin and its line pacing values
may be defined by the user.

The RTS control register enables the CTS flow control (CTS_CTR and CTS_POL) and define its polarity. The
RTS signal is permanently enabled, but can be controlled by the application software (RTS bit) or may be
controlled automatically (AUTO = 1) by a state machine within the UART. If the RTS signal is controlled by the
UART itself, the transmitted data stream will be padded with a number baud rate cycles between each bit. The
number of cycles inserted is controlled by the RTS leading and training cycles registers. The leading cycles will
always be inserted before a character is transmitted. The trailing cycles can be inserted after every character is
transmitted, or only when the transmit FIFO is empty. This condition is configured by the MOD2 bit in the RTS
control register.
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The RTS control register is used to configure the hardware flow control parameters. The
RTS pin may be automatically or manually controlled.

Each UART is also designed to support IrDA communications through a serial infrared encoder/decoder (SIR
EnDec). The IrDA driver is enabled in the Control register and routes the Tx and RX signal to dedicated SIR IN
and SIR OUT pins which can interface directly to and infrared transceiver. The IrDA driver can also be placed into
a low power mode by setting the SIRLP bit in the control register. When this bit is set, the pulse width of logic zero
bits is determined by a separate baud rate generator IrLPBAUD16. The baud rate calculation for this register is
given by:
Low power divisor = (100MHz/16*Baudrate)-1

Exercise: UART
This example shows you how to configure one of the dedicated UART peripherals using the rcX
hardware abstraction layer. The UART can be used in conjunction with an interrupt, or by a simple
polling mode.
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3.4 I2C
3.4.1

I2C – netX 100 and netX 500

Each netX microcontroller includes an I2C serial communications peripheral that allows easy 2-wire interfacing to
a wide range of peripherals and memory components. The I2C peripheral supports communication speeds of up
to 1MHz. The netx 100/500 I2C peripheral does no multi master arbitration and has no slave functionality.

The I2C peripheral is driven by two
registers, control and data. The I2C
peripheral of netX 100/500 has no
interrupt line to the VIC, so must be
controlled by polling the registers.

The I2C interface is designed as an I2C bus master and the programmer’s interface consists of only two words.
The control register is used to select between eight predefined bit rates varying from 25kHz up to 1MHz. Once the
operating speed has been selected, the I2C interface can be enabled in the same register.

The control register allows the user to select the I2C operating speed and enable the peripheral.
The I2C slave device can be selected by programming its seven-bit address into the ID field.

Once enabled, the netX can initiate a read or write operation on the bus. A typical I2C data transfer is shown
below.

Each phase of the I2C
transaction
is
controlled by flags in
the data register. The
application code must
monitor each phase
and program the I2C
peripheral to generate
the next phase of data.

The I2C peripheral can generate each stage of the I2C communication transaction, but at each sub-stage of
exchange between the netX I2C peripheral and the remote I2C peripheral the application software must examine
the current state of the transaction and provide the next data packet. The peripheral can be considered as an I2C
‘engine’, where the driver software has to micromanage each exchange on the bus.
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Each I2C peripheral on the bus will have a unique seven-bit address. When the netX I2C peripheral wants to
communicate with an external device, its address must be stored in the ID field in the I2C control register. Once
the I2C address is programmed, all I2C communication will be solely directed to the external device set to this
address.

The I2C data register contains a group of command flags that are used to control each
phase of the I2C transaction and an 8- bit data field which stores the transmit and receive
data.

The I2C data register is used to initiate and control an I2C bus transaction. The data register contains an eight- bit
data field which is used to store the data to be transmitted onto the bus. Any data received by the I2C peripheral
will also be stored in this field. The five command bits are used to control the flow of the I2C bus transaction. Each
bit is used to signal that the I2C peripheral should generate a particular phase of the transaction. Setting CMD2
will generate the start condition and send the start byte (7bit ID and read/write bit). CMD1 places the I2C
peripheral into a read or write transaction by generating the appropriate bit in the start byte. CMD0 sets the stop
condition. CMD3 initiates a data byte transfer. If data is being read from the bus, the read data finished (RFD) bit
will be set when a word has been successfully read from the bus. The ACK field is used to keep track of
acknowledges actually sent by a slave device in an I2C transaction. In case of a two byte transaction (CMD2 and
CMD3 set) ACK[0] indicates the received acknowledge after the first transmitted byte (start byte) and ACK[1]
indicates the acknowledge of the second transmitted byte (data byte). In case of one byte transaction (CMD2 not
set) only ACK[0] is valid. The ACK field can be used by the software driver to detect any errors or abnormalities
that have occurred on the bus during each stage of the transaction.
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3.4.2

I2C – netX 50

The netX 50 microcontroller contains a more advanced I2C peripheral than the simple peripheral which is in the
netX 100 and netX 500. The netX 50 I2C peripheral may be considered as two separate I2C peripherals operating
through the same physical interface. One half of the I2C peripheral can be configured as a master controller,
while the other half can be configured as a slave device.
The netX 50 is able to communicate over a multi-master I2C bus. In the netX 100 and 500 the CPU is required to
micromanage each stage of each I2C transaction. The netX 50 I2C peripheral contains a state machine which
can manage complex I2C transaction sequences. For each master and slave side a 16 byte deep data FIFO is
implemented. The I2C peripheral provides interrupts and can also act as a DMA flow controller. This allows blocks
of data to be transferred to and from memory over the I2C bus with input from the CPU. Combined , these two
features help to dramatically reduce the overhead on the ARM CPU.
The data rate of netX 50 I2C is enhanced, now supporting rates up to I2C High Speed Mode (3.4MBits/s). The
I2C clock line is monitored so the module is able to detect I2C transfer rate downgrading of slaves. Input signal
filtering of I2C clock and data line is done.

The netX 50 I2C peripheral contains separate master
and slave controllers each with DMA support.

The netX 50 I2C peripheral is controlled by 12 user registers. For the purposes of this description we will first look
at operating in master mode, followed by slave mode.

The netX 50 I2C peripheral has
register groups for its Master
and Slave functions as well as
configuration
registers
for
interrupts and DMA support.

3.4.2.1 Master Mode
The master control register contains a mode field which globally defines I2C bit rate. The netX 50 I2C peripheral
supports 8 predefined bit rates ranging from 50kbits/s to 3.4Mbits/s. When operating in slave mode, this field
should be set to match the bit rate of the fastest master on the bus to reach good input signal filtering results. The
master control register also contains a global enable bit which is used to enable and disable the I2C peripheral.
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The
master
control
register is used to enable
the I2C peripheral, to set
its bit rate and to define
the I2C address used in
master mode.

Once the I2C peripheral has been enabled and its bit rate has been selected, it can be used to communicate with
any device on the I2C bus. In order to begin an I2C transaction with a remote device, its network address must
first be placed in the sadr field of the master control register. The netX 50 I2C peripheral supports both seven and
ten-bit I2C addresses. The seven-bit address is held in the sadr field. If ten-bit addressing is used, this field
should contain the 10-bit address start sequence (11110) followed by the upper two address bits. The lower
address byte must be placed in the top of the master FIFO. Once the control register has been configured, each
individual transaction is then managed by the Master Command Register.

The Master Command Register is used to control each I2C transaction initiated by the netX 50.

The Master Command Register is used to initiate and manage an I2C transaction. The nwr field is used to select
whether the transfer is a write to the I2C drive or a read from it. Once the data direction has been defined, the
number of bytes to be transferred is defined in the tsize field. Once started, the internal state machine within the
netX 50 is able to manage the complete I2C transaction for the defined transfer size without any further CPU
overhead. The cmd field is used to initiate and where necessary manage the I2C transfer. Eight commands are
available to start and control an I2C transaction.

The cmd field in the master control
register is used to issue command
code to the I2C master peripheral.
In Master mode the I2C peripheral
can be controlled by its internal
state machine or the application
software.

These commands provide a simple I2C programming language that allows the I2C peripheral to generate simple
byte-orientated commands closely controlled by the CPU. Also it can manage transfers of blocks of data
managed by the I2C peripheral and the netX 50 general purpose DMA controller. In the case of a receive transfer
The S_AC_TC command will cause the netX 50 I2C peripheral to generate an acknowledge after the last
transferred byte. This allows further data to be transferred using the CT command. Once all the data has been
transferred, a command including a start condition (e.g.: S_AC_T) can be used to start a new transfer or the
STOP command should be used to free the I2C bus. Finally the acpollmax field is used to define the maximum
number of times the S_AC and S_AC_T commands will send the start condition and start byte for I2C
acknowledge polling.
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The data used in each I2C master transaction is held in a single 16-byte-deep FIFO. Data to be transmitted will be
held in the FIFO and, as each byte is successfully acknowledged, it will be removed from the FIFO. If a NACK is
received, it will be retained in the FIFO for retransmission. During a receive transaction each data byte will be
saved into the I2C master FIFO and can be read by the CPU or the DMA unit.
If the FIFO is completely filled during a receive, the I2C peripheral will halt the transfer. The netX 50 I2C
peripheral has a single interrupt slot in the VIC and internally there are seven interrupt sources which can trigger
an interrupt. Interrupts can be generated to help control the I2C master and slave functions and also to report
errors that have occurred.

Each interrupt source can be enabled and disabled in the interrupt mask register. The status of each enabled
interrupt can be read in the masked interrupt state register, while the status of all (enabled and disabled) interrupt
sources can be read in the raw interrupt state register.
Five of these interrupt sources are used in the master mode. For operation in a multi-master system, the I2C
peripheral has a ‘bus busy’ interrupt, which is used to inform the CPU that another I2C bus master is currently
active. During a transaction each command given to the I2C peripheral can generate a command ok or command
error interrupt on completion. The master FIFO has a user defined trigger level which will generate an interrupt as
the trigger level is reached (send: below or receive: above) allowing the CPU to manage the data in the FIFO
queue. The trigger levels for both FIFOs are set in the master and slave FIFO control registers. A FIFO error
interrupt is also available to report underflow and overflow conditions. When an I2C interrupt is generated, further
information can be read from the I2C status register. In addition to reporting master and slave FIFO errors and the
state of the I2C bus transaction, the status register allows you to read the current master and slave fill- levels. The
SDA and SCL state fields also allow you to monitor the physical state of the SDA and SCL pins. This can be used
to detect faults on the bus lines.

3.4.2.2 Slave Mode
As well as being able to operate as an I2C bus master, the netX 50 I2C peripheral can also be simultaneously
configured as an I2C slave device which will respond to any other master device that is present on the bus. In
slave mode the sid field in the slave control register is used to define the slave address.
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The slave control register defines the slave I2C address and enables the netX 50 I2C slave
functionality

This field supports the 7-bit slave address by default. If the 10-bit address mode is to be used, sid10-bit must be
set. The I2C slave mode can also be programmed to acknowledge the I2C general call address in addition to its
own address by setting the ac_gcall bit. Once the slave address has been configured, the slave functionality can
be enabled by setting the ac_start and ac_srx bits. The ac_start bit forces the I2C peripheral to acknowledge a
start sequence that has been sent to its I2C slave address. The ac_srx bit will also force the I2C peripheral to
generate acknowledges on data bytes sent by the current bus master. In practice, the I2C peripheral will generate
an interrupt when it receives a valid start sequence sent to its node address.
The interrupt routine is used to determine if the I2C transaction is a read or a write. If data is to be written to the
netX 50, the ac_srx bit should be set to generate the necessary acknowledges. The DMA unit or Interrupt service
routines could also be configured to transfer the received data from the slave FIFO to the netX RAM areas. If the
I2C transaction is for a write from the netX to the current bus master, the requested data must be written to the
slave FIFO. Again this can be done by setting up the DMA unit or Interrupt service routines.

3.4.2.3 DMA Support
To further increase the performance of the netX 50 I2C peripheral, both the master and slave FIFOs can be
connected to a DMA channel provided by the general purpose DMA controller. Any of the four available DMA
channels can be configured to transfer blocks of data to or from the I2C master and slave I2C FIFOs. When a
DMA channel is used with the I2C peripheral, it is important to ensure that the I2C peripheral is the flow controller
for the DMA transfer. This ensures that the I2C peripheral is in charge of the DMA transfer and data will be moved
in and out of the master and slave FIFOs as required by the I2C peripheral.

Both master and slave I2C peripherals can act as flow controllers for a DMA channel. You
must enable the DMA support and then configure the DMA channels.

The DMA transfer is configured within the channel registers of the DMA controller. However, it is also necessary
to enable DMA support within the I2C peripheral itself. DMA transfers can be separately enabled for the master
and slave functionality.
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3.5 SPI
The netX microcontrollers also contain a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). The SPI can act as an SPI bus master
or as a slave device. In master mode it is capable of full duplex communication up to 50MHz. To support high
speed communication, the SPI peripheral has one receive and one transmit FIFO (each a depth of 16) and seven
internal interrupt sources which are ‘OR’ed together and connected to a single vector interrupt controller channel.

The SPI peripheral has two 16-worddeep transmit and receive FIFOs. The
external interface consists of the SPI
bus signal (clock, MOSI, MISO) and
three chip-select signals.

Unlike I2C, the SPI bus does not provide any means of addressing peripherals connected to the SPI bus. To
establish a point- to-point communications channel between the netX SPI peripheral and a remote SPI peripheral,
a hardware slave select line must be used to assert a logic one on the slave select pin of the SPI peripheral. The
netX SPI peripheral provides three dedicated SPI chip-selects. These chip-selects can be controlled by the
internal state machine of the SPI peripheral or through the application software.

The SPI peripheral is controlled by
four registers. Internally the SPI
peripheral has seven interrupt sources
that are ORed together and connected
to a single VIC channel.

The SPI peripheral interface is defined by four registers. The control register is first used to SPI bus parameters.
The CR_EN bit is used to enable the SPI interface and the CR_MS bit can place the peripheral into master or
slave mode. In addition, the CR_WRITE and CR_READ fields must be set to enable data read and writes. At any
time the read or write FIFO queues may be flushed by setting the CR_CLR_OUTFIFO or CR_CLR_INFIFO bits.

The control register is used to place the SPI peripheral into master or slave mode. In master mode the speed
field is used to select from 8 predefined bus speeds. The SPI data polarity and phase may also be configured to
match the external SPI devices.
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The CR_SPEED field selects the desired bus speed from one of fifteen predefined bit rates, which vary from
50kHz to 50MHz. The SPI bus specification supports various bit-timing configurations. The CR_POL and
CR_NCPHA fields allow you to define the primary clock edge and bit phase that is used by the netX SPI
peripheral. These fields allow you to adjust the bit-timing parameters to match those used by any available SPI
peripheral. SPI transfers are always byte-orientated. In order to avoid sending data to remote devices too quickly,
a padding delay between each byte can be defined by the CR_BURST and CR_BURSTDELAY fields. This allows
a remote byte-orientated device to receive and process each byte before the next one arrives. The transmission
of each byte can be delayed by up to 128 SPI clock periods. The CS_MODE field is used to place the three SPI
chip-selects under control of the internal state machine or under control of the application software. If the chipselects are under software control, the CR_SS field is used to determine the logic level on each of the chip-select
pins.

The SPI peripheral has seven interrupt sources which can be enabled in the interrupt control register. The
trigger levels for each FIFO interrupt are also configured in this register.

Once the communication parameters have been configured in the control register, the interrupt must be enabled.
There are seven possible interrupt sources within the SPI peripheral and they are all used for data flow control.
The transmit and receive FIFOs have an adjustable fill-level, which can trigger an interrupt when the FIFO queue
reaches the designated fill level. The trigger level for each FIFO is set by the IR_OUT_FULL_LEVEL and
IR_IN_FULL_LEVEL fields. In addition, the Transmit FIFO can be enabled to generate separate interrupts when
the output FIFO is full or empty, or an error interrupt if the ARM is writing too quickly to the TX FIFO. The receive
FIFO can also generate interrupts when the FIFO is full or when the FIFO contains any data.

The SPI data register is used to access both the transmit and the receive FIFOs. Both the receive and the
transmit FIFOs are 16 bits wide. The SPI peripheral can be used in 8-bit or 16-bit mode.

The SPI transmit and receive FIFOs can be accessed through the data register. The lower 16 bits of the data
register are mapped on to the transmit or receive FIFOs. Writing to this register places data into the transmit
FIFO. Reading removes data from the receive FIFO. Additional two bits are used to indicate that valid data bytes
are present and thus reading or writing two bytes at once from/to the FIFOs is allowed. When data is written into
this register it enters the transmit FIFO and then the SPI shift register, where it is then transmitted over the SPI
bus on the Master out Slave in (MOSI) line. At the same time the slave can transmit data on the Slave out Master
in (MISO) line, where it will be placed in the receive FIFO. Like the I2C peripheral the application software must
micromanage transactions on the SPI bus. Typically, as data is transferred, the FIFOs will generate interrupts
which will be managed by the application code. When an interrupt occurs, the current condition of the SPI
peripheral can be determined from the Status register.
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The SPI status register contains flags for each of the interrupt sources and counters which indicate the
FIFO fill levels.

This register contains a flag for each interrupt and also a counter to indicate the current number of bytes in each
FIFO.
For netX 50 the SPI module was redesigned and provides some enhanced features. SPI clock rate setting and
data transfer size is more flexible (4 to 16bit instead of 8bit fixed). Signal input filtering was implemented and a
DMA interface was added. For compatibility between netx100/500 SPI and netX 50 SPI a netX 100 compatibility
mode is implemented in the netX 50 SPI module.
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3.6 USB
The netX family of microcontrollers contains a USB peripheral which is fully compliant with the USB 2.0
specification. The USB peripheral supports full speed (12 Mb/s) and low speed (1.2 Mb/s) communication speeds.
Although it is compliant to the newer USB 2.0 standard, the USB unit does not support the high speed option (480
Mb/s), that was not available in the older USB 1.1 specification.
The USB peripheral can act as a USB host or a USB device OTG. The USB peripheral also contains the USB
transceiver hardware. Only a minimal number of external passive components are required to establish a USB
connection.

The USB peripheral provides a USB
2.0
compliant
host
or
device
implementation, including the bus
transceiver.

The USB peripheral contains eight endpoint registers, which support one control pipe on endpoint zero and seven
user pipes. Each of the user pipes can be configured to support any USB transfer type (interrupt, bulk,
isochronous). The USB peripheral is capable of autonomously performing all low level USB communication
operations without intervention by the application software. Once the USB peripheral has been configured, the
application software is only required to manage the enumeration process that occurs when a USB device is first
connected. From then on the application software is only required to manage the transfer of data packets to and
from the internal FIFOs.

The USB peripheral is one of the more complex peripherals to
configure. However, during operation in device mode the application
software is only required to manage the pipe endpoint buffers. In host
mode an application stack is provided.
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The USB peripheral’s programmer’s interface consists of five main register groups. The core configurations
register group consists of three registers.

The core configuration registers report the hardware
configuration of the USB peripheral. It is also possible to
force a reset and enable the USB debug features through
these registers.

These are for the most part read only registers that report the hardware configuration of the USB peripheral. The
core control and status register has a group of read/write bits that are used to enable the internal USB debug
support and a reset bit which can be used to force a soft reset on the USB module.

The port registers are used to directly control the USB transceiver
and USB port. They can be used to generate bus events (reset,
suspend and resume) as well as managing the switch from device to
host mode if USB OTG is to be supported.

The next register group is the Port Register block. These registers are used to control the USB port and
transceiver in both host and device mode. The operating mode of the USB peripheral is defined by the external
hardware configuration. If an A-type connector is fitted, the USB peripheral will operate in Host mode. If a B-type
connector is fitted, the peripheral will operate in device mode. The application software can determine the
operating mode of the USB peripheral from the CONN_ID bit in the Port Status register. In Host mode, the Port
Status register also reports whether a device is connected and its connection speed. In Host mode the USB
peripheral will also monitor the current requirement of the external device. If it is drawing more than 500mA an
over current condition will be reported in this register. The Port Control register and the Port Status Change Event
register allows the application software to manage the port in Host mode. These registers can be used to force
events on to the USB bus, such as network suspend, resume and reset. This registers also support switching
from Device mode to Host mode, using the USB On-The-Go Session request and Host Negotiation protocols.
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Each of the eight pipe endpoints can be configured through
registers. During operation, the two pointer registers are used to
indicate the head of a buffer which can be used to hold a USB data
packet.

The USB pipe registers are used to manage the USB transactions for each of the eight pipes. The USB pipe
registers consist of a single group of registers that can be ‘paged ‘onto a selected endpoint by the Pipe Select
register. If the USB peripheral is operating in Device mode, the node address assigned during the enumeration
process will be stored in the Pipe Address register. This register also contains an endpoint number field, which is
used to configure the USB network address of the endpoint. The LSB of the endpoint address also determines if
the pipe is an IN or an OUT pipe.

Each USB pipe is terminated with a USB endpoint within the USB controller. Each
endpoint must be configured to match the device address and endpoint values passed to
the host during the enumeration phase.
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Each endpoint is double-buffered. Each endpoint has two pointers (data pipe pointer and alternative data pipe
pointer) which will point to the start of a data buffer. Each pointer has an associated total bytes register, which as
well as reporting the number of bytes in the buffer also contains a data-valid bit which is to indicate that fresh data
is available.

The Interrupt and Control registers are used to select Host or Device mode and
manage the USB interrupt sources and pipe endpoint interrupts. The ID register
is programmed with the node address during enumeration in device mode.

When operating in Device mode, each USB transaction between the device and the host will generate a pipe
event interrupt. The number of the pipe which generated the interrupt will be stored in the Pipe Event register.
When this interrupt occurs, the application software must select the correct endpoint, then examine the data
buffer valid bits. If the pipe is an OUT pipe, the data valid bit will be set and the buffer will be locked until the
application software has read the data from the buffer. If mode data packets arrive while the buffer is locked, they
will be delivered to the alternate buffer. If that, too, is full, the USB peripheral will return a NAK until the data valid
bit is cleared.

As each OUT packet arrives at the USB
peripheral, it will be copied into the data
buffer or alternate data buffer. Each buffer
is locked until the data is read. If a packet
arrives while both buffers are locked, the
USB peripheral will return a NAK, causing
the data to be re-sent.

For an IN pipe, the application software must fill the buffer and mark it valid. When an IN token is received, the
data in the buffer will be sent to the host and the valid bit will be cleared. A second IN request will deliver data
from the alternate buffer. Again, if no data is available, a NAK will be returned until valid data becomes available.
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.

The USB peripheral will send the
contents of the data buffer. If a buffer
does not contain valid data, the USB
peripheral will return a NAK until the
buffer is filled and validated.

When operating in Device mode, all the complexity of managing the USB data packets is handled by the USB
peripheral. The application software must respond to the Pipe Event Interrupt and service the data buffers for
each enabled pipe. In Host mode, the USB peripheral is responsible for maintaining the USB network. It must
generate the USB frame tokens, handle the enumeration process for any new device connected to the network
and provide the correct IN and OUT transactions for all the connected devices and their pipes. If you intend to use
the USB peripheral in Host mode it is best to use a software stack provided by Hilscher.
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3.7 Watchdog
Each of the netX microcontrollers contains a hardware Watchdog. The Watchdog can be configured to reset the
netX microcontroller, or to generate an interrupt in the event of a program or hardware failure.

The on-chip Watchdog is a 16-bit counter
with two user-programmable interrupt
and reset trigger points.

The Watchdog consists of a 16-bit timer which is controlled through four registers. The trigger register is used to
configure the Watchdog while the Watchdog reset and interrupt trigger levels are set in the interrupt and reset
timeout registers. The current Watchdog timer count value is always available in the read-only count register.

The Watchdog trigger register must be read to obtain an access code. This access code
must be written back to refresh the Watchdog.

The Watchdog is configured and maintained through the trigger register. Before a write can be made to this
register, an access code must be read from the lower 20 bits. This value must be written back when a write to the
upper control bits is made. After each write to this register, a new access key must be read before a new write
can be made. When the Watchdog is configured, timeout values must first be written to the interrupt and reset
timeout registers. These registers are also protected against accidental writes, so they may only be modified if the
WR_ENABLE bit is set in the trigger register. Once the timeout values have been defined, the Watchdog can be
enabled by setting the WDG_ACT_EN bit. Once enabled, the application code must regularly ‘pat’ the Watchdog
to reset its count and prevent it from timing out. This is done by reading the trigger register to obtain an access
key and then writing back to the trigger register to set the WDG_TRIG bit. If the Watchdog counter reaches either
of the timeout values, it will generate a Watchdog interrupt or a reset signal, depending on which timeout is
reached. If an interrupt is generated, the IRQ_REQ bit will be set in the trigger register and must be cleared by the
Watchdog ISR.
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3.8 Real-Time-Clock
In addition to the five general purpose timers and the IEEE1588 systimer, the netX 500 microcontroller contains a
Real-Time-Clock. The Real-Time-Clock is designed to have its own power domain which can be connected to a
backup battery or separate power supply for the case the main power of netX 500 is breaking down. The RealTime-Clock derives its timing signal from an external 32.768kHz watch crystal.

The RTC and 16K of backup SRAM are located in
their own power domain which may be connected
to an external battery. The RTC clock source is a
dedicated 32.768kHz watch crystal.

The RTC power domain also contains 16kbyte of low power SRAM. This is maintained by the RTC backup power
supply. If this power supply drops below a critical level, the RTC_POK pin has to be towed down by an external
power regulator. In this case the RTC can generate a Power Fail Interrupt that allows the ARM to write any critical
data into the backup RAM. Once the Power Fail Interrupt has been generated, the RTC will wait for a
programmable number of clock cycles and places itself and the backup RAM in an isolated state, before the
internal signals from the remaining netX-logic become undefined. The RTC and SRAM will return from the
isolated state once the main external power is restored.

The RTC consists of a 32-bit-wide counter which is
incremented every second. The current 32kHz count is
directly available via a register.
If the RTC_POK signal goes low, the RTC power domain
places itself into an isolated state where it is not
accessible from the main netX power domain.

The number of RTC cycles’ delay before entering the isolated mode can be defined by the user. This is done by
programming the first eight bits of the IRQISOLATE_CYCLES register. The ARM can determine the condition of
the RTC power domain by reading the ISOLATED register. The first bit of this register will be set to logic 1 if the
RTC is not in isolated mode or logic 0 if it is isolated.
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With a 32.768kHz crystal connected to the clock pins, the RTC has an internal 32kHz counter which increments
the 32-bit- wide 1HZCOUNTER register every second. A snapshot of the underlying 32kHz counter can be taken
by reading the 32KHZ_CUR_VAL register. However, each time the 1HZCOUNTER register is read, the current
value of the 32kHz timer is latched into the 32KHZ_LAT_VAL register to allow accurate calculation of fractional
seconds.
The RTC has three interrupt sources which are ‘OR’ed together and connected to a single VIC channel. Each
interrupt can be enabled in the interrupt mask register. When the RTC generates an interrupt, the source of the
interrupt can be determined in the interrupt status register.
Two fault interrupts are available to monitor the condition of the 32kHz watch crystal. Under normal conditions all
3125 system clock cycles (31.25µs), the RTC 32kHz clock does one cycle. If this 32kHz cycle is not finished
within 4096 system clock cycles (40.96µs), CLK32_FAULT1 interrupt can be generated. The second clock
monitoring interrupt CLK32_FAULT2 will generate an interrupt after 131072 system clock cycles (1.31ms).
The third interrupt is the Power Fail interrupt, telling the CPU that all important information should be stored
quickly into the backup RAM.
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3.9 CCD Controller – netX 50 only
The netX 50 microcontroller contains an interface for charge-coupled devices. The CCD controller is designed to
collect a stream of byte data from most commonly available CCD devices. The CCD controller supports single
pixel data streams up to 50MHz. The physical interface to the CCD device consists of a pixel clock, frame and
line-valid strobes and a byte-wide data bus.

The CCD controller has a bytewide parallel data bus designed
to allow easy interfacing of
camera sensors.

The external CCD sensor will generally also require an I2C or SPI interface to perform its basic configuration.
Internally the CCD controller contains three FIFOs. The CCD controller can automatically de-compose an
incoming byte-orientated protocol and map each of its elements to a given FIFO queue. For example, an
incoming RGB data stream can have its red, green and blue data individually mapped to a FIFO. The mapping
between the CCD data stream and the individual FIFOs is configurable, which allows the pixel data from most
common video protocols to be automatically extracted into the FIFO queues.

The CCD controller can be configured to
automatically extract video data into
internal FIFO queues.

The CCD controller is also designed to act as a flow controller for the general purpose DMA unit. This allows a
DMA channel to transfer the data from each FIFO and generate an interrupt when a complete picture frame has
been received inside netX memory. The CCD controller’s programmer interface consists of eleven registers in
three main groups.

The CCD Controller
registers can be divided
into three main groups.
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The configuration register is used to first adjust the sample time of the external interface to match the byte stream
from the external CCD device and then enable the CCD controller. It also shows the status of the three FIFOs.

The configuration register is used to adjust the CCD external interface and FIFO’s to match the
camera.

The edge_mode and sample time together define the sample position relative to the Pixel Clock.

The CCD interface can
be
configured
to
match
most
commonly
available
cameras.

Once the interface to the CCD device has been configured, the FIFOs’ mapping must be defined to match the
expected protocol produced by the external CCD device. The CCD controller can map video protocols that use
between one and four bytes to represent a pixel into the three internal FIFOs. This mapping is performed by three
Byte Position registers.

The FIFO Byte Position registers are used to map the video protocol
onto the internal FIFO queues.
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The video protocol mapping is configured with the Byte Position registers. Each FIFO has a matching Byte
Position register which is used to define how data is extracted from the video byte stream and entered into the
CCD controller FIFOs.

The FIFO byte position registers can decompose common video protocols into its basic
elements. Each element of pixel data is then queued into an internal FIFO.

The CCD controller supports video protocols consisting of up to four bytes of data. Each Byte Position register
contains four byte enable bits. When an enable bit is set, the matching byte will be written into the associated
FIFO. The start bit position field can be used to adjust the starting point of a data byte for video protocols that are
not byte-aligned. Similarly, the AND fields can be used as a mask to extract video data fields that are smaller than
a byte. Once the FIFO mapping has been defined, the CCD controller can start to receive and process video data
from the external CCD camera.
Now the data stream will be received and de-composed into its basic elements, which will then be stored in the
FIFO queues. In a real application the picture data would then be transferred to a memory store by the DMA unit.
The ARM9 CPU can directly read each FIFO from the three FIFO registers. Each status of each FIFO can be
read from the configuration register. Here each FIFO has a current count value, under flow and over flow flags
and a reset bit.

3.9.1

Picture Cutting

The CCD controller also supports picture cutting. This feature allows you to filter the CCD input to extract a region
of the CCD matrix.

The picture cutting registers are used to
extract a block of data within the video frame.
Once active, only this portion of the video
frame will be entered into the CCD FIFO
queues.

At the start of each picture the frame strobe will go high and at the start of each line the line strobe will go high.
The CCD controller contains horizontal and vertical line counters that can be used to determine the X and Y
coordinates of every pixel. The picture cutting registers allow you to program the Horizontal stop and start and the
Vertical stop and start coordinates of a region. Once the cutting region has been defined, only the data in this
region will be fed into the controller FIFOs. The picture cutting registers also contain a counter register which
holds the current horizontal and vertical line count.
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3.9.2

Brightness Control

For video protocols such as the RGB protocol that do not contain any brightness information, the CCD controller
can calculate fluctuations in ambient brightness during runtime. The CCD controller will calculate an approximate
value of the average illumination and store this value in the brightness register. This value can be used by the
CPU to adjust the CCD sensor settings to the ambient conditions.
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4.

netX Communications Controller

The netX family of microcontrollers have been primarily designed to be industrial network controllers. As such, the
netX contains an entire Ethernet and field bus subsystem which has a unique system architecture. The netX
communication system has up to four highly configurable communications channels which can operate
independently of the ARM9 CPU. The communications channels are each reffered to as an xC port, Each xC port
can be dynamically configured to support a selected Ethernet or fieldbus protocol. Once configured each of the
xC ports can read and write data into the SRAM banks. As the SRAM is accessed through the data switch the xC
ports and the ARM9 can simultaneously read and write to memory thus effectively operating in parallel. This key
feature allows the netX to maintain operation for the Ethernet, field bus and user application code. Each member
of the netX family has two xC ports with internal Ethernet PHY, these can be configured as Ethernet MAC’s or
fieldbus controllers. The netX 100 and netX 500 have an additional one and two xC ports respectively. These
additional channels may be configured as fieldbus controllers or Ethernet MAC’s with external PHY.

The netX communications
controller provides four
dynamically configurable
communications channels
and a motion controller.

This structure gives the developer unparalleled performance and flexibility to support an ever-growing range of
industrial communication requirements. The netX family allows one basic hardware design to be deployed across
a wide range of products leaving the final functionality to be determined by software, reducing both manufacturing
costs and time to market. To date the netX family of microcontrollers support the following networking protocols:
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4.1 Communications Channels
The communications controller has a maximum of four fully independent communications channels. Each of these
channels consists of a Medium Access Controller (xMAC) and a Protocol Execution Controller (xPEC).

Each xcPort has a logic array that may be configured as a variety
of fieldbus controllers or real-time Ethernet MACs

The xMAC and xPEC within an xC port are configured by microcode downloaded by the user application code.
The microcode configures the xMAC as the ‘protocol engine’ and the xPEC as its local controller. The microcode
also defines the application interface between the ARM9 CPU and the xC port.
The xC port application interface is designed to be as flexible as possible to allow the most efficient transfer of
data between the xC port and the netX SRAM depending on the protocol currently in use. Each xC port is
connected to the VIC by two interrupt channels called COMn and MSYNCn. Each xC port has sixteen internal
interrupt sources which may be configured to trigger either of these interrupt channels. Typically the MSYNCn and
COMn interrupt channels are associated with particular queue of data. In the VIC the MSYNCn interrupt is given a
higher priority than the COMn interrupt. This allows each xC port to provide high priority and low priority data
queues. Similarly the xPEC controller within the xC port also contains sixteen interrupt sources that may be
triggered by the ARM9 CPU.

Each xC port has 32 interrupt sources. The
16 input interrupt lines can be individually
set by the ARM9 by writing to an interrupt
register. The sixteen output interrupts are
allocated between two VIC channels. This
allows each xC port to have high and low
priority interrupts.

While the xC port interrupt structure allows real time handshaking via interrupts the exchange of data between the
application software and the xC port can be handled in one of three ways.
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While the xMAC is configured to support
a communications protocol, the xPEC
interface can also be adapted to match
the data throughput reguirements. For a
protocol with small data payloads, the
xPEC interface can be defined as a group
of FIFO buffers.

In the case of a ‘light‘ protocol such as CAN were the data payload in each packet is quite small the xPEC
application interface may be configured as a group of FIFO’s which are then used to transfer the actual data.

It is also possible for the ARM9 to directly access
the xPEC registers and memory. This is intended
to access error and status registers rather than
perform data transfer actions.

For protocols with large data payloads
the xPEC interface can transfer data
directly into the SRAM via a DMA
channel.

For Ethernet based protocols where the data payloads are much larger, the use of FIFOs for data exchange is not
very practicable. In these cases the downloaded microcode will configure the application interface to transfer data
via DMA transfers. In this case the FIFOs are used as POINTER FIFO’s. This means that the FIFOs are used to
queue pointers to the source and destination addresses which are automatically loaded into the DMA unit to
transfer Ethernet frames to and from the internal SRAM. It is also possible for the ARM9 CPU to directly access
registers and memory within the xPEC controller. However this is not normally used to transfer application data
but rather it gives a method of accessing status and error registers within the xPEC.
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4.2 Hardware Abstraction Layer
The task of configuring and programming the netX communications controller would at first glance seem to be
quite a daunting prospect. Fortunately, Hilscher provide an easy-to-use Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) and
protocol stack for each of the supported Ethernet and field bus protocols. The hardware abstraction layer is used
to download microcode to the xC port. Once the xC port is initialized the HAL then provides a programming API.
This means that a developer does not need to be deeply involved at the register level of the Ethernet or fieldbus
controller rather he can use the API provided by the HAL and concentrate on developing his application.

The netX communications controller
provides the hardware, low-level driver and
application stacks for supported Fieldbus
and Ethernet applications. The developer
just needs to concentrate on developing
his application.

In this section we will have a look at first configuring and using a communications channel to be a Fieldbus
controller. Next we will reconfigure the xC port to be an Ethernet controller so we can send and receive Ethernet
packets

4.3 Fieldbus Controller
Currently, the netX supports a number of dedicated field bus controllers including CANopen and DeviceNet. Both
of these protocols use the Controller Area Network protocol, which was originally developed by Bosch for
automotive use. The netX communication controller has a dedicated hardware abstraction layer to configure a
communications channel as a CAN controller.

4.3.1

CAN HAL Configuration

The hardware abstraction layer is contained in a number of C modules which must be added to your project. The
microcode image that configures the xPEC and xMAC as a CAN controller is stored in three files as binary arrays.
These are downloaded into the xPEC and xMAC when the communications channel is initialised.
Simple_loader.c
Rpu_CANx.c
Tpu_CANx.c
Xpec_CANx.c
The user API for the hardware abstraction layer is held in three additional modules:
CAN.c
XC.c
Irq_handler.c
These provide an easy to use API with four groups of functions or service classes. These primitive functions may
be used to develop a CAN-based application.
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Control-Functions

Status-Functions

Transmission-Functions

Reception-Functions

Can_Init

Can_GetInterruptCom

Can_SendFrame

Can_GetIndicationHiFillLevel

Can_Deinit

Can_GetInterruptMsync

Can_AbortTransmission

Can_GetIndicationLoFillLevel

Can_Start

Can_GetFilter

Can_GetConfirmationFillLevel

Can_ReceiveHiFrame

Can_DetectBaudrate

Can_GetCounters

Can_GetSendConfirmation

Can_ReceiveLoFrame

Can_EnableInterrupt

Can_GetStatus

Can_DisableInterrupt

Can_GetRxExtPrioCmpReg

Can_ConfirmInterrupt

Can_GetRxStdIdPrio

Can_SetFilter
Can_EnableRxStdId
Can_DisableRxStdId
Can_BusOffAcknowledge
Can_RequestFifoReset
Can_SetRxExtPrioCmpReg
Can_SetRxStdIdPrio

Hilscher also provide a CANopen and DeviceNet stack for development master and slave nodes for both these
protocols.
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4.3.2

Initialising The CAN Controller

Once you have added the HAL modules to your project, you can invoke the HAL API and configure any of the
communications controller channels as a CAN controller. The Can_Init function allows you to select the
communications channel to be configured as a CAN controller and define its initial bit rate.
if(CAN_OKAY != Can_Init(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER, CAN_BAUDRATE_1000kB))
{
while(1); //failure
}

In place of the Can _Init function it is possible to initialise the XC port as a CAN controller and have it autodetect
the network bit rate. In order for this to work, the node must be connected to a running CAN network, which
implies a minimum of two other nodes.
eRet = Can_DetectBaudrate(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER,
&ulBaudrate,
Timeout,
ErrorCheck,
Succeed Check);
If successful, this function will return a pointer to a detected baud rate. The application code can also specify a
timeout period in milliseconds to wait for detection to occur. To detect the baud rate the CAN controller places
itself into a listen-only mode. In this mode it does not generate acknowledge or error frames, but will receive valid
frames and count errors. The CAN_DetectBaudrate function allows the application code to specify the number of
errors to receive before rejecting the baud rate and the number of valid frames to receive before accepting the
baud rate. Once the correct baud rate is detected, the CAN controller returns to its active mode and may
participate as a network node.

When
configured
as
a
CAN
controller, the netX communication
channel interfaces with the the
ARM9 via high and low priority FIFO
queues.

The CAN_Init function also defines the memory interface between the ARM9 and the selected communication
channel. Because the CAN protocol has a small message packet, the memory interface uses the FIFO registers
to exchange message and control information between the communication channel and the ARM9. Each CAN XC
port uses five FIFO registers as shown below:
Use
Indication High
Indication Low
Confirmation
Request High
Request Low

125
125
40
100
100

Depth
25 CAN frames
25 CAN frames
40 acknowledgements
20 CAN frames
20 CAN frames
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The FIFO interface provides two transmit queues, two receive queues and a transmit confirmation queue. The
transmit and receive path can route messages into high or low priority queues to ensure the timely handling of
urgent messages. The application software can prioritise messages through the HAL API function shown below.
Can_SetRxStdIdPrio(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER, MessageID, HighPrio);
This function allows the application code to select the CAN XC port and select a standard (11-bit) identifier and
define which FIFO queue to pass it to. A similar function is provided if your application code uses extended
frames:
Can_SetRxExtPrioCmpReg(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER, RegNum, CAN ID, RTR frame,Priority);
The Can_SetRxExtPrioCmpReg provides eight comparison registers (RegNum) which hold the table of extended
identifiers that will be routed to the high priority message queue. This is more limited than the handling of
standard identifiers, but the use of extended frames in industrial systems is quite rare.
In addition to routing messages to the high and low priority queues, the HAL API allows the application software
to configure the acceptance filter for the CAN controller. This allows specific messages or groups of messages to
be received into the CAN controller and then be passed to the receive FIFO queues. The CAN XC port contains
two acceptance filters, one for standard frames and one for extended frames. A single function allows the
application software to set the acceptance mask and to configure the acceptance filter for either filter.
CAN_SetFilter (CAN_CHANNEL NUMBER, AccCode,AccMask, Filter)
The acceptance code carries the CAN message ID bit pattern that you want to filter and the acceptance mask
designates which bits are care or don’t care.

Each CAN controller has an
acceptance filter that may be
configured to receive selected
messages
and
message
groups.

This form of filtering allows you to accept groups of messages into the CAN controller, while rejecting unwanted
messages without any CPU overhead.
Filtering of specific standard message identifiers is supported by two functions that allow you to enable and
disable reception of any 11-bit CAN frame.
CAN_EnableRxStdId
CAN_Disable,RxStdId

(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER, MessageID);
(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER, MessageID);

Once the baud rate, message filtering and prioritisation have been configured, the XC port interrupt for the CAN
controller may be enabled. Each port has a single interrupt channel connected to the ARM9 VIC. However, within
the CAN controller there are a number of interrupt sources. The available CAN interrupt sources are as follows:
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4.3.2.1.1 Receive Interrupts
Indication FIFO High (Receive)
Indication FIFO Low (Receive)
Indication Low data overrun
Indication High data overrun

4.3.2.1.2 Transmit Interrupts
Transmit Confirmation
Transmit arbitration lost
Confirmation data overrun
Confirmation reset FIFO
Confirmation transmission Abort
CAN error interrupts
Bus-Off Error
Error Passive
Error Warning
Each of these interrupt sources can be controlled with the following API functions:
Can_EnableInterrupt (CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER,InterruptMask);
Can_DisableInterrupt(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER,InterruptMask);
Once the required interrupts are enabled, the CAN controller may be released from its configuration state to
become an active network node:
Can_Start(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER);

4.3.3

Transmitting a CAN Frame

After the CAN node has been configured and started, the CAN controller can be used in a polled or interrupt
mode. The API provides functions to send CAN messages to the transmit FIFO, to monitor the receive FIFO
levels and to read received frames from the receive FIFOs. A CAN frame may be sent by using the function
below.
Can_SendFrame(uiChannel, &tFrame, HighPrio, Retrans,Conf);
The parameters passed to this function are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The xC port to use
A pointer to the CAN frame to send
Which FIFO queue to post the message to (1 High priority 0 Low priority)
If retransmission should be enabled or disabled
If a message acknowledge should generate an entry in the confirmation FIFO queue.

The CAN message must be formatted in a structure which is shown below:
typedef struct CAN_FRAME_Ttag
{
unsigned long ulUniqueId;
/**< unique packet identifier (not send to wire) */
unsigned long ulFrameInfo;
/**< Frame information
*/
unsigned long ulIdentifier;
/**< Frame identifier
*/
unsigned char abData[CAN_MAX_BYTE_PER_FRAME]; /**< Frame data (length is defined
in frame information)
*/
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} CAN_FRAME_T;
The CAN frame has an array which may be up to eight bytes long for the data packet. The user must also provide
the 11 or 29-bit identifier for the message identifier. The frame information contains the CAN data packet, remote
request, data length code etc. Finally, the application code may tag each message with a unique ID in the form of
a 32-bit number. This field is returned into the confirmation FIFO when the message is successfully transmitted.
This field is not part of the standard CAN protocol but provides a mechanism for managing CAN frames on a
packet-by-packet basis.

4.3.4

Receiving CAN Messages

Each of the CAN interrupt sources is enabled during initialization. This will enable two interrupt sources within the
Vector Interrupt Controller. These are the COM interrupt associated with the xC port being used and the MSYNC
interrupt also associated with the xC port in use. When the interrupts are initialised, two interrupt handlers will be
installed. One will be for the COM interrupt. This interrupt function uses the CAN_GetInterruptCom and
Can_ConfirmInterrupt API calls to read and clear the Interrupt Status Register in the CAN controller. Depending
on the source of the interrupt, the ISR must read a message packet from the low priority FIFO, read the transmit
confirmation FIFO, or check for error conditions on the CAN bus.
void CAN_Isr(unsigned int uiChannel)
{
unsigned long ulIrq;
unsigned long ulFill;
Can_GetInterruptCom (uiChannel, &ulIrq);
Can_ConfirmInterrupt(uiChannel, ulIrq);
if(ulIrq & MSK_CAN_XPEC2ARM_INTERRUPTS_IND_LO)
{
/* ToDo */
}
if(ulIrq & MSK_CAN_XPEC2ARM_INTERRUPTS_CON)
{
/* ToDo */
}
if(ulIrq & MSK_CAN_XPEC2ARM_INTERRUPTS_ERROR_FLAGS)
{
/* ToDo */
}

}
If a message has been received, the interrupt handler should read the current level of the FIFO and then read the
message packets from the low priority FIFO queue, as discussed above. If a transmit confirmation has been
received, the level of the confirmation FIFO must be read and then the confirmation words must be read.
Can_GetConfirmationFillLevel(uiChannel, &ulFill);
while(ulFill > 0)
{
…..
Can_GetSendConfirmation(uiChannel, &ulId);
…..
}
Each entry in the confirmation FIFO will be the unique ID assigned by the application software to each individual
CAN packet. Reading these values from the confirmation FIFO allows the application software to keep track of
exactly which messages have been successfully sent on the CAN bus. Finally, the CAN_Isr routine must check
for any error conditions that may have occurred on the bus and take appropriate action.
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The MSYNC interrupt is installed as a high priority interrupt in the Vector Interrupt Controller and is used to
manage the high priority transmit and receive FIFOs. The structure of this ISR is basically the same as the
CAN_Isr function. The MSYNC Interrupt Status Register must be read and cleared. If there are messages
pending in the high priority FIFO, they must be read and passed to the application software. The MSYNC ISR is
not responsible for handling any bus error conditions, but should trap any FIFO data overrun conditions.
void CAN_IsrHighPrio(unsigned int uiChannel)
{
Can_GetInterruptMsync(uiChannel, &ulIrq);
Can_ConfirmInterrupt(uiChannel, ulIrq);
if(ulIrq & MSK_CAN_XPEC2ARM_INTERRUPTS_IND_HI)
{
………..
}
}
if(ulIrq & MSK_CAN_XPEC2ARM_INTERRUPTS_IND_HI_DATA_OVERRUN)
{
}
}
The CAN controller may also be halted and de-initialised so that the xC port can be reused. You must first call the
abort transmission API function to halt any current activity, then the CAN controller may be shut down with the
CAN_Deinit function.
Can_Deinit(CAN_CHANNEL_NUMBER);
This low-level CAN driver allows you to develop your own custom CAN applications and is also useful in helping
you to familiarise yourself with the XC port operation of the netX. If you are developing an application which uses
an standardised application layer such as CANopen or DeviceNet then an appropriate protocol stack is available
from Hilscher for use with the netX devices. These stacks support development of master and slave nodes, which
will pass the certification requirements for each Fieldbus.

Exercise: xC Port - Fieldbus
This exercise configures an xC port to be a CAN controller and uses the HAL to initialise its
communication parameters and then send and receive CAN telegrams
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4.4 Ethernet
Today the most widespread use of the Ethernet protocol is Local Area Networks (LAN) within office and home
environments. The dominant protocol run on such networks is TCP/IP which also connects these networks
together to form the internet.
Fieldbus systems are an integral element of any automation system. With the explosive growth of factory control
systems, traditional field bus protocols such as PROFIBUS, CANopen, and DeviceNet with relatively limited
bandwidth have started to become bottlenecks to overall system performance.
Over the last 5 – 10 years Ethernet has gained acceptance in industrial applications. Today the use of Ethernetbased protocols for industrial and real-time control has an exponential growth. Now a number of industrial
protocols and the widespread availability of industrial hardened components has brought about the adoption of
Ethernet as a mainstream industrial Fieldbus. The key advantage of Ethernet over existing field bus systems is
increased bandwidth.
With speeds of 10 Mb/S, 100 Mb/s and 1 GB/s Ethernet far outstrips any other available field bus. Typically, realtime Ethernet protocols reduce the cycle time on control applications to a few milliseconds. The use of Ethernet
as a field bus also means that only one networking technology is used to link the factory floor to business
information systems. Most industrial Ethernet protocols can coexist with TCP/IP and often use IT technology (web
browsers XML, OPC) as configuration tools.

4.4.1

Ethernet Protocol

The Ethernet specification was developed by Xerox, Intel and Digital (DIX). However, the IEEE used the original
work done by DIX as a basis for their 802.3 standard. While Ethernet II and 802.3 use the same physical wires
and can coexist on the same network, an Ethernet II node cannot communicate directly to an 802.3 node as their
message packet differs in one crucial aspect.
Both Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 are Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision Detect (CSMA/CD) networks. Both
operate as peer-to-peer networks (multiple accesses), allowing point-to-point communication between nodes,
broadcast messages to all nodes and multicast to a subgroup of nodes. The bus arbitration is done by collision
detection. This allows any node to begin transmission of a message packet provided that the bus is idle.
As the node writes data on to the bus it is also listening back (carrier sense). If a second node starts transmitting
at the same time, all nodes on the network will sense an error (collision detect). This will cause the message
packet to be ignored by all nodes. Both transmitting nodes will back off, each for a random amount of time. Once
the back off period has expired, both nodes will attempt to send their message again if the bus is idle. This simple
arbitration method provides fair access to all nodes. It does have the disadvantage of worse access time with
increased traffic levels.
The Ethernet and IEEE802.3 data packet consists of a preamble of a minimum of seven octets (bytes) of data
followed by an octet used as a start of frame delimiter. The preamble and start of frame are a walking ones
pattern (10101010), which are used to synchronise the nodes and provide the start of the frame.
The packet next contains six octets for both the destination and source address. Every Ethernet and IEEE802.3
node must be assigned a globally unique station address. Assignment of these numbers is managed by the IEEE
and this will be discussed later. Since Ethernet/802.3 is a broadcast network every message packet may be
received by all the nodes on a network.
The address “FF FF FF FF FF FF” is reserved as a broadcast address and all nodes are required to receive
packets sent to this address. Nodes may also belong to multicast groups which allows a group of nodes to
simultaneously receive the same packet. A multicast address is defined by setting the lowest bit of the first octet
in the destination address.
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The Ethernet II and IEEE/802.3 message packets differ in one small bit field. They can coexist on the
same network but Ethernet stations cannot communicate with IEEE/802.3 stations.

The next field is where the Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 standards diverge. In Ethernet II this field is used to indicate
the protocol being carried in the data payload. 802.3 uses this field for the length of the data payload. Next, the
information field is used to carry the data payload. The data in the information field must be between 46 and 1500
octets long. The final field in the data packet is the Frame Check Sequence which is a simple CRC. This CRC
provides error checking over the packet from the start of the destination address field to the end of the information
field

4.4.2

Real-Time-Ethernet

Ethernet was never intended to be used as a real-time protocol and in fact it suffers from two major
disadvantages when used for real-time control. Firstly and most importantly, the arbitration method used by
Ethernet makes the network inherently non-deterministic. Secondly, the minimum packet size is 46 bytes. This is
much larger than other Fieldbus message packets. This minimum packet size is generally bigger than the amount
of data we need to transfer but because of the much larger bandwidth provided by Ethernet, this overhead can
generally be tolerated. The crucial issue that is addressed by Real-Time-Ethernet protocols is how to make
Ethernet deterministic.

4.4.3

Making Ethernet Deterministic

The only way to make Ethernet deterministic is to avoid packet collisions. This can be accomplished in a number
of ways. The easiest method is to have a master-slave protocol. Here the master requests information from
remote nodes. As the master is the only node that can initiate communication, no two nodes will try to access the
bus simultaneously and there will never be any need for arbitration. A second method is time division multiplexing.
A master sends out a sync frame and then each node participating in the network is allocated a time slot in which
to communicate.
An alternative approach is to place constraints on the physical hardware of the network. A simple two-node
network could use a full duplex connection, this allows each node to talk to its partner without the need for either
to arbitrate. This can be applied to larger networks by using switches to split the Ethernet network into a number
of independent segments that connect pairs of nodes. With a full duplex connection pairs of nodes can
communicate simultaneously without need for arbitration.

4.4.4

IEEE 1588

For applications such as precise real-time motion control, it is necessary to synchronise the network nodes with
sub-microsecond accuracy. Since this accuracy cannot realistically be achieved by sending data packets over a
network, this level of synchronisation relies on internal clocks within each network node, which must be
synchronised over the network. In the TCP/IP stack the Network Time Protocol can synchronise clocks over a
LAN but this protocol is not accurate enough for control systems.
In order to meet the very high accuracy levels required for control system clocks, the precise Time Protocol
(PTP), otherwise known as IEEE 1588, was developed. In a real-time Ethernet network using IEEE 1588 each
node will have a clock. All the clocks on the network are organised in a hierarchy, with the most accurate clock
becoming the master and all other clocks becoming slaves. The master clock is then used to synchronise the
slave clocks through a series of multi-case messages.
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There are two phases to clock synchronisation. First an offset correction is made. This corrects the time
difference between the master and the slave. Then the network delay is corrected to remove the network latency.

The IEEE1588 offset correction is used
for a first stage synchronisation of the
network clocks.

In the offset correction phase, the master clock sends a synchronisation message to the slave clock at periodic
intervals, typically every 2 seconds. This synchronisation message contains the time that the master clock sent
the message. This is the estimated time value. This is received by the slave clocks. Each slave calculates the
offset between its clock and the master clock and then adjusts its clock to synchronise with the master. A second
follow-up synch frame is used to increase the accuracy of this process.

The network delay is calculated from a triple time-stamped message generated by a slave node.

The slave clocks still contain an error which is equal to the delay or latency of the Ethernet packet transmission
over the network. To calculate this delay each slave node sends a delay response packet. This packet is received
by the master and contains a timestamp giving the exact time it was sent by the slave. The master adds a second
timestamp equal to the time it received the message and then sends the packet back to the slave. When the slave
receives the packet back it again timestamps it. The slave can now calculate the network delay from these three
timestamps and accurately adjust its clock to fully synchronise with the master clock.
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The IEEE1588 Systime registers consist of a nanosecond
accurate clock interrupt and time correction registers.

The netX contains a dedicated IEEE 1588 system clock. This can generate precision system time with a
resolution of 10nS. A further source of inaccuracy will be an inaccurate system clock within the netX
microcontroller itself. The 100MHz system clock used to drive the peripherals will depend on the accuracy of the
PLL. Since this can change over time and with ambient conditions, the accuracy of a simple timer will be prone to
error and drift.
The netX IEEE system clock is implemented as an adder that can be incremented in 10nS periods, but can also
has an additional adder register that will add an offset time on each count of the clock.

The
SYSTIMER
provides
a
nanosecond counter with an adder
register which is used to adjust the
timer for perfect accuracy.

If the internal 100MHz system clock deviates from exactly 100MHz using IEEE 1588 to synchronise with an
external clock, the inaccuracy may be calculated and stored in the add- up register. This allows the internal IEEE
1588 clock to adjust itself for precise time measurement.
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4.4.5

Ethernet/IP

In the early 1990s Allen Bradley developed DeviceNet as a CAN based field bus. The Open DeviceNet Vendors
Association (ODVA) was established as an independent industry body to oversee the certification and
development of the DeviceNet protocol. Ethernet/IP was established in the late 1990s as an Ethernet-based
version of DeviceNet. Ethernet/IP uses the same object-orientated application layer as DeviceNet, but replaces
network layers with a TCP/IP stack and Ethernet physical layer.

The Ethernet/IP protocol is built on a TCP/IP stack
and uses the same object profiles as ControlNet
and DeviceNet.
ControlNet

DeviceNet

The use of a TCP/IP allows interoperability between field bus and business IT systems. Ethernet IP uses the TCP
protocol for configuration information and UDP for process information. Real-time control can be achieved with
sub-microsecond accuracy by using broadcast and multicast messaging, although to achieve this there are strict
hardware configuration rules. Ethernet/IP synchronises nodes with a protocol called CIPsync which is based on
IEEE 1588.

4.4.6

PROFINET

PROFINET has been developed by Siemens to be a plant-wide Fieldbus. PROFINET is interoperable with TCP/IP
and uses many current IT standards such as XML, COM and DCOM, to allow distributed automation systems.
PROFINET is also compatible with the PROFIBUS-DP standard. The PROFINET standard contains several
protocols: PROFINET RT ( real time) supports typical factory automation cycle times of 5 – 10 ms.

PROFINET is interoperable with standard TCP/IP packets. A dedicated Isynchronous real-time channel
supports sub-microsecond synchronisation for hard real-time control.

A second protocol, PROFINET IRT (Isochronous real-time) provides sub-microsecond synchronisation for
systems with hard real-time requirements. Each PROFINET node contains additional hardware that acts as an
intelligent 2 or 4 port switch that also handles node synchronisation. The integral switch also schedules bus
accesses and allows real-time and non-real-time traffic to coexist on the same network. PROFINET offers a high
degree of determinism with minimal configuration issues.
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4.4.7

EtherCAT

Ethernet for Control Automation Technology, or EtherCAT, is a motion control real-time protocol developed by
Beckhoff. EtherCAT uses the CANopen application layer. Much of the firmware developed for CANopen
applications may be reused with EtherCAT nodes. EtherCAT is a master/slave protocol which supports any bus
topology. EtherCAT is interoperable with TCP/IP, but a dedicated bus master schedules all traffic on the network
and prioritises EtherCAT commands over TCP/IP packets.

The EtherCat command structure allows multiple master/slave commands to be concatenated into a
single Ethernet packet.

An EtherCAT frame consists of a header and command frame. EtherCAT makes use of the larger Ethernet frame
size by concatenating several EtherCAT commands into the one Ethernet packet. The Ethernet frame is received
by each EtherCAT node in turn which fills in its data field and passes the packet on to the next node until it finally
returns to the master.

4.4.8

Ethernet Powerlink

Ethernet Powerlink is a hard real-time protocol that is designed to use standard Ethernet hardware. Ethernet
Powerlink does not use special switches and networks can be built with standard hubs, however it is desirable
that each network device should contain its own hub for daisy-chain topologies.

Ethernet Powerlink has a simple message frame encapsulated within the Ethernet packet. A single master on the
network is used to schedule all transmissions. The polling cycle is split into a series of periods. First, the master
synchronises the nodes with a start of cyclic frame. The master then polls all of the nodes on the network. If a
node requires further communication with the master it can request to be polled in the asynchronous period.
When the master has finished polling all the nodes in the cyclic period, it has a list of nodes to poll in the
asynchronous period. Once these nodes have been polled, there is an idle period and the cycle repeats. Internode communication is achieved by all nodes listening to data sent to the master.
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Although Ethernet Powerlink is interoperable with TCP/IP, its real-time performance is destroyed. All real time
Ethernet Powerlink segments must be “protected segments” that are isolated from other traffic by a bridge or
router.

4.4.9

netX Ethernet xC Port

The netX communications controller is designed to support Ethernet and real-time Ethernet-based protocols. The
xC ports 2 and 3 may be configured into an Ethernet media access controller, with an external media-independent
interface that can interface to an external PHY chip. xC port 0 and port 1 have internal PHY layers on the chip,
offering a significant reduction in the cost and complexity of external Ethernet hardware. It also supports high
performance TCP/IP based communication which allows the netX family to act as a gateway between remote
internet-based communications and existing field busses.

4.4.10 netX and Real-Time-Ethernet
The netX Ethernet ports include dedicated hardware to support each of the major real-time Ethernet protocols.
This provides one unified hardware, capable of supporting the most widely used Fieldbus, Ethernet and real-time
Ethernet protocols. To support real-time Ethernet the xC Ports 0 and 1 include an integral hub function and a
hardware switch, which will automatically forward Ethernet packets between the real-time ports while copying the
received packet to the local application if required. For time synchronization the netX also includes an IEEE1588
peripheral.

The communication controller has two ports that
can be configured for real-time Ethernet
protocols. These ports have internal PHYs and
hub functionality. Received packets can be
timestamped with the IEEE1588 Systimer.

While the netX microcontrollers have up to four xC Ports within the communications controller, port zero and port
one can be connected to internal PHYs to provide a complete Ethernet controller only requiring the external
magnetics to make a functioning IEEE 802 controller. Like the field bus controllers, the xC ports may be
dynamically configured by the application software by downloading microcode. This microcode converts the
generic xPEC and xMAC into a dedicated Ethernet peripheral with extensions to support industrial real-time
protocols. The microcode is held as simple C data arrays in three files. These must be added to your project
along with the application loader code, which downloads the microcode into the XC port at runtime. Different
microcode files are used to match the requirement of the protocol you are planning to use.
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The files required to load a standard 802.3 Ethernet controller are as follows:
Rpu_ethx.c
Tpu_ethx.c
XPEC_eth_std_mac.c
Simple_loader.c
As with the Fieldbus controllers, a hardware abstraction layer is provided that allows you to send and receive
Ethernet packets with a simple API. The hardware abstraction layer is provided in three additional files:
Eth_NetMac.c
Irq_handler.c
NetX_VIC.c
The PHY registers are accessed by a separate driver:
MIIMU.c

4.4.11 The PHY Registers
The xC port channel provides all the features of an Ethernet media access controller. xC port channels 0 and 1
have additional PHY layers that provide necessary analogue drivers on-chip. This makes the board layout simple
and requires a minimum of external components.

The internal PHYs on channel 0 and 1
connect directly to the Ethernet
magnetics.

The PHYs are capable of supporting 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX. MII, a media-independent interface, can be used
to interface to an external PHY device to support 100BASE-FX. The internal PHYs support auto-negotiation, autocrossover and auto-polarity selection. Both PHYs are configured by a single register.

Both PHY’s are
configured by a
single register.

The PHY control register forces a reset on the PHYs and determines their operating mode, which can be normal
or bypass, for simulation use during development or power-on testing. Each PHY can be individually enabled with
the PHYx_Enable bits and its operating speed and mode selected in the PHYx_MODE field. The
PHY_CLK_XLATIN selects either the internal Ethernet clock or an external 25MHz clock.
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4.4.12 Communication Interface
In the CAN Fieldbus example we saw how the message data was transferred via the FIFO structure within the xC
port memory. However, this would not be a very practical approach because of the very much larger Ethernet
frames. Each xC port channel has a DMA unit, which can efficiently transfer the Ethernet data between transmit
and receive message queues and the netX SRAM.

The Ethernet interface uses DMA to transfer data.
Hi and low priority FIFO queues to pass pointers
to the physical memory blocks.

When configured as an Ethernet controller, the communication interface between the netX ARM9 CPU consists of
two DMA channels to send and receive message data. The internal Dual-Port-Memory of the xC port is
configured as four FIFO queues. Each of these queues is 32 bits wide and a maximum of 2048 entries deep. The
FIFO queues are used to pass pointers to memory blocks which initiate the DMA transfers.

The Ethernet controller will transfer Ethernet
frames to and from the netX memory by DMA.
Each frame is stored in a 1536 byte block.
Transfer is initiated via memory pointers placed
on a FIFO queue.

When the Ethernet xC port is first configured, the FIFO depths are set and the empty pointer queue is filled with
pointers to internal SRAM. These pointers define memory blocks of 1560 bytes which are used to store each
Ethernet frame and timestamp.
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4.4.13 Transmit Process
Once the Ethernet xC port has been initialised, the ARM9 CPU can send an Ethernet frame by first taking a
pointer from the empty pointer FIFO. This will give the start address of a free memory block. The ARM9 must then
build up the contents of the Ethernet frame in this memory block. Once this is done, it can be scheduled for
transmission by writing a single entry into the request FIFO. Each FIFO entry consists of a double word which
contains the start address and length of the Ethernet packet.
This will initiate the Ethernet xC port DMA unit to transfer the Ethernet frame data into the Ethernet controller and
then transmit it on to the external network. Once the packet has been sent, an interrupt will be generated by the
Ethernet xC port and the ARM9 can read the request packet pointer and request packet length. This verifies that
the data has been sent. However, the original data is still held in the on-chip SRAM and will not be destroyed until
the ARM9 writes the request packet pointer into the empty pointer FIFO. Once the block address is returned to
the empty pointer FIFO, the memory block is released and fresh data can be stored. This allows the Ethernet
frame to be held in memory until an acknowledge is received from a remote node. If no acknowledge is received
within the timeout period, the Ethernet frame can easily be resent. This kind of handshaking is required for some
Ethernet protocols such as TCP.

4.4.14 Receiving Ethernet Packets
Reception of Ethernet frames works in a similar fashion. When the Ethernet xC port receives an Ethernet frame, it
will take a pointer from the empty pointer FIFO. This provides the xC port DMA with the base address of a free
memory block. The received Ethernet frame is transferred by DMA into the memory block. Once the transfer is
finished, the xC port places the address of the memory block and the length of the Ethernet frame into the
indication packet buffer FIFO. Once this process is complete, the xC port will generate an interrupt to the ARM9.
By reading the indication packet buffer the ARM9 can locate and process the received Ethernet frame. Once the
ARM9 has finished with the Ethernet data, it can release the memory block by writing the base address of the
block to the empty pointer FIFO.

4.4.15 Ethernet xC HAL
Initialising the Ethernet xC port and controlling the data flow of the Ethernet controller is handled through a set of
API functions provided by Hilscher in the hardware abstraction layer. Each internal PHY is initialised by
configuring an array which is passes for an API function:
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy_address
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy1_mode
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy1_fxmode
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy1_automdix
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy1_np_msg_code
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy1_enable

=
=
=
=
=
=

PHY_CTRL_PHY_ADDR;
PHYCTRL_ALL_CAPABLE_AUTONEG_AUTOMDIXEN;
0;
PHY_CTRL_PHY1_AUTOMDIX;
PHY_CTRL_PHY1_NP_MSG_CODE;
PHY_CTRL_PHY1_ENABLE;

tPhyControlReg.bf.phy2_mode
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy2_fxmode
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy2_automdix
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy2_np_msg_code
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy2_enable

=
=
=
=
=

PHYCTRL_ALL_CAPABLE_AUTONEG_AUTOMDIXEN;
0;
PHY_CTRL_PHY2_AUTOMDIX;
PHY_CTRL_PHY2_NP_MSG_CODE;
PHY_CTRL_PHY2_ENABLE;

tPhyControlReg.bf.reserved1
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy_clk_xlatin
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy_sim_byp
tPhyControlReg.bf.phy_reset

=
=
=
=

0;
1;
0;
0;

IntDualPhy_Initialise(&tPhyControlReg);
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Each of the xC port channels can be configured as an Ethernet controller with one further API call:
if(ETH_OKAY != EthStdMac_Initialise(0))
{
……………….; // ERROR: failed to initialise port 0
}
Once each Ethernet XC port has been initialised, you must set the internal Ethernet MAC address.
// MAC Address Port 0
unsigned char mac_addr_0[6] = { 0x00, 0xb2, 0x23, 0x34, 0x45, 0x00 };
// MAC Address Port 1
unsigned char mac_addr_1[6] = { 0x00, 0xb4, 0x43, 0x32, 0x21, 0x00 };
void set_macs(void)
{
EthStdMac_SetMacAddr(0, mac_addr_0);
EthStdMac_SetMacAddr(1, mac_addr_1);
}
Each MAC address is held in a six-byte array held in the application firmware. These addresses must be globally
unique (globally as in ‘the real world’.) The process of administering MAC IDs managed by the IEEE and blocks of
unique MAC ID addresses may be purchased from their website at www.IEEE.org
Once the MAC addresses have been set, the xC port interrupt sources can be enabled. Each of the transmit
confirmation queues and the receive indication queues should be enabled to generate an interrupt on reception of
a message:
EthStdMac_SetIrqMask(0,
MSK_ETH_IRQ_CON_HI |
MSK_ETH_IRQ_CON_LO |
MSK_ETH_IRQ_IND_HI |
MSK_ETH_IRQ_IND_LO |
MSK_ETH_IRQ_LINK_CHGD);
Once the interrupts are enabled, the Ethernet xC port is ready to participate as an Ethernet station.
When an Ethernet broadcast packet or packet addressed to the station MAC address is sent the Ethernet frame
will be transferred by DMA to a free memory block within the netX internal SRAM. Once the DMA transfer has
finished, an indication interrupt will be generated by either the high or low priority indication FIFO queue. Similarly,
when an Ethernet frame has been sent a confirmation interrupt will be generated. Since all the internal interrupt
sources of the Ethernet xC port are connected to a single VIC channel, this generates one interrupt for the ARM9
CPU. It must examine the Ethernet controller interrupt status register to determine the source of the interrupt. The
pending interrupt must first be cleared by calling the EthStdMac_ConfirmIrq API function before the ISR function
branches to a handler routine:
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void VIC_ISR_Comm0(void)
{
unsigned long ulIrqSource;
/* Get Comm0 interrupt stati */
if( EthStdMac_GetIrq(0, &ulIrqSource) != ETH_OKAY )
{
return;
}
/* Confirm Comm0 interrupt stati */
EthStdMac_ConfirmIrq(0, ulIrqSource);
/* Check now the different interrupt sources of Comm0 */
/* we got an high confirmation, i.e. one or more high prior packets
were sent on port 0 */
if((ulIrqSource & MSK_ETH_IRQ_CON_HI) !=0 )
{
EthGetCon0(1);
}
/* we got an high indication, i.e. one or more high prior packets were received
on port 0 */
if((ulIrqSource & MSK_ETH_IRQ_IND_HI) !=0 )
{
EthGetInd0(1);
}
/* we got an low confirmation, i.e. one or more low prior packets were sent on
port 0 */
if((ulIrqSource & MSK_ETH_IRQ_CON_LO) !=0 )
{
EthGetCon0(0);
}
/* we got an low indication, i.e. one or more low prior packets were received on
port 0 */
if((ulIrqSource & MSK_ETH_IRQ_IND_LO) !=0 )
{
EthGetInd0(0);
}
}
To initially transmit a frame, the ARM9 CPU must first secure a memory block by reading a pointer from the empty
pointer queue. This memory block must then be built into a valid Ethernet frame. This can be done using the
structure below:
typedef struct ETHERNET_FRAME_Ttag
{
ETHERNET_MAC_ADDR_T
tDstAddr;
/**< Destination MAC address
ETHERNET_MAC_ADDR_T
tSrcAddr;
/**< Source MAC address
unsigned short
usType;
/**< Frame type
unsigned char
abData[1]; /**< frame data
} __attribute__((packed)) ETHERNET_FRAME_T;

*/
*/
*/
*/

Once the ARM9 has constructed the Ethernet frame, it must write the memory block pointer and the length of the
frame to the high or low priority request FIFO. This will initiate the DMA transfer of the Ethernet frame into the
Ethernet controller, which will then schedule it for transmission onto the network.
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When the Ethernet controller has sent an Ethernet frame, a confirmation interrupt will be generated. The same
basic interrupt handler can be used to handle both high and low priority frames by simply passing a parameter to
indicate which FIFO queue generated the interrupt.
The procedure for both queues is the same. First we read the FIFO level to determine the number of received
frames, then the pointer to each memory block holding the frame can be read from the FIFO queue. In the case of
a simple protocol link UDP there is no handshake or acknowledge from the destination station, so the ISR can
release the memory block for reuse by returning the pointer to the empty pointer FIFO queue.
void EthGetCon0(int
{
ETHERNET_FRAME_T*
ETHERNET_RESULT
unsigned int
unsigned long

fHighPriority)
ptFrame;
eRslt;
uLength;
ulFillLevel;

/* Get the current fill level */
EthStdMac_GetSendCnfFillLevel(0, fHighPriority, &ulFillLevel)
/* Retrieve all frames in fifo */
for(;ulFillLevel>0;--ulFillLevel)
{
/* get send confirmation */
ETH_OKAY != EthStdMac_GetSendCnf(0, &ptFrame, &uLength, fHighPriority,
&eRslt);
EthStdMac_ReleaseFrame(0, ptFrame);
}
}
When an Ethernet frame is received, the high and low priority indication FIFO queues will trigger a similar
handling function. The fill level of the indication FIFO is read and then the pointers to the memory block for each
received frame and its length can be read from the high or low priority FIFO queue. These pointers are passed to
the packet handling function which is used to read the contents of the Ethernet frame and to implement the
desired protocol.
void EthGetInd0(int
{
ETHERNET_FRAME_T*
unsigned int
unsigned long

fHighPriority)
ptFrame;
uiLength;
ulFillLevel;

/* Get the current fill level */
if( EthStdMac_GetRecvFillLevel(0, fHighPriority, &ulFillLevel)==ETH_OKAY )
{
/* check fill level */
/* Retrieve all frames in fifo */
for(; ulFillLevel>0; --ulFillLevel)
{
/* receive one packet */
if(ETH_OKAY != EthStdMac_Recv(0, &ptFrame, &uiLength, fHighPriority))
{
break;
}
/* process packet */
PacketHandler(0, ptFrame, uiLength);
}
}
}
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The code below shows the basic framework for a TCP/IP stack which handles Internet Protocol and Address
Resolution Protocol packets. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ride
inside the IP packet and would be processed by a further function within the Process IP_Packet function.
void PacketHandler(unsigned int ulPortNo, ETHERNET_FRAME_T* ptFrame, unsigned int
ulLength)
{
// IP packet
if(ptFrame->usType == 0x0008)
{
// process ip packet
process_ip_packet(ulPortNo, ptFrame, ulLength);
}
else if(ptFrame->usType == 0x0608)
{
// process arp packet
process_arp_packet(ulPortNo, ptFrame, ulLength);
}
else
{
// packet is no icmp and no arp -> ignore it
EthStdMac_ReleaseFrame(ulPortNo, ptFrame);
}
}
Once the Process_Ip_Packet and Process_Arp_Packet functions have finished with the Ethernet frame data, they
will call the EthStdMac_ReleaseFrame function to release the memory block pointer back to the empty_pointer
FIFO queue thus freeing the memory block for reuse.

Exercise: xC Port Ethernet
In this exercise we will reconfigure the xC port as an Ethernet MAC and use the internal PHY to
implement a complete Ethernet controller. The application code implements a reduced version of
the ICMP protocol which allows the node to by PINGed from a PC.

4.5 Conclusion
The netX communications controller is designed for maximum flexibility while still being easy to use. Each of the
xC ports can be dynamically configured for any of the supported fieldbus or Ethernet interfaces. This realistically
allows one hardware design to form the basis for an entire product range as the final functionality is fully under
control of the application firmware.
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5. rcX – the Real-Time-Operating System of netX
5.1 Introduction
The netX family of microcontrollers is delivered with a small footprint Real-Time-Operating System (RTOS) “rcX”.
rcX is a pre-emptive, fully-featured multitasking operating system. Since rcX has been developed exclusively for
the netX family, it is highly optimised and provides excellent hard real-time performance with low interrupt latency
and fast task switching. In addition to the rcX Kernel, the rcX operating system includes loadable drivers for the
on-chip user peripherals. Each peripheral driver provides an easy to use API. This enables you to access the
peripheral features without having to write a lot of low-level code.
Using rcX is a more sophisticated design approach which fosters structured code development. It allows you to
take a more object-orientated approach to design, as the RTOS provides you with multitasking support on a small
microcontroller. The use of a RTOS also helps to improve project management and code reuse.
The rcX RTOS provides a fully featured operating system for the netX microcontrollers. The application code must
be designed as a set of concurrent tasks which are controlled by the kernel scheduler. Each task can access a
set of kernel services. These services support features such as time management (delays periodic execution) and
exchanging data between tasks (queues).

The RTOS also provides drivers for each of the on-chip peripherals. These drivers can be loaded at run-time and
then accessed through a hardware abstraction layer. This allows you to rapidly develop your application code
without requiring a detailed knowledge of the peripheral registers.
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5.2 Tasks
The building blocks of a typical C program are known as functions. We call these to perform a specific procedure
and when they have completed, we return to the calling function. In an RTOS the basic unit of execution is a
Task. A task is very similar to a C procedure but has some fundamental differences.
Int procedure (void)
{
……
return(ch);
}

void task (void)
{
while(1)
{
……
}
}

Whereas we always return from our C function once started, an RTOS task must contain a while(1) loop so that it
never terminates and runs forever. You can think of a task as a mini self-contained program that runs within the
RTOS. An RTOS program is made up of a number of tasks which are controlled by the RTOS scheduler. This
scheduler is essentially a timer interrupt that will allot a certain amount of execution time to each task. Each task
is allocated a priority and the scheduler will allocate the CPU runtime to the highest priority task which is ready to
run.
By designing the application program as a hierarchy of prioritised tasks the scheduler will allocate CPU runtime to
the most critical task that is ready to run. Conceptually we can think of each task as performing a specific
functional unit of our program and running simultaneously. This leads us to a more object-orientated design where
each functional block can be coded and tested in isolation and then integrated into a fully running program. This
not only imposes a structure on the design of our final application but also aids debugging (a particular bug can
be easily isolated to a specific task) and code reuse in later projects. When a task is created it is also allocated its
own task ID. This is a variable which acts as a handle for each task and is used when we want to manage its
activity.
In order to make the task-switching process happen, we have to allow for the code overhead of the RTOS. We
also have to dedicate a hardware timer to provide the RTOS time reference. In addition, each time we switch
running tasks we have to save the state of all the task variables to a task stack. Also, all the runtime information
about a task is stored in a task control block which is managed by the RTOS kernel.

Each task has its own stack for saving its data
during a context switch. The task control block
is used by the kernel to manage the active
tasks.
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So the “context switch time” (that is, the time to save the current task state, load up the next task and start it
running) is a crucial figure and will depend on both the RTOS kernel and the design of the underlying hardware.
The Task control block contains information about the status of a task. Part of this information is its run state. In a
given system only one task can be running and all the others will be suspended but ready to run. The RTOS has
various methods of inter-task communication (events, semaphores, messages) so a task can be suspended and
will wait to be signalled by another task before it resumes its ready state. It will then be placed into running state
by the RTOS scheduler.

At any given moment a single task
may be running. The remaining
tasks will be ready to run and will
be scheduled by the kernel. Tasks
may also be waiting pending an OS
event. When this occurs they will
return to the ready state and be
scheduled by the kernel.

When a task is created it is assigned a priority between 0 and 58. The lower the number, the higher the priority of
the task within the system. In the rcX RTOS each task must have a different priority, when the highest priority task
becomes suspended or is waiting for an RTOS event it will be de-scheduled and the next highest priority task that
is ready to run will be scheduled.

rcX is a priority based scheduler.
Each task will run until it enters a
suspended or waiting state. If a
higher priority task becomes ready
to run it will pre-empt the running
task.
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5.2.1

Configuring Tasks

In the rcX operating system all the application code must be composed of tasks. As discussed above, these are
ordinary C functions which contain a never-ending loop. At startup we must define these functions as RTOS
tasks, so that they can be controlled by the rcX scheduler. The parameters of each task must be entered into a
static task array which is included in the trXEnterKernelParam structure, which is passed to the RTOS on startup.
static CONST FAR RX_STATIC_TASK_T FAR atrXStaticTasks[]
This array is read by the rcX RTOS when it starts. It allows you to define a set of tasks which can be started by
the scheduler. Once tasks are running, the user application can dynamically create further tasks. Running tasks
can also be halted and deleted. In the static tasks array each task is defined by a set of parameters.

{
"TASK1",
TSK_PRIO_34, TSK_TOK_34,
0,
0,
TSK_STACK_SIZE_TASK
0,
RX_TASK_AUTO_START,
TaskEnter_ExampleTask1,
NULL,
(UINT32)0,
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}
},

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Set Identification
*/
Set Priority and Token ID
*/
Set Instance to 0
*/
Pointer to Stack
*/
Size of Task Stack
*/
Threshold to maximum possible value
*/
Start task automatically
*/
Task function to schedule
*/
Function called when Task will be deleted*/
Startup Parameter
*/
Reserved Region
*/

The task array defines an identification string which is used by the debugger. Next the task priority and a unique
handle to the task are defined. The handle is used by the rcX API as a pointer to the task. Then the stack space
that the task will use during its context switch is defined. We can also define whether the task will be started
automatically by the scheduler or if a running task must be responsible for starting it. Next we can define the
function that will be called when the task starts and a function that will be called if the task is deleted.
The startup function can simply be the main body of the task function or it can be an initialising task which then
calls the function containing the main task code. Similarly, the leave function provides a method to ensure that a
task will shut down gracefully if it is deleted from the system. Finally, on startup a parameter can be passed to the
task. In the case where we are running multiple instances of a task this can be useful to customise the action of a
task. For example, if we have a generic task that controls a UART we can make multiple instances of this task
and pass a parameter to say which UART it should use. This way we create an instance of the same task for
each UART we want to use.
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5.2.2

Task System Services

Once the rcX scheduler is running, it will start to schedule all the active tasks. The rcX API provides a number of
system calls that allow the application to manage the rcX scheduler and the running tasks.

Scheduler Management
rX_SysEnterKernel()
rX_SysLockIrq()
rX_SysUnlockIrq()
rX_SysLockScheduler()
rX_SysUnlockScheduler()
rX_SysGetSystemCycletime()
rX_SysCreateHookSystemStatus()

– Enters the RX-Kernel Module
– Disables all Hardware Interrupts
– Allows Hardware Interrupts
– Suppresses the Task Pre-emption
– Enables Task Pre-emption
– Gets the Cycletime of the System timer
– Installs a Call-Back function for System Status changes

rX_SysShutdown()

– Performs a System Shutdown

Task Management
rX_SysCreateTask()
rX_SysIdentifyTask()
rX_SysSetTaskInitialized()
rX_SysDeleteTask()
rX_SysBlockTask()
rX_SysResumeTask()
rX_SysTerminateTask()
rX_SysChangePriority()
rX_SysGetOwnInstance()

– Creates a Dynamic Task at Runtime
– Identifies a Task by specified Name
– Signals the End of current Task’s Initialization
– Deletes a previously created Task
– Stops the specified Task’s scheduling
– Lets a previously blocked Task resume
– Terminates a Task
– Allows changing the Priority of specified Task
– Gets the Instance number of calling Task

Time Management

rX_SysGetSystemTicks()
rX_SysSetSystemTicks()
rX_SysSleepTask()
rX_SysDelayTaskUntil()
rX_SysWakeupTask()

– Gets the current System-Timer Tick value
– Sets the current System-Timer Tick value
– Suspends the current Task specified Timer Tick times
– Delays a Task until a specified System-Timer Tick
– Aborts the Sleep State of specified Task

These API calls allow us to control the operation of the rcX scheduler and the individual tasks. Each of these
tasks is a self contained “program” within the rcX RTOS. In a real application these tasks must communicate to
each other to signal events and to pass data.

Exercise: Tasks
In this exercise we will configure and start the rcX RTOS to run two simple tasks. In the debugger
we will check that the rcX RTOS is running correctly and see the additional debug support provided
by HiTOP for the rcX RTOS.
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5.3 Intertask Communication
It would be possible for tasks to pass data and flags by using global variables as shared memory. However,
because all of the tasks are running in parallel, this form of data passing would be fraught with danger. For
example, task A could read the global variable before task B had written to it. Data placed in a global variable by
one task could be overwritten by another. For these reasons, the rcX RTOS provides various methods of
communication between tasks that not only pass data but also provide synchronisation to the flow of information
between tasks. The API features that support intertask communication can be split into two groups:
Intertask synchronisation
Signal
Event
Semaphore
Mutex

Intertask Message Passing
Queue

First we will look at the task synchronisation services provided by rcX RTOS. These include Signals, Events,
Semaphores and Mutex.

5.3.1

Signals

A signal is the fastest and simplest method of intertask communication. When the rcX RTOS starts, it
automatically allocates memory for 64 signals. Each task can create a signal and then wait for it to be set by any
other task before it continues execution. This allows the running tasks to trigger each other’s execution and
provides a simple method of synchronising task execution. The functions provided by the rcX API are as follows:

rX_SigCreateSignal()
rX_SigIdentifySignal()
rX_SigWaitForSignal()
rX_SigSetSignal()
rX_SigResetSignal()

– Creates a Signal
– Identifies a Signal by Name
– Waits for a Signal
– Sets a Signal
– Resets a Signal

Exercise: Signals
This exercise modifies the two task example by adding a signal to allow task one to control
execution of task two.

5.3.2

Events

Events are a more sophisticated form of signals. Whereas signals allow a single task to be triggered
by multiple tasks, Events are a group of 32 flags that can be set and cleared by multiple tasks. Event
groups can also be used to trigger multiple tasks. Any task can halt execution until a particular pattern
of event group flags is set. An individual task must define a mask for the particular pattern of event
group signals it is waiting for.

Event groups are used to trigger
execution between different tasks.
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This pattern can be an AND pattern, so execution will continue when all the required event flags are
set. It can also be an OR pattern where execution will continue when any of the matching flags is set.
The event group API is shown below:

rX_EveCreateEventGroup()
rX_EveIdentifyEventGroup()
rX_EveSetupEventGroup()
rX_EveWaitForEventGroup()
rX_EveChangeEventGroup()
rX_EveDeleteEventGroup()

– Creates an Eventgroup of 32bits
– Identifies an Eventgroup by Name
– Sets the Eventgroup parameters
– Waits for an Eventgroup
– Changes Bits in an Eventgroup
– Deletes an Eventgroup

Unlike signals, the rcX kernel does not allocate any memory resources for the event groups. If you are
using events to communicate between tasks, you must allocate an appropriately-sized pool of
memory. This can be done statically when the scheduler is started, or dynamically once the tasks are
running.
Exercise: Events
In this exercise the two task example is modified by adding an event group to allow the two tasks
to synchronise their execution.

5.3.3

Semaphores

Semaphores are a method of controlling task access to resources within your application. A semaphore is a
container that holds a number of tokens. Before a task can continue, it must acquire a token to perform its
procedure and then return the token afterwards. If all the tokens have been acquired by other tasks, the
requesting task will wait until another task places a token back into the semaphore for it to take.

Semaphores are used to control access to
program resources. Before a task can access a
resource, it must acquire a token. If none is
available, it waits. When it is finished with the
resource it must return the token.

For example, if you have a system with ten buffers that are accessed by different tasks, each time a task wants to
use a buffer it must acquire a token. If all ten buffers are in use, the semaphore will be empty. Any further tasks
wanting to use a buffer will wait until one is free and the token has been returned to the semaphore. Remember
we can think of all our tasks as running in parallel, so semaphores provide an elegant method of controlling
access to chip resources.
In rcX semaphores can be defined as binary counting semaphores. As its name implies, a binary semaphore has
a maximum of one token. This type of semaphore is also called a resource semaphore, since it is usually used to
control access to chip resources such as peripherals. A binary semaphore is tied to a specific task and only that
task can signal the semaphore to release the token. Counting semaphores can be initialised with any number of
tokens. When a number of tasks request a semaphore token, they will be queued according to the priority level of
the task. High priority tasks will be granted a semaphore token first, low priority last.
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rX_SemCreateSemaphore()
rX_SemIdentifySemaphore()
rX_SemWaitForSemaphore()
rX_SemGetSemaphore()
rX_SemPutSemaphore()
rX_SemDeleteSemaphore()
rX_SemWaitForSemaphoreCount()
rX_SemClearSemaphoreCount()

– Creates a Semaphore to share Resources
– Identifies a Semaphore by Name
– Waits to get a Semaphore Resource
– Tries to get a Semaphore Resource
– Returns a retrieved Semaphore Resource
– Deletes a Semaphore
– Waits for Semaphore Events
– Clears the Semaphore Count value

Like the event groups, the rcX RTOS does not allocate any memory for the semaphore objects. So
before you declare a semaphore you must define a memory pool for use by the semaphore objects.
This can be done statically at compile time or dynamically by the application tasks.

Exercise: Semaphore
This exercise creates a group of arrays to act as buffers and uses semaphores to manage access
to them.

5.3.4

Mutex

Mutex stands for mutual exclusion and is intended to synchronise access to a critical resource. Really a mutex is
like a binary semaphore in that it only has one token. However, it operates with different rules to a binary
semaphore. A mutex can be acquired and released by any task. However, unlike a semaphore the mutex will
queue multiple requests for the mutex token on a ‘first come first served’ basis. This is different from a semaphore
which queues requests in priority order.

rX_MtxCreateMutex()
rX_MtxIdentifyMutex()
rX_MtxLockMutex()
rX_MtxUnlockMutex()
rX_MtxDeleteMutex()

– Creates a Mutex for Mutual Exclusion of a Resource
– Identifies a Mutex by Name
– Locks a Mutex
– Unlocks a Mutex
– Deletes a Mutex

Exercise: Mutex
This exercise creates a mutex which is used to grant a task exclusive access to a UART

5.3.5

Intertask Message Passing: Queue

In addition to controlling each other’s program flow, the application tasks within rcX must also exchange data.
This can be done using message queues.
A message queue is a method of transferring data packets between different tasks. The message queue does not
send the data packets themselves, but places a pointer to the data packet. (In actual fact the message queue
uses a pointer to a pointer to the message packet.) Message queues are not formatted in any way and can be
used to transfer any type and size of data structure that the application requires.

rX_QueCreateQueue()
rX_QueIdentifyQueue()
rX_QueWaitForPacket()
rX_QuePeekPacket()
rX_QueSendPacket()
rX_QueSendPriorityPacket()
rX_QuePostPacket()

– Creating a Queue of dynamic Size and Elements
– Identifies a Queue by Name
– Waits for a Queue-Packet to be received
– Checks for a Queue-Packet in a Queue
– Sends a Packet to a Queue in FIFO principle
– Sends a Packet to a Queue in LIFO principle
– Posts a Packet into the Queue
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rX_QueDeleteQueue()
rX_QueFlushQueue()
rX_QueGetQueueLoad()

– Deletes a Queue
– Deletes all Packets in a Queue
– Returns the current fill level of a Queue

Exercise: Queue
This exercise creates a Queue and uses the queue to pass data between two tasks the passed
message is then written to the UART.
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5.4 rcX Drivers
In addition to the kernel scheduler and its services, the rcX RTOS also provides low-level drivers and a hardware
abstraction layer for the on-chip peripherals. Each of the drivers can be installed at compiler time and then
accessed by the application tasks with an easy to use API.
Each driver is configured in the config_netX.c file. The process is similar to the task configuration in that each
driver to be installed is described by an array.

STATIC CONST FAR RX_UART_SET_T atrXUrt[] = {
{{"UART0",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_UART,0},
0,
RX_UART_BAUDRATE_9600,
RX_UART_PARITY_NONE,
RX_UART_STOPBIT_1,
RX_UART_DATABIT_8,
0,
0,
RX_UART_RTS_NONE,
RX_UART_RTS_DEFAULT,
0,
0,
RX_UART_CTS_NONE,
RX_UART_CTS_DEFAULT,
}
};

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

user port
Use UART0
Baudrate 9600baud
None Parity
1 Stopbit
8 Data bits
No RX-FIFOT
No TX-FIFO
No RTS in use
No RTS in use
No RTS forrun
No RTS trail
No CTS in use
No CTS in use

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

In this case we are defining a driver for UART0. First a symbolic name is defined, which will be used as a handle
to the driver. Next, the peripheral type is defined as a UART and then UART 0 is selected. The remainder of the
array defines low-level configuration of the specific peripheral. Once each of the peripheral description arrays has
been defined, they can be included in the driver list to be loaded when the rcX RTOS is started:

STATIC CONST FAR RX_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXCfgPre[] = {
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_MEMORY,
atrXMem, MAX_CNT(atrXMem)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,
atrXHwTim,MAX_CNT(atrXHwTim)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT, atrXInt, MAX_CNT(atrXInt)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_UART,
atrXUrt, MAX_CNT(atrXUrt)},

As a minimum, the peripheral configuration must include a timer which can be used by rcX to provide its
scheduling tick , Any defined user peripherals should also be added to this array so their drivers will be loaded on
startup. It is also possible to load custom drivers not included in the netX ROM by adding the driver description to
a post configuration driver list.

STATIC CONST FAR RX_DRIVER_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXDrvCfgPost[] = {
{DrvLedInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_LED, atrXLed, MAX_CNT(atrXLed)},
{DrvGpioInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_GPIO,atrXGpio,MAX_CNT(atrXGpio)},
{DrvPioInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_PIO, atrXPio, MAX_CNT(atrXPio)},

Each of these configuration arrays are passed to the rcX RTOS in the trXEnterKernelParam structure when the
RTOS is started.
It is also possible to create a driver instance dynamically. In this case the driver API provides calls to instantiate a
driver.

Result = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&Uart0,DRV_UART_SIZE);
Result = Drv_UrtCreateUart(Uart0,&atrXUrt);
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Once loaded, an application task can locate the driver and use the provided programming API to control the netX
peripheral.
RX_HANDLE Uart0;
RX_RESULT Result;
Result
Result
Result
Result
Result

=
=
=
=
=

Drv_UrtIdentifyUart ("UART0",0,&Uart0);
Drv_UrtInitializeUart(Uart0,fnMyRx,fnMyTx,fnMyErr,NULL,FALSE,&unUrtMod);
Drv_UrtSetReceiveMode(Uart0);
Drv_UrtEnableUart
(Uart0);
Drv_UrtSendCharacter (Uart0,'A');

The initialize function installs three call-back functions. These are called in when a character is received, when a
character has been transmitted, or if there is an error condition. These functions can be interrupt-driven if the
appropriate interrupt service is installed.
The rcX RTOS is also designed to handle interrupts generated by the netX peripherals. The ARM9 CPU has a
dedicated peripheral called the Vector Interrupt Controller (VIC) which provides enhanced interrupt support within
the netX microcontroller. This unit is discussed in the next chapter along with a demonstration of how to configure
interrupts within the rcX microcontroller.
The VIC and the underlying peripheral interrupt may be defined by a configuration array within the Config_netX.c
file in much the same way as the tasks and device drivers.
First, we need to define an instance of a peripheral driver. In this case a general purpose timer that is configured
for a 1ms tick.
{{"PERIOD",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,0},
1,
1000,
TRUE,
TRUE,
FALSE,
RX_HWTIMER_TRIGGER_NONE,
0,
0
}

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

System Timer
use GPIO_counter1
1000 microseconds = 1msec
Continuous Mode
Interrupt enabled
No external Clock
No Trigger
No I/O reference
No Prescaler

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

System Timer interrupt
*/
Use external Timer0 Interrupt */
Priority 29
*/
Allow interrupt to be a thread*/
EOI self by RX
*/
Edge triggered
*/
Normal Priority
*/
Interrupt itself is reentrant */

Next we must create a definition array for the timer interrupt:
{{"PERIOD",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT,0},
SRT_VIC_IRQ_STAT_timer1,
28,
RX_INTERRUPT_MODE_TASK,
RX_INTERRUPT_EOI_SELF,
RX_INTERRUPT_TRIGGER_RISING_EDGE,
RX_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY_STANDARD,
RX_INTERRUPT_REENTRANCY_ENABLED,
},

The configuration array allows interrupts to be installed for each individual peripheral. In this case, we have
defined its symbolic name as PERIOD. We have selected the interrupt to be installed on the timer 1 IRQ interrupt
vector slot within the VIC. The definition array allows you to define the priority of the interrupt. rcX provides its own
interrupt priority handler, separate from the vector interrupt controller hardware. As well as allowing each interrupt
to be assigned a priority, the rcX priority handler has a standard and high priority scheduler. The high priority
scheduler has a lower latency, so it is possible to set an interrupt source to a high priority level and minimise its
latency.
The persistence of the interrupt can also be controlled by the rcX RTOS. Each interrupt can run in one of three
modes. Each of these modes implements a different method for signalling the end of interrupt to the VIC and
peripheral.
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The most basic mode is called INTERRUPT. In this mode the wrapper code generated by the RTOS will signal
the end of interrupt when the user ISR function has ended. This means that for the duration of the ISR the IRQ
interrupt are disabled and the RTOS scheduler is effectively halted.
Each interrupt may also be defined as a SYSTEM interrupt. In this mode the ISR can re-enable the IRQ interrupts
and signal its end of interrupt. This allows it to be interrupted by a higher priority interrupt. If the SYSTEM mode
ISR causes a task switch within the rcX kernel, the response of the kernel will be delayed by 1 system timer tick.
The final persistence mode is called TASK. This mode is basically the same as the SYSTEM mode, except that is
the ISR which causes a task switch. The switch is not delayed but will happen immediately after the ISR has
returned. When the ISR returns it must signal the end of interrupt to the “Vector Interrupt Controller” hardware.
This allows the VIC to process the next interrupt.
The EOI option in the interrupt definition array allows you to control how the VIC is notified of the end of interrupt.
The simplest option is to allow the rcX interrupt wrapper to automatically provide the end of interrupt notification.
This method is always the case if the persistence mode is set to INTERUPT. Within the SYSTEM and TASK
modes, the automatic end of interrupt acknowledge can be disabled. In this case it is up to the ISR code to signal
the end of interrupt.
Drv_IntCreateInterrupt()
Drv_IntIdentifyInterrupt()
Drv_IntInitializeInterrupt()
Drv_IntEnableInterrupt()
Drv_IntDisableInterrupt()
Drv_IntDeleteInterrupt()

– Creates a Hardware Interrupt Object
– Identifies a Hardware Interrupt by Name
– Installs the Application Interrupt Service
Routine
– Enables a specific Hardware Interrupt
– Disables a specific Hardware Interrupt
– Uninstalls the specified Hardware Interrupt
Object

Once we have defined the peripheral definition array and its interrupt definition array, these can be added to the
per configuration array so that they are loaded when the rcX kernel is started:
STATIC CONST FAR RX_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXCfgPre[] = {
/* Memory block HAS TO BE the first peripheral in any case */
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_MEMORY,
atrXMem, MAX_CNT(atrXMem)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,
atrXHwTim,MAX_CNT(atrXHwTim)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT,atrXInt, MAX_CNT(atrXInt)},
};
Once loaded, an application task must allocate memory resources for both the timer and the interrupt:
Result = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&Timer1,DRV_HWTIMER_SIZE);
Result = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&IRQTimer1,DRV_INTERRUPT_SIZE);
Next we must get the handle to the timer and initialise it:
Result = Drv_TimIdentifyTimer("PERIOD",0,&Timer1);
Result = Drv_TimInitializeTimer(Timer1);
Next we perform the same steps for the timer interrupt:
Result = Drv_IntIdentifyInterrupt("PERIOD",0,&Int1);
Result = Drv_IntInitializeInterrupt(Int1,timerISR,NULL);
When the interrupt is initialised, we must pass it the name of a callback function which is to act as the ISR. This
function must be declared as follows:
void CALLBACK timerISR (void)
{
}
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Finally, the interrupt can be enabled and the timer can be started:
Result = Drv_IntEnableInterrupt(Int1);
Result = Drv_TimStartTimer(Timer1);
If the interrupt is declared in SYSTEM or TASK mode, the end of interrupt handling will depend on the EOI
parameter in the interrupt definition array. If this parameter is set to SELF, then the interrupt callback function
must signal the end of interrupt itself. Failure to do this will result in continuous interrupts from the timer. To signal
an end of interrupt, the callback function must make two API calls:
Drv_TimReleaseTimerInterrupt(Timer1);
Drv_IntEndOfInterrupt(IRQTimer1);
Exercise: rcX interrupt
This exercise configures a hardware timer and enables its interrupt to be handled by the rcX RTOS
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5.5 Starting the rcX RTOS
The rcX RTOS is started by a single API call “rX_SysEnterKernelExt”. When this function is called you must pass
a structure to it that contains a description of the resources required by your application.

CONST RX_ENTERKERNEL_PARAM_T trXEnterKernelParam=
{
/* CPU clock rate */
NETX_FREQUENCY_100MHZ,
/* Timer interrupt task priority */
{TSK_PRIO_DEF_RX_TIMER, 350},
/* Pointer to static Task-List */
{atrXStaticTasks, MAX_CNT(atrXStaticTasks)},
/* Pointer to rx kernel modules list */
{0, 0},
/* Pointer to the Peripherals-List */
{atrXCfgPre, MAX_CNT(atrXCfgPre)},
/* Pointer to the Post Peripherals-List / LoadDrivers included into */
{atrXDrvCfgPost, MAX_CNT(atrXDrvCfgPost)},
/* Pointer to optional Jump Table */
{0, 0},
/* Callback for special initialization */
//InitializeSysVolume,
NULL,
/* Pointer to the Middleware List */
//{atrXMidCfgPost, MAX_CNT(atrXMidCfgPost)},
{NULL, NULL},
/* Scheduler component (if another scheduler is desired) */
0,
/* Cache enable flags */
{FALSE,FALSE},
/* Disable Idle measurement */
{FALSE},
/* Early callback */
NULL,
/* MMU TTB start address */
{0x8000}
};
This structure consists of a set of arrays that describe the required drivers plus descriptions of the staticallycreated tasks that make up your application along with any middleware. The structure also defines the operating
frequency of the netX CPU and configures the timer that will be used to generate the RTOS timer tick. We will
have a look at configuring these entries in each of the following sections.
On start-up the scheduler loads the description of the rcX static tasks

Once the RTOS has initialised the system resources it will call each of the auto-start tasks in the static task list
along with a similar table defining the peripheral drivers that will be used.
These tasks must run any initialising code and then signal to the scheduler that they are ready to run by calling
the rx_sysSetTaskInitialized() function.
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void SimpleTaskEnter(void* pvInit)
{
int led,i,countX;
led=countX=0;
rX_SysSetTaskInitialized(0);
while(1) {
…….
}
}

This allows each task to perform its basic initialisation code very quickly. When all the tasks are initialised, the
kernel will start the scheduler and all the tasks will be ready for operation.

Once the kernel is started it will
initialise the required system
resources and memory. As each
task is started it must run its
initialisation code and signal the
kernel when it is ready to run. When
all the tasks are initialised the
scheduler will start.
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5.6 rcX RTOS Memory Management
Once the rcX RTOS has been started, various RTOS services and device drivers will need to be allocated regions
of RAM for their own use. As each service and driver is created, it is dynamically allocated memory from the
HEAP. If it is destroyed, the memory will be released back to the HEAP. In the project linker file it is therefore
necessary to declare the HEAP region over any unused SRAM. This can be done by adding the HEAP
declaration to the end of the BSS section.

bss(NOLOAD) :
{
. = ALIGN(4);
__bss_start__ = . ;
*(.bss)
*(COMMON)
/* align the end of the section to 32bit boundary */
. = ALIGN(4);
__bss_end__ = . ;
} >INTRAM
. = ALIGN(4);
_edata = . ;
PROVIDE (edata = .);
. = ALIGN(4);
_end = .;
PROVIDE (end = .);
PROVIDE (_end = .);
PROVIDE (_heap_start = .); /* starts right after the last data section */
PROVIDE (_heap_end = 0x80000000 + 8M); /* ends at 8MB from SDRAM start */

The rcX RTOS then provides a number of memory management function calls:

rX_MemAllocateMemory()
rX_MemFreeMemory()
rX_MemCreateSharedMemory()
rX_MemIdentifySharedMemory()
rX_MemGetSharedMemoryInfo()
rX_MemLockSharedMemory()
rX_MemUnlockSharedMemory()

Typically, to use an rcX service such as semaphores or eventgroups, a task must allocate a block of memory from
the memory pool. This can be from the generic memory pool or from a selected bank of memory.

/* Allocate Memory for the Handles */
erXRes = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&hQue,RX_QUEUE_SIZE);

Once the task has allocated memory from the memory pool, it can create the service and hand it the memory
resource. If the service is deleted later on, the memory can be returned to the dynamic memory pool. The rcX
RTOS will automatically amalgamate the free memory blocks to prevent memory fragmentation.

erXRes = rX_MemFreeMemory(hQue);
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It is also possible for two tasks to create a shared memory region.

erXRes = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&hShmOut,RX_SHAREDMEMORY_SIZE);
erXRes = rX_MemCreateSharedMemory(“OUT”, hShmOut, &abOutputData,
sizeof(abOutputData));

Access to the shared memory region is controlled by a pair of lock and unlock functions that guarantee exclusive
access to the memory for a given task. This ensures the data coherency of the memory region.

erXRes = rX_MemGetSharedMemoryInfo(hShm,&pbShm,&uSiz);
erXRes = rX_MemLockSharedMemory(hShm,RX_INFINITE);
if(erXRes == RX_OK)
{
pbShm[5] = 0xAA;
…
erXRes = rX_MemUnlockSharedMemory(hShm);
}

Once we have defined each of our tasks the rcX kernel can be started:

INT main (void)
{
volatile RX_FATAL erXFat; /* Fatal Error value, in case function would return */
/* Initialize and boot the Kernel, with all Peripherals listed in atrXCfgPre */
erXFat = rX_SysEnterKernelExt(&trXEnterKernelParam);
/* Loop forever here, to keep the "erXFat" variable debugable */
while(1==1);
/* Prevent the compiler warning because of non-void returning main-function */
return(0);
}
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5.7 Setting up A Project
Within the HiTOP IDE an rcX project can be defined by simply adding a standard config. file and a single include
file. The config_netX.c file is delivered as part of the standard installation. As its name implies, it contains all the
necessary structures and startup functions to configure and launch the rcX operating system. This file should be
copied to your project directory.

5.8 Conclusion
The ARM9 CPU has been designed to support use of a real-time operating system. Unlike a general purpose “offthe-shelf” RTOS, the rcX operating system has been designed specifically for the netX microcontroller. As such, it
is highly optimised for use on the netX architecture and provides direct driver support for the various on-chip
peripherals. The rcX RTOS provides the building blocks for a typical embedded node. This allows a developer to
quickly build a custom application on the netX microcontroller, while concentrating on the application
requirements rather than the low-level details of the microcontroller.
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6.

The Development Tools

The CD that comes with the netX Software Development Board or the netSTICK includes a toolchain for the netX
microcontrollers. This is complete with a number of example programs demonstrating all the major features of the
netX microcontrollers. In this chapter we will discuss the basic use of the GCC compiler and the HiTOP debugger.
As we will see in the next chapter Hilscher provide a full RTOS for the netX microcontrollers that includes a full
hardware abstraction layer. The RTOS and the HAL greatly simplify software development by providing the low
level drivers for the user peripherals. This chapter will provide an understanding of the key features of the
compiler and debugger, later chapters will build on this experience so you can fully use the netX microcontrollers.

Exercise: Installing the software
Turn to the tutorial chapter and follow the instructions in Exercise 0 which describe setting
up the software and hardware toolchain that we will use for the practical examples in this
book.

6.1 Tutorial
Once you have installed the software and configured the target hardware as described in Exercise 0, it is best to
run through the first real exercise to generate a simple application and gain some familiarity with the development
tools.

Exercise: Configuring a new project
The first exercise demonstrates starting a new project in Hitop and then using the
debugging features of the Hitop IDE.

6.2 Startup Code
In our example project we have a number of source files. In practice the .c files are your source code, but the file
InitGnu.s is an Assembler module provided by Hilscher to support the netX microcontroller. As its name implies,
the init_gnu code provides the startup code to initialise the stacks and application variables. The ARM9 vector
table is fixed at address 0x00000000. In the netX microcontroller this address is located in the first region of on
chip SRAM. The four bytes at address zero are hardwired with a branch instruction that jumps the CPU into the
on chip boot loader. The boot ROM is responsible for loading the application code from a non volatile memory
and for writing the remainder of the vector table into the first section of SRAM. After the boot loader has run the
default vector table will be configured, as shown below.
0x000000
0x000004
0x000008
0x00000A
0x000010
0x000014
0x000018
0x00001A

B
0x0020000C
//
B
0x0000002C
//
B
0x0000008C
//
B
0x00000094
//
B
0x000000F8
//
NOP
LDR PC,[PC,#-0x0FF0]
LDR PC,[PC,#-0x4]

Reset
Undefined
Supervisor
Prefetch abort
Data abort
// IRQ
// FIQ

The boot ROM also installs handler routines for each of the undefined, supervisor, prefetch and data abort
exceptions. The IRQ and FIQ vectors are used to handle interrupts generated by the peripherals. Both these
exceptions use the vector interrupt controller to enhance interrupt handling and we will see how this works in
chapter four.
The startup code is also responsible for configuring the stack pointers for each of the operating modes.
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The six on-chip stack pointers (R13)
are initialised at the top of on-chip
memory. Care must be taken to
allocate enough memory for the
maximum size of each stack.

Since each operating mode has a unique R13, there are effectively six stacks in the ARM9. The strategy used by
the compiler is to locate user variables from the start of the on-chip RAM and grow upwards. The stacks are
located at the top of memory and grow downwards. The startup code enters each different mode of the ARM9
and loads each R13 with the starting address of the stack.

LDR
MSR
SUB
MSR
SUB
MSR
SUB
SUB

r0, =top_of_stacks
/* Load the address of the top of stack */
CPSR_c, #Mode_FIQ|I_Bit|F_Bit
sp, r0, #Offset_FIQ_Stack
CPSR_c, #Mode_IRQ|I_Bit|F_Bit
sp, r0, #Offset_IRQ_Stack
CPSR_c, #Mode_SVC|I_Bit|F_Bit
sp, r0, #Offset_SVC_Stack
r1, r0, #Offset_Topof_Stack /* Get the Top of the Stack */

# --- Fill the Stack with a pattern ----------------------------------------------LDR
r2, =0xDEADBEEF /* Set Fill pattern */
LoopSt: CMP
r1, r0
STRLO
r2, [r1], #4
BLO
LoopSt
/* Loop until the last pattern has been written */

Exercise: Configuring the ARM9 Startup code
This exercise focuses on the startup code. The CPU stacks are set up and checked in the
debugger. The other critical areas of the startup code are also examined.

Finally any uninitialised RAM is written down to zero. Once this has been done the initialisation code jumps the
main() at the start of the C code.
MOV
LDR
LDR
LoopZI: CMP
STRLO
BLO
LDR
BX

R0, #0
R1, =__bss_start__
R2, =__bss_end__
R1, R2
R0, [R1], #4
LoopZI
r0, =main
r0

/* Load the Fill pattern 0
/* Load start address of BSS section
/* Load end address of BSS section

*/
*/
*/

/* Store the Fill pattern
/* Loop until the end address of reached

*/
*/

/* Load the Address of the Main() function*/
/* Finally jump to it
*/
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6.3 ARM Procedure Call Standard (APCS)
The ARM procedure calling standard defines how the ARM9 register file is used by the compiler during runtime. In
theory, the APCS allows code built in different toolsets to work together, so that you can take a library compiled
by the ARM compiler and use it with the GCC toolset.

The ARM procedure call standard defines how the
user CPU registers should be used by compilers.
Adhering to this standard allows interworking
between different manufacturers’ tools.

The APCS splits the register file into a number of regions. R0 to R3 are used for parameter passing between
functions. If you need to pass more than 16 bytes then spilled parameters are passed via the stack. Local
variables are allocated in R4 – R11 and R12 is reserved as a memory location for the intra-call veneer code. As
you select more options for the generated code such as re-entrancy and stack-checking, the compiler adds
additional Assembler code to support these features. These Assembler veneers effectively add overhead to your
code, so it is important to only enable features which you intend to use. The APCS also defines a stack frame
which preserves the context of the CPU registers and also contains a pointer to the previous stack frame.
This is a very useful software debug task within an operating system such as Linux, but it isn’t that useful for a
JTAG debugger. The ARM procedure calling standard has a big impact on the speed of execution and stack size
for the final application. Consequently for a small embedded microcontroller like the netX it is best to stop the
compiler from using this standard. The compiler switch used to enable the APCS standard is:
-mapcs-frame or

-apcs

And to disable it
-mno-apcs-frame
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6.4 Interworking ARM and THUMB
One of the most important features of the ARM9 CPU is its ability to run 16 bit THUMB code and 32 bit ARM
code. In order to get a reasonably complex application to fit into the on-chip FLASH memory, it is very important
to interwork these two instruction sets so that most of the application code is encoded in the THUMB instruction
set and is effectively compressed to take minimal space in the on-chip memory. Any time-critical routines where
the full processing power of the ARM9 is required need to be encoded in the ARM 32 bit instruction set. When
generating the code, the compiler must be enabled to allow interworking. This is achieved with the following
switch:
-mTHUMB-interwork
The GCC compiler is designed to compile a given C module in either the THUMB or ARM instruction set.
Therefore you must lay out your source code so that each module only contains functions that will be encoded as
ARM or THUMB functions. By default the compiler will encode all source code in the ARM instruction set. To force
a module to be encoded in the THUMB instruction set, use the following directive when you compile the code:
-mTHUMB
The linker can then take both ARM and THUMB object files and produce a final executable that interworks both
instruction sets.
Exercise: Interworking
The next exercise demonstrates setting up a project that interworks ARM and THUMB code.

6.5 Accessing Peripherals
Once we have built some code and got it running on a netX device, it will at some point be necessary to access
the special function registers (SFR) in the peripherals. As all the peripherals are memory-mapped, they can be
accessed as normal memory locations. Each SFR location can be accessed by ‘hardwiring’ a volatile pointer to its
memory location as shown below.
#define SFR

(*((volatile unsigned long *) 0xFFFFF000))

However as we will see in the next chapter the rcX RTOS provides low level drivers for each of the peripherals so
it is generally not necessary to program down to the register level of the microcontroller.

6.6 Interrupt Service Routines
In addition to accessing the on-chip peripherals, your C code will have to service interrupt requests. It is possible
to convert a standard function into an ISR as shown below:
void fiqint (void)
{

__attribute__ ((interrupt("FIQ")));

IOSET1 = 0x00FF0000;
EXTINT = 0x00000002;

//Set the LED pins
//Clear the peripheral interrupt flag

}
The keyword FIQ defines the function as a Fast Interrupt Request service routine and will use the correct return
mechanism. Other types of interrupt are supported by the keywords IRQ, SWI and UNDEF. In practice a netX
application will handle interrupts through the rcX RTOS and we will look at how to do this in chapter four.
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6.7 Software Interrupt
The Software Interrupt exception is a special case. As we have seen it is possible to encode an integer into the
unused portion of the SWI opcode.
#define SoftwareInterrupt2 asm ("swi #02")
Now when we execute this line of code, it will generate a software interrupt and switch the CPU into Supervisor
mode and vector the PC to the SWI interrupt vector, which will place the application into the SWI handler routine.
Once we enter this routine, we need to determine what code to run. It would be possible to read the contents of a
global variable and then use a switch statement to run a specific function depending on the contents of the global.
However, there is a more elegant method. In the GCC compiler there is a register keyword that allows us to
access a CPU register directly from C code. The declaration below declares a pointer to the link register.
register unsigned * link_ptr asm ("r14");
When we enter the software interrupt routine we can use this pointer to read the contents of the SWI instruction
which generated the interrupt. This allows us to read the integer number encoded into the SWI instruction. We
can then use this number to decide which function to run within the SWI handler.
temp = *(link_ptr-1) & 0x00FFFFFF;
The line above takes the contents of the link register and deducts one. Remember it is a word-wide pointer, so we
are in fact deducting four bytes. This rolls the contents of the link register back by four so it is pointing at the
address of the SWI instruction. Then the contents of the instruction with the top eight bits masked off (the
condition codes and the SWI op code) are copied into the temp variable.
The result is that the encoded integer (in this case 2) is now stored in the temp variable and we can use its
contents to decide which code to run. The SWI instruction is a convenient method of leaving User mode to enter
the Supervisor mode and run some privileged code. The SWI calls can be used as part of a BIOS where all
access to the special function registers is made via software interrupt calls. This in effect partitions your
application code, so that all the hardware drivers run in Supervisor mode with their own stack and if necessary
their own memory space. You do not have to build your code this way, but if you want to make use of it the
mechanism is there.

Exercise: Software Interrupt
The SWI support in the GCC compiler is demonstrated in this example. You can easily partition code to
run in either the User mode or in Supervisor mode.
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6.8 In-Line Functions
It is also possible to increase the performance of your code by in-lining your functions. The inline keyword can be
applied to any function as shown below:
Inline void NoSubroutine (void)
{
…
}
When the inline keyword is used, the function will not be coded as a subroutine, but the function code will be
inserted at the point where the function is called, each time it is called. This removes the prologue and epilogue
code which is necessary for a subroutine, making its execution time faster. However, you are duplicating the
function every time it is called, so it is expensive in terms of your FLASH memory. The compiler will not inline
functions unless you have set the optimiser to its “O2” level.

6.8.1

In-Line Assembler

The compiler also allows you to use ARM or THUMB Assembler instructions within a C file. This can be done as
shown below:
asm ( “mov r15,r2”

);

This can be useful if you need to use features that are not supported by the C language, for example the MRS
and MSR instructions.

6.9 Linker Script Files
Once you have written your source code and compiled it to object files, these files must be linked together to
make the final absolute file. A linker script file is used to describe the target memory layout to the linker, so it
knows how to build the final application. The linker is invoked with the following switches:
ld ld_opt -o <project_name>.elf
where ld_opt is:
-T.\objects\<linker_file>.ld
Map=<project_name>.map

--cref

-t

-static

-lgcc

-lc

-lm

-nostartfiles

-

The linker script file is saved to your project directory and is given the extension .ld. It is important to understand
the structure of this file as you may need to modify it as your application code grows. The linker script file is a
structured text file with a number of sections that describe your project to the linker.
SEARCH_DIR("C:\Program Files\Hitex\GnuToolPackageARM\ARM-hitex-elf\lib\interwork")
SEARCH_DIR("C:\Program Files\Hitex\GnuToolPackageARM\lib\gcc\ARM-hitexelf\4.0.3\interwork")
Next the application source files are defined including the source for the rcX RTOS
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

(
(
(
(
(

./Output/init_gnu.o )
./Output/simpleexample.o )
./Output/Config_SimpleExample.o )
./Output/helper.o)
../Lib/librcx.a )

If you add any additional source modules to your project you must update this list manually.
In the link.ld file the netX memory map is defined. Again this includes the pre programmed boot ROM with the rcX
RTOS.
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MEMORY
{
INTRAM(rwx)
INTKERNELROM(rwx)
INTKERNELRAM(rwx)
SDRAM(rwx)

:
:
:
:

ORIGIN
ORIGIN
ORIGIN
ORIGIN

=
=
=
=

0x00000004,
0x00202000,
0x10000000,
0x80000000,

LENGTH
LENGTH
LENGTH
LENGTH

=
=
=
=

0x0001fffc
0x6000
0x2000
0x00800000

}
This section defines the size and location of the target memory. The description above describes the memory
configuration of a netX used as a single chip device with on chip SRAM, internal ROM and external SDRAM.
When the code starts it enters the boot rom which loads the application code from a selected non volatile memory
into the external SDRAM. The final user section describes how the application code should be laid out within the
target memory.
SECTIONS
{
.KernelRom (NOLOAD):
{
*RomSymbols.o(.text)
} >INTKERNELROM =0
.KernelRam (NOLOAD):
{
*RomSymbols.o(.data)
} >INTKERNELRAM =0

/* system vectors reserved area */
.system 0x00000000 :
{
. = . + 0x80;
} >INTRAM

.stacks (NOLOAD):
{
. = . + 0x07C8;
PROVIDE (top_of_stacks = .);
} >INTRAM
The description of the application code is split into two basic sections, .text and .data. The .text section contains
the executable code and the code constants, basically anything that should be located in the SDRAM memory.
The .data section allocates all of your volatile variables into the user on chip SRAM.
/* code section */
.sec0 :
{
*(.init_code)
*(.text)
*(.glue_7t)
*(.glue_7)
/* .rodata section which is used for read-only data (constants) */
*(.rodata*)
. = ALIGN(4);
_etext = . ;
PROVIDE (etext = .);
} >INTRAM
The .data section allocates the user variables into the on-chip RAM defined for the netX.
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.data :
{
_data = . ;
*(.data)
SORT(CONSTRUCTORS)
} >INTRAM
}

6.10 Hardware Debugging Tools
Hilscher have designed the netX to have the maximum on-chip debug support. There are several levels of
support. The simplest is a JTAG debug port. This port allows you to connect to the netX from the PC for a debug
session. The JTAG interface allows you to have basic run control of the chip. That is you can single step lines of
code, run halt and set breakpoints and also view variables and

memory locations once the code is halted. The JTAG connects to the target through a special debug port
provided by dedicated pins on the netX microcontrollers. These pins must be brought out to a standard header
which must be part of your target hardware. The JTAG socket has a standard layout which is common to all
ARM9-based devices. The Hitex “Tantino” is an USB JTAG debugger for ARM7 and ARM9 based
microcontrollers. The Tantino JTAG is designed to work with the HiTOP development environment. HiTOP is an
integrated development environment with specific support for the netX family.
It is worth noting that the even pins on the JTAG connector are mostly ground connections. This means that if you
accidentally plug your JTAG debugger in back to front, you will pull all of the signal lines to ground and possibly
damage the Tantino. For this reason the evaluation board is fitted with a polarised socket to prevent this mishap.
If you are designing your own hardware, it is recommended that you fit the same style of socket rather than just a
bare header.
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6.11 Reset Behaviour
As mentioned above, the JTAG port is a simple serial debug connection to the ARM9 device. It is very important
to understand its behaviour during reset. If the ARM9 CPU is reset, all of the peripherals including the JTAG are
reset. When this happens the Tantino debugger loses control of the chip and has to re-establish control once the
netX device comes out of reset. This will take a finite number of clock cycles. While this is happening, any code
that is on the chip will be run as normal. Once the Tantino gets back control of the chip, it performs a soft reset by
forcing the PC back to address zero. However the on-chip peripherals are no longer in the reset condition, i.e.
peripherals will be initialised, interrupt enabled etc. You must bear this in mind if the application you are
developing could be adversely affected by this. A simple solution is to place a simple delay loop in the startup
code, or at the beginning of main(). After a reset occurs, the CPU will be trapped in this loop until the Tantino
regains control of the chip and none of the application code will have run, leaving the netX in its initialised
condition. A macro is included in the startup code to provide this delay:
.macro

StartupDelay delay_value

ldr
ldr
__StartDelay:
sub
cmp
bhi

R1, =\delay_value
R2, =0
R1, R1, #1
R1, R2
__StartDelay

.endm
This macro is called at the entry point to your application. It is only required for debugging and should be removed
on the released version of the code.
ResetEntry:
StartupDelay 300000

6.12 Embedded Trace Macrocell
In addition, Hilscher has included the ARM embedded trace module. The embedded trace module provides much
more powerful debugging options and real time trace, code coverage, triggering and performance analysis
toolsets. In addition to more advanced debug tools, the ETM allows extensive code validation and software
testing which is just not possible with a simple JTAG interface. If you are designing for safety critical applications,
this is a very important consideration.

In addition to the JTAG port Hilscher have included the ARM ETM
module for high end debugging tools

The ETM debugging tools are more expensive than the JTAG tools however if you are working on a safety critical
or similar high integrity application the real time trace, advanced triggering and code coverage features allow you
to validate your code to a high level of confidence. Even if you do not intend to use an ETM tool it is worth
tracking out the ETM socket on your development hardware so if you do encounter a complex bug during
development you at least have the chance of using such a tool. Often such equipment is available for rental as
well as purchase.
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6.13 Summary
So, by the end of this section you should be able to set up a project with HiTOP, select the compiler options and
the variant you want to use, configure the startup code, be able to interwork the ARM and THUMB instruction
sets, access the netX peripherals and write C functions to handle exceptions.
With this grounding we can now have a look at the netX rcX RTOS and the hardware abstraction layer.
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7.

The Bootwizard

The Bootwizard PC application can be used to take the output from the GCC linker (elf format) and make a
bootable image which can then be stored in, e.g., a FLASH or EEPROM attached to the netX SPI. On startup the
boot image will be loaded from the SPI device into some netX memory. Once the application image has been
loaded, the ARM can begin to run the user application code.

The Bootwizard application runs in two phases. First, it will post-process the output of the GCC linker. This will
generate a binary image with an additional bootblock describing the non-volatile memory used to store the image
and also its location at runtime. If the image is stored in external memory the parameters of the external bus are
also described.

The following C-Structure defines the netX bootblock:
typedef struct NETX_BOOTBLOCK_Ttag {
UINT32 ulMagCok;
// magic cookie
union {
UINT32 ulMemCtrl;
UINT32 ulSpeed;
// source device spi and i2c: speed
UINT32 ulRes;
// reserved field
} unCtrl;
UINT32 ulAppEnt;
// application execution address
UINT32 ulAppChksm;
// application checksum
UINT32 ulAppFilSiz; // application filesize in dwords
UINT32 ulAppSrtAdd; // application load address
UINT32 ulSignt;
// bootblock signature
union {
UINT32 ulSdramGeneralCtrl; // only for sdram: general control
UINT32 ulExpBusReg;
UINT32 ulSramCtrl; // netx50 only
} unCtrl0;
union {
UINT32 ulSdramTimingCtrl; // only for sdram: timing control
UINT32 ulIoRegMode0;
} unCtrl1;
union {
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UINT32 ulIoRegMode1;
UINT32 ulRes0;
//
} unCtrl2;
union {
UINT32 ulIfConf1;
UINT32 ulRes0;
//
} unCtrl3;
union {
UINT32 ulIfConf2;
UINT32 ulRes0;
//
} unCtrl4;
UINT32 ulMiscAsicCtrl;
UINT32 ulSerial;
UINT32 ulSrcType;
UINT32 ulBootChksm; //
} NETX_BOOTBLOCK_T;

reserved field

reserved field

reserved field

bootblock checksum

Note: All reserved parameters should be set to zero for maximum compatibility.

Once the Bootwizard has created a valid image, the second phase of the Bootwizard program will download the
application image to the target hardware by the USB port or RS232. The bootloader code stored in the netX ROM
will store the image in the non volatile memory. When the board is restarted the bootloader in the ROM will be
executed first. This will check all the possible boot memories for a valid bootblock. Once an image is found it will
be loaded and execution will begin.
Exercise: Bootwizard
This exercise uses the Bootwizard utility to store an application image on the Evaluation Board so
that it will execute without the development tools.
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8.

Tutorial Exercises

This chapter contains worksheets for each of the netX example exercises. Each worksheet consists of an
introduction to describe what it does, followed by a step by step guide to making it work. Once you have finished
the exercise, feel free to experiment with the basic example code.

8.1 Installing the Software
The netX software development boards and the netSTICK each come with an installation CD which among other
things includes the following software tools:
HiTOP ARM
HiTOP is an integrated development environment that combines an editor, debugger and project manager for
ARM-based microcontrollers. The version of HiTOP delivered with a netX software development board and the
netSTICK respectively directly connects to the target hardware through a dedicated USB port. HiTOP is able to
compile and debug application code written in most commercially available ARM compilers, as well as the open
source GCC tools.
GCC for ARM
The compiler toolchain used by this distribution is the open source GCC compiler and linker for ARM.
Bootwizard
The bootwizard utility is used to make a ROMable image of a netX application program. The bootwizard program
will also connect to the netX bootloader code through a USB interface and download the application code to nonvolatile memory on the netX software development boards.
Insert the CD into your PC s drive and follow the on-screen instructions to install these software tools.
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8.1.1

StartEasy

StartEasy is available on the Hitex download section.
StartEasy is an easy-to-use case tool which will generate a bare-bones project containing the necessary startup
code for the netX family of microcontrollers. It will also auto-generate C-code to initialise selected peripherals. It
can generate a HiTOP project that allows you to edit, compile and debug this basic project.

To start StartEasy , select and double-click the StartEasy for ARM icon:

This will open the project settings window, which should be filled in with the basic project information, as shown
below. The project name will also be the name of the debug file produced by the GCC linker.

Next, click on the project settings folder to expand the project settings options and select tool path. There are a
number of different installation packages for the GCC compiler, but the package installed here requires the tool
path to be setup as shown below:
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In the compiler options menu select the target CPU as ARM926EJ-S. For now, the remaining compiler options
can be left in their default state.

Next, open the linker options dialogue. The project output files and the linker script file default to the name of your
project. Again, because the GCC compiler can be installed to various locations, check that the linker library paths
are configured to match the current installation.
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Once you have checked the linker options, open the “Stack Size” dialogue. The stack size window allows you to
define how many bytes are allocated to each of the stacks available in the different operating modes of the ARM9.
The stack configuration is done in the startup code. This is held in an Assembler file that is used to configure the
netX before it enters the main() function in your C code. For a simple project, we can use the default settings.

Once you have examined the stack window, open the CPU dialogue. In this window you must select the vendor to
be “Hilscher” and the Type to be the netX microcontroller you are using, e.g., “netX 500”. You must also set the
oscillator frequency according to the CPU clock.

Now open the Debug dialogue. Here the option must be set to specify the serial number of your Tantino7-9. You
will find it on the base of the Tantino case. You must also select the version of the HiTOP IDE you are using.This
is currently 5.20.
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The final option, Build Logfile, allows you to review the build diagnostic messages generated when you create the
project.

Once you have finished configuring the project settings, close the project setting folder and open the netX Setup
folder. The options in this folder allow us to configure the netX, interrupt structure and the basic on-chip
peripherals. For our “First project”, we are going to make a “Hello World ‘program that writes a message to the PC
via UART0.
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In the netX setup menu select UART0 and configure it for 9600 baud rate as shown below:

Next you must configure the output pins by switching them from GPIO to become the UART TX and RX pins:

This finishes configuring the project and the netX for our simple “Hello world” application. To generate the project,
select edit and example applications from the menu toolbar.
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From the example drop down box select the “Hello World” example and enter a suitable message. Then press the
Create button.

This will generate all the project files into your nominated project directory:

Inside the project directory are three subdirectories. The source directory contains all the generated Assembler
and C source files. The object directory contains the linker script file and the files generated by the compiler and
linker. The compiler generates listing and object files and the linker produces a map file and an absolute file in
elf/dwarf format. The final directory is called the HiSCRIPT directory and is used to store any script files that are
used within the debugger. Currently this directory is empty.
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8.1.2

Project Structure

The project consists of three source files and three include files, as shown below:
Startup.s
Startup_hilscher.s
Startup_generic.s
Main.c
Interrupt.c
Main.h

these files contain the Assembler startup
code which configures the processor
before you enter your C code
this file contains the auto-generated code and the main function
this file contains the default interrupt handlers
include file for Main

The C source files contain a shell void main (void) function and the auto-generated code in a function called “init”.
There is also a set of comments that define sections where you should put your code, such as declarations and
functions. If you place your code within these comments, you can change the options in StartEasy and update the
project without overwriting your source code.
int main(void)
{
/* BEGIN USER CODE MAIN VARIABLES */
Int i;
/* END USER CODE MAIN VARIABLES

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE MAIN INIT1

*/

/* END USER CODE MAIN INIT1
Init();

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE MAIN INIT2

*/

/* END USER CODE MAIN INIT2
while(1);
{
/* BEGIN USER CODE MAIN LOOP
print_f(HELLO_STRING);
for(i=0; i!=100000; i++;

*/

/* END USER CODE MAIN LOOP
}

*/

*/

}
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The include files are also structured to allow easy maintenance of external declarations.
#ifdef _MAIN_H:
#define _MAIN_H_
/* BEGIN USER CODE DEFINES */
/* END USER CODE DEFINES

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE TYPES

*/

/* END USER CODE TYPES
#ifdef _MAIN_C

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE LOCAL VARIABLES */
/* END USER CODE LOCAL VARIABLES

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE LOCAL FUNCTIONS */
/* END USER CODE LOCAL FUNCTIONS
#else /* #ifdef MAIN_C_ */

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE GLOBAL VARIABLES */
/* END USER CODE GLOBAL VARIABLES

*/

/* BEGIN USER CODE GLOBAL FUNCTIONS */
/* END USER CODE GLOBAL FUNCTIONS

*/

#endif /* MAIN_C_ */
#endif /* MAIN_H: */

Declares a function or global, as shown below.
The #ifdef symbol is declared once in the home module. When the project is built, the declarations are made
when the home module is compiled. They will be declared as externals in any other module where the include file
is used.
This builds a first netX project.
In the next exercise we will look at using the HiTOP development environment to edit and debug the code
generated by startEasy.
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8.2 Exercise: Using The HiTOP IDE
You will find all the example programs in C:\Program Files\Hitex\HiTOP52-netStick\examples where C:\Program
Files\Hitex\HiTOP52-netStick stands for the HiTOP installation folder. Each example exists in an appropriatelynamed subdirectory. They are all ready-built and will run in the netX Evaluation Board under HiTOP. If you wish,
you can modify them and rebuild them, all within HiTOP, using the GNU ARM tools. However, you might want to
make a backup copy first.
In the previous example we created a first project application. We will now load this into the development
environment and run it on the evaluation board.
The development environment is called HiTOP. HiTOP acts as an editor, make tool, project manager and
debugger.
Start HiTOP using the icon.
See the Quick Start Guide which comes with your HiTOP installation for how to start a project in HiTOP on your
particular netX device. Also the installation of hard- and software is described there.
After the download has finished, your project will be fully loaded and ready for a debug session.
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The HiTOP debugger and its main windows are shown below:

If you close a HiTOP window, it can be re-opened by moving the mouse cursor onto an unused section of the
toolbar, right-clicking the mouse and then selecting the window you wish to re-open. This menu also allows you to
enable and disable the various toolbars.

The next sections are a tutorial on how to use the basic features of HiTOP to debug and edit your project.
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8.2.1.1 Editing Your Project
To edit the code in your project, do the following:
1.

Select the main tab in the source window to display the code in this module.

2.

Next, right-click and select “Switch to Edit Mode”

3.

We can change the message that is sent out of the UART. In main.c locate the hello_String on line 44.

/* BEGIN USER CODE DEFINES */
#define HELLO_STRING “Hello world\r\n”
/* END USER CODE DEFINES */

4.

Change the message held in the string

5.

To rebuild the code, select project\build on the main toolbar.
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Reporting on the build progress is shown in the output\build window. If there are errors when you build the project,
you can click on the error report and the offending line of code will be displayed in the source window.
arm-hitex-elf-gcc.exe -mcpu=arm9e -gdwarf-2 -Wall -O0 -mapcs -mthumb-interwork c -fshort-enums -mlong-calls -fsigned-char -xc -mlittle-endian -marm -mnoapcs-frame
-D_NETX_HITOP_ -D__RCX__ -D_NO_DUALPORT_MEM_ -D_RX_NO_HW_QUEUE_
-DRTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT
-I.\Includes\ -I.\Includes\API\ -I.\Includes\cifXAPI\ I.\Includes\Configuration\
-I.\Includes\CPUs\netX50\
-I.\Includes\TLR\
I.\Includes\EIS\
-I.\Includes\TCPIP\
-I.\Includes\ECS\
-I.\Includes\OMB\
I.\Includes\PNS\
-I.\Includes\PLS\
-o
.\Output\ShmDemo_Body.o
.\Sources\ShmDemo_Body.c
arm-hitex-elf-gcc.exe -mcpu=arm9e -gdwarf-2 -Wall -O0 -mapcs -mthumb-interwork c -fshort-enums -mlong-calls -fsigned-char -xc -mlittle-endian -marm -mnoapcs-frame
-D_NETX_HITOP_ -D__RCX__ -D_NO_DUALPORT_MEM_ -D_RX_NO_HW_QUEUE_
-DRTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT
-I.\Includes\ -I.\Includes\API\ -I.\Includes\cifXAPI\ I.\Includes\Configuration\
-I.\Includes\CPUs\netX50\
-I.\Includes\TLR\
I.\Includes\EIS\
-I.\Includes\TCPIP\
-I.\Includes\ECS\
-I.\Includes\OMB\
I.\Includes\PNS\
-I.\Includes\PLS\
-o
.\Output\ShmDemo_Functions.o
.\Sources\ShmDemo_Functions.c
arm-hitex-elf-as.exe -mcpu=arm9e -gdwarf2 -mthumb-interwork
-EL
I.\Includes\ -I.\Includes\API\ -I.\Includes\cifXAPI\ -I.\Includes\Configuration\
-I.\Includes\CPUs\netX50\
-I.\Includes\TLR\
-I.\Includes\EIS\
I.\Includes\TCPIP\
-I.\Includes\ECS\
-I.\Includes\OMB\
-I.\Includes\PNS\
I.\Includes\PLS\ -o .\Output\init_netx50.o .\Sources\init_netx50.s
arm-hitex-elf-gcc.exe -mcpu=arm9e -gdwarf-2 -Wall -O0 -mapcs -mthumb-interwork c -fshort-enums -mlong-calls -fsigned-char -xc -mlittle-endian -marm -mnoapcs-frame
-D_NETX_HITOP_ -D__RCX__ -D_NO_DUALPORT_MEM_ -D_RX_NO_HW_QUEUE_
-DRTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT
-I.\Includes\ -I.\Includes\API\ -I.\Includes\cifXAPI\ I.\Includes\Configuration\
-I.\Includes\CPUs\netX50\
-I.\Includes\TLR\
I.\Includes\EIS\
-I.\Includes\TCPIP\
-I.\Includes\ECS\
-I.\Includes\OMB\
I.\Includes\PNS\
-I.\Includes\PLS\
-o
.\Output\mmio_config.o
.\Sources\mmio_config.c
arm-hitex-elf-ld.exe
-T.\netx50_sdram.ld.tmp -static -( -lecs_netX50_ltd leis_netX50_ltd -lodv2 -lpls_netX50_ltd -lPns_netX50_ltd -lrcx -lrcx_hif_cifx lrcx_mid -lrcx_netx50 -lrcx_vol -lc -lm -lgcc -)
-o .\Output\netSTICK.elf

After the build has finished, the new code will be downloaded into the Evaluation Board.
Once this has finished right-click again in the source window and switch back into debug mode. Now you are
ready to use HiTOP in its debugging mode.

8.2.1.2 Resetting the netX Microcontroller
After a hard reset the netX microcontroller will enter its bootloader which is located in the on-chip ROM. The
bootloader will load the application code from a non volatile memory and then pass control to the application
code. During the development process we do not use the bootloader but instead directly download the application
code into the netX microcontroller. During development we need to place the netX into the state it would be in
when the bootloader has finished running. To do this startEasy has added two macros to the toolbar which should
be used to perform a ‘reset’ prior to running the application code.
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If you are using the Tantino JTAG, you should use the Goto Start button. If you are using the Tanto trace tool, you
should use the Goto Start + ETM button.
Once the appropriate macro button is pressed, the program counter will be placed at the start of the executable
application code.
In a later exercise we will look at creating a true ROMable image and how to store this on the Evaluation Board.

8.2.1.3 Run Control
Once the project is loaded, the netX is reset and the program counter is forced to the reset vector. From here it is
possible to execute code at full speed or single-step line-by-line. The debug toolbar has specific buttons to control
execution of code on the ARM9 CPU.

These functions can also be accessed via the debug menu, which also displays the keyboard shortcuts. It is worth
learning the keyboard shortcuts as these are the fastest way to control the execution of your code.
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The source window allows you to browse your C code for any module in the project. There is also a disassembly
window that will show you the actual contents of the program memory.

The Project Window allows you to browse your project. Double-clicking on a module or function name will open
the selected file in the source code window.

The current location of the program counter is
shown as a yellow arrow in the source window:
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The blue squares at the edge of the source window indicate
an executable line of code. If there is no blue square, there is
no code at this location. If you place the mouse icon over a
blue square, a pair of braces is displayed.

If you now left-click, the code will be executed until it reaches
this point. If you move the mouse pointer further to the left,
the braces are replaced by a circle. If you left-click again, a
breakpoint will be set and will be shown graphically as a red
bar across the source code and a red circle in the margin.

The ARM9 TDMI JTAG module supports two hardware breakpoints. When you
are debugging from FLASH, this requires careful management. However the
Tantino also supports software breakpoints, so building your application to run
from RAM will allow additional breakpoints to be set.
It is also possible to set breakpoints on data variables. This allows you to halt
code when a variable is read or written to. Open the breakpoint menu under
debug\breakpoint and select the data tab:

Now locate the variable you want to break on, either in the
source window or the project browser, then drag-and-drop
it to the breakpoint window. By default, the break condition
is on a write to the variable. If you select the local options,
this can be changed to read or read/write. The change
option gives you full access to programming the breakpoint
condition.
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There are some more advanced breakpoint settings that allow the setting of breakpoints “onthe-fly” and conditional breakpoints. These are discussed in the “HiTOP project settings” section
at the end of this first tutorial.
You may also position the program counter on any line of code. Locate the line of code where
you want to place the program counter. Then use the mouse pointer and left-click to locate the
cursor. Next right-click and select “set new program counter”. This will force the program
counter to this location. No other registers are affected so you must use this option with care.

The callstack window displays the calling hierarchy of the functions pushed onto the stack. If you double-click on
a function name, the source will be displayed at the point that the program will return to. The local options
displayed by a right-click also allow you to run the program up to a selected return point.

Take some time to become proficient with running the code! You should be able to reset the target, run until
main(), single-step the code, set breakpoints and reposition the program counter.

8.2.1.4 Viewing Data
As well as controlling the program execution, it is also possible to view the contents of any memory location within
the ARM9 address range. The memory window is the most basic method of viewing and changing the contents of
any memory location.
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You can set the address range of the window by double-clicking on an entry in the address column and entering
an absolute address or a symbolic name. The contents of memory locations can be changed by overtyping the
values in the data or ASCII window. The more advanced options are available by right-clicking the mouse.

The register window gives you access to the active register bank along with
the CPSR and SPSR. In this window you can modify the register contents
and change the state of the CPSR/SPSR flags.

The watch window allows you to view program variables. You can edit the current value contained in the variable
by simply double-clicking on the current value and entering a new value.
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You can drag-and-drop variables into this window from the source code and from the project explorer, or use the
right mouse button and select “Add Watch”.

The watch window supports all C and C++ data types including complex objects such as classes, arrays,
structures and unions.
There are also dedicated windows for each of the netX peripherals. These can be accessed with the View/SFR
window on the main toolbar.
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The SFR windows show you the configuration of all the netX special function registers in the data book format.
This allows you to quickly confirm that a given peripheral is correctly set up. In addition, these windows allow you
to manually control an on-chip peripheral.
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8.2.1.5 HiTOP Project Settings
Once you are familiar with the basic features of HiTOP, you may want to modify the project settings to begin work
on your own project. You can change the project settings within HiTOP via the Project/Settings menu.

The Applications menu allows you to select the compiler toolchain you are using. The default is the GCC
compiler, but a wide range of commercial compilers are also supported. Then you can select the application you
want to debug. Here you select the .ELF file that is output from the compiler linker that you are using.
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8.2.1.6 Advanced Breakpoints
In the emulator settings menu, the “TAP clock” is configured for the ARM9 microcontroller you are using and does
not need to be changed. However, the breakpoint settings menu does have several important options. Firstly, it is
possible to force the JTAG to use software or hardware breakpoints. If you are debugging from RAM a software
breakpoint will replace the application op code with a breakpoint instruction, although this is hidden from the user.

This does not use the hardware breakpoint registers and enables you to set more than two breakpoints. Setting
the “while running” option allows you to set and clear a breakpoint without halting the code. This can be extremely
useful when you are debugging a complex real-time application.
The condition-sensitive breakpoint option allows you to set a breakpoint on an ARM instruction that is
conditionally executed. If this option is enabled, the code will only halt when the instruction’s condition codes
match the CPSR. Again, this is extremely useful when debugging real ARM code. The JTAG hardware is limited
to two hardware breakpoints. If you are debugging from RAM you can set multiple breakpoints and the HiTOP will
use software breakpoints. This technique can be extended to code which is being debugged out of FLASH by
enabling the “Breakpoints in FLASH” option. This will reprogram the FLASH with software breakpoints prior to
starting the code running. This is slower, but allows you to set as many breakpoints as you want. The remaining
processor and target options are specific to the netX and will not generally need to be changed.
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8.2.1.7 Script Language
The HiTOP debugger also contains a script language called HiSCRIPT. This
is a C-like language that can be used to build software test harnesses or
simply to automate common sequences within HiTOP.
From the file menu select “file\logging\open” and create a file called
ResetGoMain.scr in the HiSCRIPT directory of your project. Make sure you
have selected the .scr extension. Select the Log mode as “Commands Only”
and overwrite the existing file.
Now select OK and any HiTOP instructions you do within the debugger will be
saved as HiSCRIPT commands. Once you have enabled logging, perform a
target reset and a go until main(). Again, select file\logging and close option to
stop the command logging.

This will generate a HiSCRIPT file that will replay your instructions. The actual
HiSCRIPT file contains some extra instructions but it can be edited down to
the following minimal instructions:

// set the programm counter to the elf's start symbol
%pc = start
register cpsr = 0x000000d3
register spsr = 0x000000d3
register r0

= 0x00000000

register r1

= 0x00000000

The HiSCRIPT file can be added to the toolbar by selecting the dropdown menu at the edge of the script buttons
toolbar and selecting Add or Remove Buttons.
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Then in the change settings dialogue, enter a symbolic name for the script and the filename of the HiSCRIPT file.
The script can then be executed from the toolbar:

At the end of this exercise you should be able to create a project with Start Easy and download it to the
Evaluation Board. With HiTOP you should be able to edit and rebuild the code. Using the HiTOP debug features
you should be able to download the code to the evaluation board and be able to perform basic debug actions
(reset, single stepping, run and halt program execution, set/clear breakpoints and watch variables, memory
locations, CPU registers and view the stacks).
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8.3 Exercise: Interworking
In this exercise we will look at how to interwork the ARM and THUMB instruction sets. In any ARM-based design
it is important to understand the code size/performance trade-off between the ARM 32-bit instruction set and the
THUMB 16-bit instruction set. We will use the basic ‘hello world’ program created in the first exercise. The low
level UART driver put_char0 is first built as ARM code and then as THUMB code.
Open the project in C:\<path> and download the code to the evaluation board.
In this project the put_char0 function has been moved to a separate C module called THUMB.c.
As well as adding the THUMB.c module to the project, we must update the linker file to add THUMB.c to the build
process.
Open the file interwork.ld which is located in the workspace fileview window and add the THUMB.o object module
to the list of project files. The Input list is located at the top of the interwork.ld file.

Next build the code and download it to the Evaluation Board.
Open the module THUMB.c and place a breakpoint at the start ot the put_char0 function:

Reset the netX and start the code running so that it hits the breakpoint.
Open the disassembly window and examine the underlying assembly code. This will be compiled as ARM code,
so each instruction is four bytes long. Also in the register window the T bit in the CPSR is set to zero, which
indicates that the CPU is in ARM mode.

In the workspace file view window select the THUMB.c file, right click and open its settings dialogue.
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In the file settings dialogue add the –mTHUMB switch to the compiler
options.

Now rebuild the project and download the code to the Evaluation Board.
Reset the board and run the code until it hits the breakpoint set on the put_char0 function
Now re-examine the disassembly code. The function will now be compiled as 16-bit THUMB code and the T bit in
the CPSR will be set to one, indicating that the ARM9 is running in THUMB mode.

Finally, run the code to the end of the function and step back into the print_f() function and observe the exchange
of instruction sets back to the ARM instruction set.
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8.4 Exercise: Software Interrupt
This exercise will demonstrate how to invoke the SWI instruction and handle an SWI exception. The SWI
instruction is part of the ARM and THUMB instruction sets. By executing the SWI instruction an exception is
generated, so that the CPU can leave the user mode and enter the privileged supervisor mode.
Open the project (Template_netXxxx.htp) in .\8.4 – Software Interrupt and download the code to the Evaluation
Board.
Open the main.c module and locate the SWI defines at the top of this module:

Locate the first use of an SWI call in the main.c function and set a breakpoint on this line of code:

Reset the Evaluation Board and run the code until it reaches the breakpoint.
Open the disassembly window and examine the underlying Assembler.

Also note the address that the instruction is
located at.

Next, single step the code so it arrives at the
SWI interrupt vector. Here the 32-bit constant
SWI_ Handler is loaded into the PC.
SWI_Handler is the address of the SWI
interrupt routine.

Step the code one more instruction to reach
the interrupt service routine.
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The entry code determines the instruction set that was in use before the SWI instruction was called. It then uses a
pointer to read the SWI instruction that generated the exception and extracts the encoded integer which can then
be used to run a specific section of code.
Set a breakpoint as shown above and run the code until it reaches the breakpoint.
Now examine the contents of the LinkAddress pointer:

This will match the address of the SWI instruction. The pointer is used to extract the ordinal integer for use in the
SWI exception.
This method allows 228 different SWI calls in ARM mode and 28 in THUMB mode.
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8.5 Exercise: Tasks
This exercise will show you how to define an rcX project and configure two application tasks.
Open the project (2TaskrcXDemo_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.5 – rcX Tasks and download the code to the Evaluation
Board.
To enable the rcX RTOS we must add a configuration file to our project. In this case it is called Config_netX.c.
This file will contain definitions of all the RTOS tasks, drivers and memory resources.

The netX_intram.ld linker file defines the default memory layout for the ROM, internal RAM and external SDRAM.

The rcX symbols are loaded within the sections area of the linker file, but since the RTOS is permanently
programmed into the netX ROM the NOLOAD command is used to suppress loading of the library code if you are
using a version of the netX microcontroller that has the rcX kernel pre programmed into internal ROM.
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Once the project is configured as an rcX application, we can configure all the resources of the RTOS in the config
file. In this exercise we will look at configuring two simple tasks to run within rcX.
Within the config file the atrXStaticTasks array defines the parameters of each task.
static CONST FAR RX_STATIC_TASK FAR strXStaticTasks[] = {
{“Task1”,
/* Set Identification
*/
TSK_PRIO_33, TSK_TOK_33,
/* Set Priority and Token ID
*/
0,
/* Set Instance to 0
*/
&auTskStack_Task1[0],
/* Pointer to Stack
*/
TSK_STACK_SIZE_TASK1,
/* Size of Task Stack
*/
0,
/* Threshold to maximum possible value */
RX_TASK_AUTO_START,
/* Start Task automatically
*/
(void(FAR*)(void FAR*)) TaskEnter_Task1,
/* Task Function to Schedule
*/
(void(FAR*)(void FAR*)) TaskLeave_Task1,
/* Function Called when Task will be
deleted
*/
0,
/* Startup Parameter
*/
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}
/* Reserved Region
*/
},
{"Task2",
/* Set Identification
*/
TSK_PRIO_34, TSK_TOK_34,
/* Set Priority,and Token ID
*/
0,
/* Set Instance to 0
*/
&auTskStack_Task2[0],
/* Pointer to Stack
*/
TSK_STACK_SIZE_TASK2,
/* Size of Task Stack
*/
0,
/* Threshold to maximum possible value */
RX_TASK_AUTO_START,
/* Start task automatically
*/
(void(FAR*)(void FAR*))TaskEnter_Task2,
/* Task function to schedule
*/
(void(FAR*)(void FAR*))TaskLeave_Task2,
/* Function called when Task
will be deleted
*/
0,
/* Startup Parameter
*/
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}
/* Reserved Region
*/
},
};
Each task is defined by: a symbolic name for the debugger, a task handle and priority, a counter for each instance
of the task and definitions for its local stack. The task can also be defined to start automatically when the kernel is
started, or it may be started by another task once the RTOS is running. Finally, the array defines entry and exit
functions to be called when the task is created and terminated. It is also possible to pass a parameter to the task
as it starts.
In addition to defining each of the application tasks, the config file will also define theinterrupt and peripheral
resources that are to be used by the application. These are defined by similar structures in the config file. As a
minimum, the config file must define asystem timer with interrupt to provide the RTOS tick.
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The timer and its interrupt are defined with similar arrays and we will take a look at these in later examples
STATIC CONST FAR RX_HWTIMER_SET_T atrXHwTim[] = {
{{"SYSTIMER",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,0}, /* System Timer
0,
/* use GPIO_counter0
1000,
/* 1000 microseconds = 1msec
TRUE,
/* Continuous Mode
TRUE,
/* Interrupt enabled
FALSE,
/* No external Clock
RX_HWTIMER_TRIGGER_NONE,
/* No Trigger
0,
/* No I/O reference
0
/* No Prescaler
}
};

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

The timer instance creates an autoreload timer with a period of 1 msec.
STATIC CONST FAR RX_INTERRUPT_SET_T atrXInt[] =
{
{{"SYSTIMER",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT,0},
SRT_NETX_VIC_IRQ_STAT_timer0,
29,
RX_INTERRUPT_MODE_SYSTEM,
RX_INTERRUPT_EOI_AUTO,
RX_INTERRUPT_TRIGGER_RISING_EDGE,
RX_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY_STANDARD,
RX_INTERRUPT_REENTRANCY_DISABLED,

/* System Timer Interrupt */
/* Use External Timer0
Interrupt
*/
/* Priority 29
*/
/* Allow interrupt to be nested
*/
/* EOI automatically by RX*/
/* Edge Triggered
*/
/* Normal Priority
*/
/* Interrupt Itself is not
reentrant
*/

},
The system timer interrupt is enabled with a low priority. This will provide the timer tick to the rcX kernel
scheduler.
STATIC CONST FAR RX_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXCfgPre[] =
{
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,
atrXHwTim, MAX_CNT(atrXHwTim)},
{RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT, atrXInt,
MAX_CNT(atrXInt)},
};
Each of the driver description arrays must be added to a configuration array that passes the system description to
the kernel when the RTOS is started.
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Each of the driver and configuration arrays are referenced an rcX system descriptor structure called
trxEnterkernelParam.
RX_ENTERKERNEL_PARAM_T trXEnterKernelParam=
{
/* CPU clock rate */
NETX_FREQUENCY_100MHZ,
/* Timer interrupt task priority */
{TSK_PRIO_DEF_RX_TIMER,350},
/* Timer task stack size */
/* Pointer to static Task-List */
{atrXStaticTasks, MAX_CNT(atrXStaticTasks)},
/* Pointer to rx kernel modules list */
{0, 0},
/* Pointer to the Peripherals-List */
{atrXCfgPre, MAX_CNT(atrXCfgPre)},
/* Pointer to the Post Peripherals-List / LoadDrivers included into */
{atrXDrvCfgPost, MAX_CNT(atrXDrvCfgPost)},
/* Pointer to optional Jump Table */
{0, 0},
/* Callback for special initialization */
NULL,
/* Pointer to the Middleware List */
{atrXMidCfgPost, MAX_CNT(atrXMidCfgPost)},
/* Scheduler component (if another scheduler is desired) */
0,
/* Cache enable flags */
{TRUE,TRUE},
/* Disable idle measurement performance */
{TRUE},
/* Early start callback */
NULL,
/* MMU TTB address */
{0x10000}
};
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Once the code enters main, it starts the kernel this descriptor structure is passed to the rcX kernel which then
configures the netX device as required.
INT main (void)
{
volatile RX_FATAL erXFat = RX_OK;

/* Fatal Error value, in case funtion would
return */

if(RX_OK == erXFat)
{
/* Boot the Kernel by using the set Call-Pointer and hand over the static TaskList and the Peripherals-List */
erXFat = rX_SysEnterKernelExt(&trXEnterKernelParam);
}
/* Loop forever here, to keep the "erXFat" variable debugable */
while(erXFat!=RX_OK);
/* Prevent the compiler warning because of non-void returning main-function */
return(0);
}
When all the tasks in the system are initialised, the kernel will start scheduling the running tasks.
void TaskEnter_Task1 (void* pvInit)
{
// do initialisation code here
.
.
.
}
In the example the main task code is held in a dedicated function.

Locate the Task1 and Task2 functions in
*Process.c files and set breakpoints in
their while() loops, as shown on the
picture.
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Start the code running so that the kernel starts and the RTOS tasks are scheduled by the kernel. When the code
halts as a breakpoint is reached, the status of the RTOS can be examined with the RTOS/View Objects window.

The RTOS window provides detailed debug information for the rcX RTOS services.
In most systems, each task will run forever. It is possible to terminate execution of a task. When a task is deleted
from the scheduler, its delete callback function will be called so that it can exit gracefully.

void TaskLeave_Task1(void* pvInit)
{
// any necessary exit code here
}
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8.6 Exercise: rcX Events
In this exercise we will use our two task example to define an event group and halt execution of a task until the
second task triggers the event condition causing the original task to resume execution.
Open the project (rcX_Events_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.6 – rcX Events and download the code to the Evaluation Board.
In simple Task1_Process.c locate the TaskProcess_Task1 () function.
This task creates the event group by first allocating the eventgroup some memory from the memory pool. Next the
event group is created and initialised. The rX_EveSetupEvent Group function defines the group of event flags to
wait for. In this case 0x0000000F, the RX_EVEGRP_MODE_ONE parameter causes the event group to trigger
when any one of the selected flags are set. Once inside the task while loop, execution of the task is suspended by
the rX_EveWaitForEventGroup function while it waits for the event group to be triggered by another task.

Locate the second task called simpletaskenter in the same module. In this task a handle is created to access the
event group and in the while loop the rX_ChangeEventGroup function is used to set a single flag and trigger the
original task.
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Set a breakpoint in this function as shown below:

Press the Reset-Registers button and run the code until it reaches the breakpoint in Task2 Enter.
Open the RTOS window and check that the task has been suspended and is waiting for an event to be triggered.

Restart the code which will set the event flag. Task2 will return to the ready state and then be scheduled by the
kernel.
When the code reaches the breakpoint in Task2, re-examine the state of the tasks in the event window.
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8.7 Exercise: Signal
In this exercise we will control execution of a task with a simple signal. The signal object is used to halt execution
of a task by putting it into a waiting state which causes it to be de-scheduled by the kernel. The task will resume
execution when a second task sets the signal. This places the waiting task back to its ready state, where it can be
rescheduled by the kernel and resume execution. The signal objects are the simplest form of RTOS service and
are automatically allocated memory when the rcX RTOS is configured.
Open the project (rcX_Signal_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.7 – rcX Signal and download the code to the Evaluation Board.
Locate the Task1 TaskProcess function in Task1_Process.c
The signal is created with a single API call rX_CreateSignal. Once created, a task may be halted until the signal is
set with the rX_WaitForSignal call.
Set breakpoints in the TaskProcess_Task1 function as shown below.
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Now locate the TaskProcess_Task2 function in Task2_Process.c. This task first uses the rX_SigIdentifySignal call
to locate the signal. This is done after the rX_SysTaskInitialized API call. This ensures that TaskProcess_Task1
will have created the signal. Once the handle to the signal has been configured, the task can trigger the signal
inside its while loop with the rX_SigSetSignal function.

Set a breakpoint in the TaskProcess_Task2 function as shown above.
Press the reset registers button and then start the code running.
The code will halt at the first breakpoint in TaskProcess_Task1.
Start the code running again and it will halt at the breakpoint in TaskProcess_Task2.
At this point examine the state of the tasks in the RTOS window.

Here Task1 has been placed in a waiting state.
Start the code running again and TaskProcess_Task2 will set the signal and Task1 will resume execution.
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8.8 Exercise: Semaphore
In this exercise we will create a semaphore and initialise it with three tokens. The semaphore will be used to
control access to a simple buffer between read and write tasks.
Open the project (rcX_Semaphore_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.8 – rcX Semaphore and download the code to the
evaluation board.
Reset the Evaluation Board and run the program to the Task1Entry function.
This task creates a semaphore to control write access to a simple array of integers.
int buffer[4];
Each element in the array will be treated as a ‘buffer’. Task1 will write to each element and Task2 will read the
data back. The read and write semaphores are used to synchronise access to the buffer. Other reader and writer
tasks can be added and synchronised via the semaphores.
When the write semaphore is created, it is initialised with four tokens to match the number of buffers available.

The read semaphore in task2 is created the same way but it is initialised with zero tokens.
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Run the code until it enters the Task1 function and then open the RTOS window and examine the Semaphore
window.

In each writer task a semaphore token must be granted before a buffer can be written to. Next the buffer pointer is
incremented as a circular buffer and finally a token is placed in the read semaphore.

The reader task will wait until the SemR semaphore is granted a token. Once a buffer has been filled with data,
Task2 will read the buffer, increment the buffer index as a circular buffer and then place a token back in the write
semaphore.

The use of semaphores allows access to a shared resource to be synchronised between several reader and
writer tasks.
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8.9 Exercise: Mutex
A mutex is used to control access to a system resource such as a peripheral. A mutex or mutual exclusion
semaphore is used to grant access to a peripheral to a single task. Once the task has finished accessing the
peripheral it returns the mutex and any tasks waiting to access the peripheral will acquire the mutex and hence be
able to access the peripheral.
Connect a Null Modem cable between a PC comm port and the 9 way UART D Type.
Open the project in c:\<path> and download the code to the board.
Start Hyper Terminal and configure it 115k 8N1.
Reset the board, run the code and observe the output on Hyperterminal.
Each task prints a single character repeatedly to the UART. Because the RTOS is timeslicing between the two
tasks, the output of both tasks is interleaved and garbled.

We can use a mutex to guarantee exclusive access to the UART for a single task. Once the rtask has finished
using the UART, it can release the mutex and any other task can acquire the mutex and write to the UART.
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The mutex is created in the TaskProcess_Task1 function.
TLR_RESULT TaskProcess_Task1(TASK1__RSC_T FAR* ptRsc)
{
TLR_RESULT eRslt;
/* result
TLR_HANDLE hQue;
/* process queue short cut
RX_HANDLE
hMutex1;
RX_HANDLE
hUart0;

*/
*/

int iIndex;
/* initialize local variables */
hQue
= ptRsc->tLoc.hQue;
eRslt
= TLR_S_OK;
/* process */
ptRsc->tLoc.eTskState = TLR_TASK_STATE_RUNNING;
/* Identify the UART */
eRslt = Drv_UrtIdentifyUart("VERBOSE", 0, &hUart0);
/* Enable the UART itself */
eRslt = Drv_UrtEnableUart(hUart0);
/* Enable the Receiver circuit */
eRslt = Drv_UrtEnableReceiver(hUart0, TRUE);

eRslt = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&hMutex1, RX_MUTEX_SIZE);
if(eRslt)while(1);
eRslt = rX_MtxCreateMutex("MUTEX1", hMutex1, 2);
if(eRslt)while(1);

In the Task1 and Task2 functions uncomment the mutex lock and unlock API calls as shown below:

while(1)
{
eRslt = rX_MtxLockMutex(hMutex1, RX_INFINITE);
for (iIndex=0; iIndex<500; iIndex++)
{
eRslt = Drv_UrtSendCharacter(hUart0, 'A');
rX_SysSleepTask(0x5);
}
eRslt = rX_MtxUnlockMutex(hMutex1);
}
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The sleep call is inserted, because the function for sending a character is non-blocking. Rebuild the code and
download it to the Evaluation Board.
Reset the Evaluation Board, run the code and observe the output on hyperterminal.

The mutex is used to control access to the UART . Both tasks will now wait until they can lock the mutex before
writing to the UART. Once the mutex token is acquired, the UART ‘belongs’ to the task until it unlocks the mutex.
Halt the code at one of the UART send character API calls and examine the state of the mutex with the RTOS
window.
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8.10 Exercise: Bootwizard
In this exercise we will take the output of a HiTOP project and turn this into a bootable image. It will then be stored
in a non volatile memory located on the SPI bus of the netX. When the netX comes out of reset, it will load the
code stored in the serial flash into the on-chip SRAM and start to execute the code.
Install the Hilscher Bootwizard program. This can be found on the Hilscher documentation CD, the
NXHX/netSTICK CD or on the protocol stack CD. The current version of the bootwizard can always be
downloaded in the netX download section from www.hilscher.com.
The Bootwizard uses the elf/dwarf format debug file, which is generated by the GCC linker to create a bootable
image.
Start the Bootwizard program which will present the screen shown below.

First, use one of the buttons on the upper left to choose a task: building, modifying or checking bootable images,
or writing, verifying, reading or erasing flash memory. The GUI on the right hand side will be configured to display
the elements which are relevant to the task. After you have made all necessary selections, you click on the “Go”
button on the bottom left to perform the task (e.g. build and save the image, or start flashing). The “Go” button is
renamed to reflect the current action, e.g. “Generate bootimage”. The three other buttons are only relevant to
quickstart actions.
The right-hand side of the GUI consists of the following elements:
 Input: Here you specify the elf file, raw binary file or bootimage to work on.
o
o

Toolchain: If you want to create a bootable image from an elf file, you first have to select one of
the extraction scripts specified in netx.xml.
Press the “load” button to load an elf file, a raw binary, or a bootable image. The input file field
can also be edited by hand. Press <enter> to load the file.

o

Use the “Reload” button to re-load the selected input file, if the file has changed.
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 Chip type: You have to select the type of netX chip you are using before making any further selections,
since the bootblock and flasher parameters depend on the chip type. Normally, you should know which
chip type you have, and select it directly using one of the radio buttons. However, in case you do not know,
but have a device-independent communication channel to the netX like a serial connection, you can use
the “Detect” button to access the chip and determine its type.
 Bootblock parameters: These parameters will be stored in the bootblock.
o

Load address/entry point: When the image is booted, the program binary will be copied to the
load address and started at the entry point. If you load an elf file, the addresses are set
automatically. If you load a raw binary, you have to enter the addresses manually.

o

User Data: This field ignored by the ROM loader. It is one possible place to store a serial
number. You can enter any 32 bit value, which will be stored at position 0x34 (ulSerial) in the
bootheader. If you leave this field blank, the value is set to zero.

o

Source device: this is the memory device from which the image is read at boot time, i.e. nonvolatile memory. To select a device, first make sure that the netX type is set. Choose the type
of device (SPI serial flash, parallel flash etc.) from the left combo box. Then, select the device
from the right combo box.

o

Destination device: this is the device to which the executable binary is copied before running it.
When you load an ELF file, the destination device type (internal RAM, SDRAM or external
SRAM) will be suggested according to the address.

 Flasher parameters: These parameters are relevant to the flasher.
o

Flash type: the type of flash device you want to access. If you are flashing a bootable image, it
is set automatically according to the source device type stored in the bootheader. However, you
may set the flash type manually, which is necessary if you want to flash a file without
bootheader. You do not have to specify the exact device, the flasher will auto-detect it.

o

SDRAM type: You have to specify the exact type of SDRAM because the whole binary is
buffered in SDRAM before it is written to the flash memory. If you load a bootable image whose
destination device is SDRAM, the information is taken from the image.

o

Length: if you read from flash memory to a file, you have to specify the number of bytes to read,
either in decimal or in hex. If you erase a flash memory, select “all”.

 Output file: If you are creating or modifying a bootable image, the output file is a bootable image. If you are
reading from a flash device, it is a binary file. Click on “Save as” to choose the output file, or enter the file
name manually.
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8.10.1 Create a Bootable Image
This section describes how to create a bootable image from an elf file, or a raw application binary.
Click on the task button labeled “Build image”. The following GUI will be shown:

1.

Select the Toolchain. Note that the toolchain has to be installed on your computer, and the script in
netx.xml has to be adapted to it.

2.

Load the input file. Click on “Load ELF/binary” and choose an elf file, or a raw binary.

3.

Select the chip type.

4.

If you have loaded a raw binary file, enter the load and entry addresses.

5.

Select the source and destination devices according to your hardware.

6.

Select the output file. The GUI should now look similar to the following image, and the “Generate
Bootimage” button should be enabled.

7.

Click on “Generate bootimage”.
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8.10.2 Write Data into Flash Memory
The Bootwizard supports flashing a binary image to the beginning of a flash device on a connected netX. If this
image should be executed automatically by the netX Rom loader on startup, it has to be patched before flashing
it, i.e., a bootheader has to be put in front of the executable (please see section 8.10.1, Create a Bootable Image
on page 206 for more information).
1.

Click on the Task button labeled “Write to flash”.

2.

Click on “File to Flash” to load a file.

3.

If the file is a bootable image with a valid header, the bootblock parameters are displayed. The
bootwizard will also examine the header to set the flasher parameters automatically, if possible: it tries to
detect the netX type and the type of flash device (e.g. serial or parallel), and also the SDRAM type, if the
bootheader contains SDRAM configuration parameters. The GUI looks as follows:

4.

If you have loaded a bootable image and the bootblock parameters are shown, you can edit the User
Data value.

5.

Check the netX type, the Flash type and the SDRAM type and make the correct selections if necessary.

6.

Put your netX board into serial or USB boot mode. Consult your board documentation to find out how to
do so (Power the board but do not connect the USB port on the PC. Hold down the boot button and
press reset. Release the boot button.) If successful, the SYS LED blinks yellow, once per second.
Connect the USB cable to the PC and the netX evaluation board. If the PC requests a driver, please
follow the steps in the chapter “USB Driver Installation”

7.

Click on the button labeled “Flash”. The plugin selector opens:

8.

Double-click on the device name.
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9.

The Bootwizard will now send the data file and the flasher program to the netX board and run the flasher.
During this time, a progress window is shown:

10. After flashing, the written data is verified by reading it back and comparing it to the image in RAM. You
do not have to verify explicitly.
11. Finally, a success or error message is shown:
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8.10.3 USB Driver Installation
The bootwizard supports 2 different bootloader versions: the older ABoot ROM code used in the netX 500 and
netX 100 and the new HBoot ROM code used in the netX 50. The ABoot code presents a custom device on the
USB port; HBoot creates a virtual COM port. This means both need different drivers.
ABoot ROM Loader (netX 500/100 USB):
Select the "driver/aboot" directory to install the driver.
HBoot ROM Loader (netX 50 USB):
A different driver is needed for a netX 50 connected via USB. The first time Windows sees the netX 50 USB
device, it will ask for a driver:
Select the "driverh\boot" directory and install the driver.

If the netX ROM Loader is in serial boot mode and connected to the PC via USB the first time, Windows will ask
for a driver.
If the PC requests a driver when the board is plugged in, do not allow it to search for a driver but force it to install
from a specific location.

Select the drivers in the c:\boot\driver\windows directory.
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8.11 Exercise: Interrupt
This exercise will demonstrate how to configure an interrupt service within rcX. In this instance we will define a
timer which generates a periodic IRQ interrupt.
Open the project (rcX_Interrupt_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.11 rcX Interrupt and download the code to the evaluation
board.
Open the source file Config_netX.c
Examine the definitions of the user timer and its interrupt.

..
{{“PERIOD”,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_TIMER,0), /*
1,
/*
1000,
/*
TRUE,
/*
TRUE,
/*
FALSE,
/*
RX_HWTIMER_TRIGGER_NONE,
/*
0,
/*
0
/*
}

System Timer
use GPIO Counter1
1000 microseconds = 1msec
Continous Mode
Interrupt enabled
No external Clock
No Trigger
No I/O reference
No Prescaler

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

The timer structure forces rcX to load a driver for timer 1 and give it a handle called PERIOD. Its timeout period is
defined as one second.

{{"PERIOD",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT,0},
SRT_NETX_VIC_IRQ_STAT_timer0,
28,
RX_INTERRUPT_MODE_SYSTEM,
RX_INTERRUPT_EOI_AUTO,
RX_INTERRUPT_TRIGGER_RISING_EDGE,
RX_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY_STANDARD,
RX_INTERRUPT_REENTRANCY_ENABLED,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
*/

System Timer Interrupt
*/
Use External Timer0 Interrupt */
Priority 29
*/
Allow interrupt to be nested */
EOI automatically by RX
*/
Edge Triggered
*/
Normal Priority
*/
Interrupt Itself is not reentrant

},

The interrupt structure defines the timer interrupt channel and its priority, as well as how the interrupt is triggered
and how the end of interrupt is handled, either by rcX or by the interrupt itself.
Next open Task1_Process.c and set a breakpoint at the entry to the TaskProcess_Task1() function:

The first few lines of this function are used to initialise the timer by allocating memory for the driver, getting a
handle to the timer driver and finally initialising the timer.
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Result = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&Timer1, DRV_HWTIMER_SIZE);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);
Result = DRV_TimIdentifyTimer(“PERIOD”, 0, &Timer1);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);
Result = DRV_TimInitializeTimer(Timer1);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);

Run these lines of code and examine the state of the counter before and after in the View SFR window\counter1.

This gives us an interrupt source which must be handled by the VIC. The next few lines of code configure the
interrupt service for this timer.

Result = rX_MemAllocateMemory(&Int1, DRV_INTERRUPT_SIZE);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);
Result = DRV_IntIdentifyInterrupt(“PERIOD”, 0, &Int1);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);
Result = DRV_IntInitializeInterrupt(Int1);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);

As for the timer driver, the interrupt handler must be allocated a memory resource and obtain a handle. The
initializing function defines a callback function (in this case timerISR) which will act as the interrupt service routine.
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Finally, the interrupt is enabled. Run these lines of code and examine the result in the view SFR window\vectored
interrupt controller window.

Timer 1 is connected to IRQ channel 4. The driver has initialised this slot to load the address of the rcX ISR
handler which will call the timer callback function. Set a breakpoint on the timer callback function in
simpleExample.c .

void CALLBACK timerISR (RX_HANDLE hlnt, void FAR*pvPrm)
{
RX_HANDLE Timer1 = *((RX_HANDLE *)pvPrm);
Drv_TimReleaseTimerInterrupt(Timer1);
}

Using the disassembly window locate the rcX interrupt handler at 0x80009E48 and set a breakpoint at this
address.
Now start the code running at full speed. The timer will be enabled by the next line of code. In task2 enter:
Result = DrvTimStartTimer(Timer1);
if(Result != RX_OK)
while(1);

When the timer times out, it will generate an IRQ interrupt, load the address of the rcX interrupt handler into the
PC and trigger the interrupt. Restart the code and observe the code as it reached the timer ISR callback function.
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8.12 Exercise: CAN Example
In this exercise we will configure an xC port in the communication controller to be a Fieldbus controller.
Specifically we will configure the port to be a CAN controller and use it to echo message telegrams sent on the
CAN bus.
On the evaluation board xC Port 3 is connected to an optically isolated CAN physical layer which is brought out to
a 5-pin combi connector. The CAN physical layer must be powered separately from the netX microcontroller. For
this example it is necessary to make a CAN cable as shown below. You will need a CAN analyser or some other
means of generating a CAN data. The hardware should be arranged as shown below.

Once the hardware is connected, open the project in c:\<path> and download the code to the evaluation board.
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Run the code to main and examine the initialising code that sets up the CAN peripheral in the xC port. The
Can_Init function loads the CAN controller firmware into the xC port and configures it to run at 1Mb/sec. The
interrupts for the high and low priority message FIFO and the CAN controller error conditions are enabled. The
CAN HAL then provides functions that may be used to configure the high and low priority message queues. Once
this is done, the CAN controller can be placed on the bus with the CAN_Start function.
Start the code running and send some CAN frames from the analyser to the netX evaluation board.
Within the analyser you will see the CAN telegrams echoed back to the analyser. The CAN identifier and the first
data byte are incremented by one and then sent back to the analyser.
The main while loop will also write diagnostic information to the UART port which can be viewed with hyper
terminal.

In main.c locate the interrupt functions for the normal priority CAN FIFO and the high priority CAN FIFO and set
breakpoints on the entry to these functions.
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The CAN messages shown below will trigger the high priority interrupt. All other CAN frames will be sent to the
normal priority CAN FIFO.
CAN Identifier

Message type

5
2
20

Standard
Extended
Extended

Use the CAN analyser to send CAN messages that trigger the normal and high priority CAN interrupts.
Examine the code in the high priority ISR. The CAN HAL is used to acknowledge the interrupt, find the number of
messages in the FIFO, read the CAN frames from the FIFO and finally transmit the message back to the
analyser.
The code in the normal priority CAN FIFO ISR works in the same fashion, except that the CAN ISR routine is also
used to handle any errors that may have occurred on the CAN bus.
Use your CAN analyser to generate CAN telegrams which will trigger the high and low priority CAN interrupts.
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8.13 Exercise: Ethernet Communications
In this exercise we will configure xC Port 0 and xC port 1 as Ethernet controllers and run a simple ping demo on
the evaluation board. The evaluation board must be set up as shown below.

8.13.1 Ping Demonstration Setup
Both Ethernet ports must be connected back to a hub or router which is on the same network as the development
PC. The example code will output diagnostic information on UART zero. So the UART should also be connected
back to the PC via a null modem cable.
When the hardware is set up, start HiTOP and open the project in c:\<path>
Open the module pingdemo.c. At the top of this module you must change the IP address of each channel to
match your network.
unsigned int ip_addrs[2]=
{
// IP Address Port 0
ip_addr(192, 168, 200, 158),
// IP Address Port 1
ip_addr(192, 168, 200, 159)
};
Rebuild the example code and download it to the evaluation board.
Start hyperterminal and configure it to connect via you PC COM port with the settings shown below.

Within HiTOP reset the board and start the code running at full speed.
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Open a command window and use the Ping command to check that the Ethernet ports are working.

Hyperterminal will also display the frame statistics logged by the netX controller.

Next remove one of the Ethernet cables from the hub and connect it directly to the PC. It is not necessary to use a
crossover Ethernet cable.
Again ping the Ethernet controller which is now directly connected to the PC.
In HiTOP halt the code, reset and run to main.
Open the HAL-EthernetMAC.pdf documentation and work through Ethernet initialisation code.
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Next open the IRQ_Handler module.
Examine the interrupt structure for each xC port.
Each port has a receive interrupt and a confirmation interrupt.

When a frame is received, the receive interrupt calls the application function Packet handler to process the
Ethernet frame.
Locate the packet handler function in ping.c. This function examines the Ethernet frame and determines if it is an
IP packet or an ARP packet. Depending on the packet type, a further function is called to process the packet.
void PacketHandler(unsigned int ulPortNo, ETHERNET_FRAME_T* ptFrame,
unsigned int ulLength, void* hFrame)
{
// IP packet
if(ptFrame->usType == 0x0008)
{
// process ip packet
process_ip_packet(ulPortNo, ptFrame, ulLength, hFrame);
}
else if(ptFrame->usType == 0x0608)
{
// process arp packet
process_arp_packet(ulPortNo, ptFrame, ulLength, hFrame);
}
else
{
// packet is no icmp and no arp -> ignore it
EthStdMac_ReleaseFrame(ulPortNo, hFrame);
}
}
Using the debug/breakpoints menu, enable the preset breakpoints which are located in the body of each function.
Each breakpoint is enabled by ticking the box in the ID column.

Reset the code and start it running and again ping the node. When a breakpoint is reached, you can examine the
contents of the Ethernet frame in the local watch window.
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Each IP address is held as a unsigned int which is calculated with the following formula:
#define ip_addr(a,b,c,d) (a|(b<<8)|(c<<16)|(d<<24))
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8.14 Exercise: GPIO
In this exercise we will look at configuring the GPIO lines as input and output IO pins. The input pins are
connected to dip-witches and the output pins are connected to LEDs. Once the GPIO lines are configured, the
state of the input lines will be copied to the output registers, so when a switch is pressed its matching LED will be
illuminated.
Open the project (GPIO_Demo_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.14 - GPIO and download the code to the evaluation board.
Reset the evaluation board and run the program until it enters the main() function. Here are four GPIO lines are
configured as output and one as input.
/* This is the configuration part */
gpio_setup_mode(GPIO8, GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT, GPIO_NOINVERT);
gpio_setup_mode(GPIO9, GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT, GPIO_NOINVERT);
gpio_setup_mode(GPIO10, GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT, GPIO_NOINVERT);
gpio_setup_mode(GPIO11, GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT, GPIO_NOINVERT);
gpio_setup_mode(GPIO12, GPIO_MODE_INPUT_READ, GPIO_INVERT);

/* Set the GPIO8 to
output mode
*/
/* Set the GPIO9 to
output mode
*/
/* Set the GPIO10
to output mode */
/* Set the GPIO11 to
output mode */
/* Set the GPIO12 to
input mode
*/

Run the init function and examine the GPIO pin configuration in the view\SFR\GPIO window.

Start the code running at full speed and use the switches on S30 observe the matching output LEDs to the inputs.
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8.15 Exercise: Timer PWM
In this exercise we will configure one of the general purpose timers to generate a PWM signal. The output PWM
signal will be routed to GPIO 11, so that we can observe the PWM signal controlling the ‘brightness’ of LED O1 by
controlling the period that it is illuminated.
Please create this example with the help of the StartEasy application.
Please note that the PWM signals are not available on the NXHX boards.
Reset the code and run to the init function in main. In this function, examine the configuration of timer 0 and GPIO
pin 11.

pGPIO->CFG[11]

= GPIO_IOCFG_OUTPUT | GPIO_MODE_OUT_PWM |
GPIO_CR_COUNTER0;
pGPIO->TC[11]
= 0x100000;
pGPIO->COUNTER_CONTROL[0] = GPIO_CC_RUN_START | GPIO_CC_EVENT_EDGE |
GPIO_CC_GPIO[11];
pGPIO->COUNTER_MAX[0]
= 0x10000000;
Run the code and use the view\sfr\ gpio nd counter windows to examine the configuration of the timer.

In the main loop the push buttons are used to modulate the PWM duty cycle. Run the code at full speed and use
the I1 and I2 buttons to vary the ‘brightness’ of the LED.
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8.16 Exercise: UART
In this exercise we will configure the UART to send and receive characters at 9600 baud using the UART driver
and its HAL. The UART can be configured for use in polling mode and interrupt mode, this example will configure
the UART for use in both modes.
Open the project (rcX-UART_netXxxx.htp) in ..\8.16 – rcX UART and download the code to the evaluation board.
Connect the UART0 D-type to a free communications port on your PC with a null modem cable.
Start Hyperterminal with the communication parameters 115k 8N1.

Locate the configuration array for UART0 in Config_netX.c

STATIC CONST FAR RX_UART_SET_T atrXUrt[] = {
{{"UARTIO",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_UART,0}, /* Verbose Port
0,
/* Use UART 0
RX_UART_BAUDRATE_115200,
/* Baudrate 115,2 KBaud
RX_UART_PARITY_NONE,
/* No Parity
RX_UART_STOPBIT_1,
/* 1 Stopbit
RX_UART_DATABIT_8,
/* 8 Data bits
0,
/* No (3 element deep) RX FIFO
0,
/* No (3 element deep) TX FIFO
RX_UART_RTS_NONE,
/* No RTS in use
RX_UART_RTS_DEFAULT,
/* No RTS in use
0,
/* No RTS forrun
0,
/* No RTS trail
RX_UART_CTS_NONE,
/* No CTS in use
RX_UART_CTS_DEFAULT
/* No CTS in use
}
};

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

This array configures UART0 for 115,2 kBaud 8 bits no parity one stop bit. The UART is given the symbolic name
“Uartio”. This port is used as a diagnostics port by the rcX RTOS and software stacks.
The timer interrupt configuration is also stored as an array in the config module.
static CONST FAR RX_INTERRUPT_SET_T atrXInt[] =
{{"UARTIO",RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_INTERRUPT,0},
SRT_NETX_VIC_IRQ_STAT_uart0,
28,
RX_INTERRUPT_MODE_NESTED,
RX_INTERRUPT_EOI_AUTO,
RX_INTERRUPT_TRIGGER_RISING_EDGE,
RX_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY_STANDARD,
RX_INTERRUPT_REENTRANCY_DISABLED,
TSK_PRIO_8,
TSK_TOK_8,
1024
}
};
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/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Diagnostic UART
*/
Use Serial Port 0 Interrupt */
Priority 28
*/
Allow interrupt to be nested*/
EOI automatically by RX
*/
Edge triggered
*/
Normal Priority
*/
Interrupt itself is not
reentrant
*/
/* Task Mode Priority
*/
/* Task Token
*/
/* Task Stack Size
*/
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In this array the “Uartio” UART interrupt channel is configured. The array defines the configuration of the UART
slot in the VIC and the interrupt support provided by rcX.
Next, locate TaskProcess_rcX_UART in rcX_UART_Process.c. TaskProcess_rcX_UART is used to initialise the
UART0 driver and send a stream of characters.

TLR_RESULT TaskProcess_rcX_UART(RCX_UART__RSC_T FAR* ptRsc)
{
RX_RESULT
erXRes;
RX_URT_HANDLER_UN
unHdlr;
RX_HANDLE
hUrtInt;
RX_HANDLE
hUrt;
erXRes = Drv_UrtIdentifyUart("UARTIO", 0, &hUrt);
if(erXRes!=RX_OK)
{
return erXRes;
}

/* Create first of all the UART as Peripheral and install the Callback functions
*/
erXRes = Drv_UrtInitializeUart(hUrt,
UartIO_CharRxReady,
UartIO_CharTxReady,
UartIO_Exception,
NULL,
TRUE,
&unHdlr);
if(erXRes!=RX_OK)
{
return erXRes;
}
/* Check for the corresponding interrupt */
erXRes = Drv_IntIdentifyInterrupt("UARTIO", 0, &hUrtInt);
if( erXRes!=RX_OK)
{
return erXRes;
}
/* Initialize interrupt for UART0 */
erXRes = Drv_IntInitializeInterrupt(hUrtInt, unHdlr.fnIrq, hUrt);
if(RX_OK == erXRes)
{
/* Enable interrupt for UART0 */
Drv_IntEnableInterrupt(hUrtInt);
/* Enable the UART itself */
Drv_UrtEnableUart(hUrt);
/* Enable the Receiver circuit */
Drv_UrtEnableReceiver(hUrt, TRUE);
}
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The UART HAL must be initialised by first allocating to it a block of memory. Next the symbolic name “Uartio” is
used to identify the UART and to initialise the driver handle. Once the UART has been located, it can be initialised
in interrupt or polling mode. In this case we are using interrupt mode and the transmit receive and error callback
functions are passed to the driver using this routine. Once the UART has been initialised, the UART interrupt can
be activated with the UART Enable call.
Locate the UART Transmit callback function and set a breakpoint on entry to the function.
Start the code running at full speed. Once the UART is initialised and the interrupts are enabled, the UART
Transmit FIFO will generate an interrupt, causing the code to enter the Transmit callback function. This function
will place a character in the TX FIFO.
Halt the code, place a breakpoint on the Receive callback function and remove the breakpoint from the Transmit
callback function. Now run the code and send a character from Hyperterminal. When a character is received, the
callback function will be entered and the new data can be read from the FIFO.
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8.17 Exercise: ADC
In this exercise we will enable both analog converters and run a simple test program which will make a conversion
on each channel to test each ADC.
Connect the UART0 D-type to a free comm port on your PC with a null modem cable.
The example code can make a conversion on a selected channel, followed by a test of all eight channels.
Depending on the evaluation board you are using, you should connect an analogue signal to a selected channel,
or connect each channel to VCC via a series of potential dividers as shown below.

Start Hyperterminal with the communication parameters as shown below:

Open the project in c:\<path>\ADC and download the code to the evaluation board.
Reset the code and run the application to main.
If you wish to perform a conversion on a specific channel, you will need to change the values shown below to
select the ADC converter and channel.

/* select any channel of ADC0 or ADC1 to be tested
Only channels 0, 2, 4 and 6 of each ADC are wired to a pin */
ulUnit
= 0;
/* 0 or 1
*/
ulChannel = 6;
/* 0, 2, 4 or 6 */
Once the selected channel has been sampled the result will be written to the UART.
The example program will then perform a conversion on each channel. The result from each channel is compared
to a calculated value, which assumes the potential divider is fitted.
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9.

netSTICK Fieldbus and Real-Time-Ethernet Examples

The netSTICK comes with an example, which shows how easy the netX can be used to establish a connection to
several Fieldbus systems and handle I/O data exchange within these Fieldbus systems.
The Fieldbus and Real-Time-Ethernet examples include all the necessary libraries and configurations. This
includes a build project based on the HiTOP development environment. The protocol stack to use can be chosen
by compiler switches available in the project settings. All included firmware stacks are slave stacks which are
limited to a maximum of 2 Byte of Input and Output data and have the bus address fixed to slave device 32.
Since the netSTICK is not equipped with any kind of input switches or buttons, the input data is generated by
software which uses internal counters and continuously increments these counters while it is running.
For the outputs the netSTICK provides 4 LEDs and the first four Bits of the output bytes are connected to them.
The netSTICK comes in two different versions. First one is for standard Fieldbus systems, while the second one
covers the Real-Time-Ethernet protocols.
The offered examples for standard Fieldbus systems are:



CANopen



CC-Link



DeviceNet



PROFIBUS

Available examples for Real-Time Ethernet are:



EtherCAT



EtherNetIP



PROFINET IO Device



Powerlink Controlled Node

The other protocol stacks work in a similar way and are available.
Note: Please connect only ONE Fieldbus type to the netSTICK otherwise you will damage
your hardware!
Note: The fieldbus interfaces of the netSTICK are for development and evaluation
purposes only. Please do not use the shown schematic in your hardware design. Although
this device has been developed with great care and was intensively tested, Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH cannot guarantee the suitability of this device for
any purpose not confirmed by us in writing.
Note: Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH does not approve the netSTICK
device for the use on a real production plant.
Note: The examples are provided with a precompiled PROFIBUS Fieldbus stack for the
fieldbus version and the Real-Time-Ethernet version comes with a precompiled EtherCAT
stack, which could be directly downloaded into your netSTICK.
Note: The provided example is only working on the netSTICK device. In the worst case
scenario you can damage your netX. This could happen by a wrong MMIO configuration.
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9.1 Data Handling
Access to the Fieldbus protocols takes place via a so called virtual Dual-Port-Memory (virtual DPM). This
netSTICK internal memory area has the same structure and functionality like the real Dual-Port-Memory of netX
running a loadable firmware or the the family cifX of netX based PC cards.
Note: A complete description of the DPM, including handling mechanisms, hardware
functions and data areas can be found in the "netX DPM Interface Manual".
Within the rcX operating system, a driver (DRV_HIF) is offered to access this virtual DPM by user applications.
The available functions stem from the cifX device driver, described in the "cifX Device Driver Interface Manual".
In general, two mechanisms are necessary for a user application to communicate with a Fieldbus system. The
first one is the cyclic process data transfer mechanism (Transfer of the Process Data Image) and the second one
is the asynchronous data transfer mechanism (Packet Oriented Data Transfer).
Other information like configuration, diagnostic and device specific administration functions are also based on the
asynchronous data transfer mechanism.
In the following, this chapter will give an overview about these data transfer mechanisms and the general handling
of the cifX device driver interface.

9.2 Data Transfer Mechanism
The data transfer between a Fieldbus protocol and a user application is divided into two general groups:



Asynchronous Data Transfer (Packet Oriented Data Transfer)
Data are transferred by using a data structure named rcX packet.
Packet transfer between a host system and the cifX hardware takes place via a, so called, mailbox
system. This method is used to transfer of SDO, administration, configuration and diagnostic data.



Cyclic Process Data Transfer (Process Data Image Transfer)
Data are located in a process image. This method is used for I/O based protocols (PDO transfer).
Input and output data are located in separate memory areas which can be handled independently.

9.3 Dual-Port-Memory Layout
As described earlier, the netSTICK internal "virtual DPM" offers the same functionality like a physical Dual-PortMemory (DPM) except it is only accessible via software within the netSTICK hardware.
Note: For further information about the DPM, including handling mechanisms, hardware
functions and data areas can be found in the "netX DPM Interface Manual".
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9.3.1

Devices, Channel and Driver Functions

The DPM is divided into 8 channels.
The standard netX firmware offers up to 8 channels with three different channel definitions.
The main channel is the 'System Channel' also named system device. This one is always available and used for
administration functions like hardware reset, firmware download and so on.
The 'Handshake Channel' is a mechanism to synchronize data transfer between the network and the host system.
There is a pair of handshake flags for each process data and mailbox related block (input / output, send / receive
respectively).
'Communication Channels' are the second type of defined channels and used to represent Fieldbus connections.
Up to four communication channels are possible.
'User channels' are the third type of channels and designed for user applications, running on the netX chip (two
user channels are possible).
General DPM Layout:

System
Handshake
4 netX Communication Channels
2 x User Channels
Channel
Channel
This layered design of a device with channels can also be found in the function names of the cifX driver API.



xDriver.......()

Global driver functions



xSystemDevice....()

System device related functions



Dual-Port-Memory

xChannel.......()

Communication channel related functions

0

9.3.2

65535

Driver Interface

The cifX Device Driver Interface offers the functionalities to access a Fieldbus protocol via a Dual-Port-Memory.
There is no difference for a user application if the DPM is either real physical DPM or an internal virtual DPM, like
on the netSTICK.
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9.4 How to use the examples?
Please start the HiTOP netSTICK application as described in one of the previous chapters.
Open the example project by clicking on the button “Open an existing project” of the start-up dialog window, or by
clicking on Project Î Open…, and search for the example project.
Click the OK button on the “Download Applications” Dialog to load the precompiled example into your netSTICK.

Now you can run the application as described in the previous chapters and you are able to recognize a new slave
device on your bus.
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9.5 How to change the fieldbus?
The provided examples are written in a very modular way, which allows changing the used Fieldbus by the
change of a compiler switch in the HiTOP netSTICK application.
The following compiler switches are used for the Fieldbus version:
FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS
FB_TYPE_CANOPEN
FB_TYPE_CCLINK
FB_TYPE_DEVICENET
For the Real-Time-Ethernet version are used:
RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT
RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP
RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK
RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO
RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII

You can only use one compiler switch at the same time. Using a combination of the
different switches is not allowed and will yield an error.

The compiler settings are made in the “Options for Application” dialog window.
Please follow these steps to find and change the necessary settings.
Click in the menu bar the entry “Project Î Settings…” and the Project settings dialog appears.

Mark the netSTICK application in the tree structure on the left hand side and click the button “Tool Settings…” in
the right upper corner.
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Now the “Options for
Application:
netSTICK”
dialog appears:
Click
on
the
entry
“Compiler” in the tree
structure on the left hand
side to switch to the
compiler settings dialog.

Now the compiler options
and
pre-processor
definitions dialog appears
(The
shown
compiler
switch depends on the
used netSTICK-Example;
in this case the netSTICKFieldbus
example
is
shown):

As you can see the preprocessor definition for
PROFIBUS
(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS) is
set as default value in
your example. In the preprocessor definition field
you can change the
setting for the Fieldbus,
which you want to use.
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9.5.1

Fieldbus Pre-Processor Definition Dialogs

You see now the three other compiler options and pre-processor definition dialogs for the Fieldbus example:

CANopen:

CC-Link:
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DeviceNet:

9.5.2

Real-Time-Ethernet Pre-Processor Definition Dialogs

For the Real-Time-Ethernet example are the different pre-processor definition dialogs shown below:
EtherCAT:
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EtherNetIP:

PROFINET IO Device:
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Powerlink Controlled Node:

SERCOSIII Slave:

When you have set the right compiler switch for the needed Fieldbus, please do not forget to close the dialog
window by clicking on the button “OK” to save your changes.

Note: When closing the compiler options and pre-processor definition dialog with the
button OK, this settings are now stored into your project. In this case is the default value
“PROFIBUS” or “EtherCAT” changed to your last entered setting, when you reopen the
example project!
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Now you have changed the compiler settings to your needed Fieldbus protocol. To use your changes you must
rebuild the complete project, so that your changes take effect. Please use the “Rebuild”
button in the tool bar.

After a successful build process the “Download Applications” dialog opens automatically, otherwise you have to
check the build log for possible errors. Confirm the download by clicking on the button OK.

When the download is finished, you can start the application with the key F5 or by using the “GO”
the tool bar.
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9.6 Project Description
The example project consists of several files and folders. In this chapter we will explain the provided file structure
and the files it self.
The folder netSTICK_Fieldbus includes the following folders and files:

This is the standard project layout of all examples provided by Hilscher.
It always includes the same folders and processor specific files.
Only the HiTOP project filename is different.

9.6.1

EDS

Includes the needed EDS (Electronic Data Sheet) files for the master side.

9.6.2

HiSCRIPT

The HiSCRIPT folder includes the script files that are used within the debugger.
In our examples you will find three script files:
init_etm_netX50.scr
reset_registers_netX50.scr

In this script are the register settings included to enable the ETM-Interface of the
netX. This script is only usable for boards with an ETM-Connector.
This script is used after the program was running and you will restart it. With this
script you set the cpsr, spsr, r0 and r1 register to the default start values and set
the program counter to the start label of the processor specific start-up file.
Furthermore all pending IRQs will be cleared in the Vector Interrupt Controller.
You will find a shortcut button
for this script in the toolbar of the
HiTOP IDE.
This script is also executed automatically after a program download.

sdram_config_netX50.scr

This script initializes the SDRAM controller of the netX and is executed before the
program is downloaded into the chip. This script includes some further settings
for the debugger, like cache mode, clock speeds, etc.
This script contains several configurations for the different Hilscher
Evaluation boards. Please ensure that the right board is selected in this file.
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9.6.3

Includes

The folder “Includes” contains the project specific header files, the protocol stack specific header files and further
subfolders with the operating system rcX specific header files.
Operating System Specific Include Folders
API
cifXAPI
Configuration
CPUs
TLR

Contains the Kernel API function headers.
Contains the cifX API function headers.
Contains the configuration header file.
Contains the CPU specific (netX 50/netX 500) peripheral header files.
Contains the Task Layer Reference specific headers.

Fieldbus Specific Include (netSTICK-Fieldbus)
CANopen
CCLink
DeviceNet
PROFIBUS

Contains the CANopen stack specific header files.
Contains the CC-Link stack specific header files.
Contains the DeviceNet stack specific header files.
Contains the PROFIBUS stack specific header files.

Fieldbus Specific Include (netSTICK-RTE)
ECS
EIS
PLS
PNS
S3S
TCPIP

Contains the EtherCAT stack specific header files.
Contains the Ethernet/IP stack specific header files.
Contains the Powerlink stack specific header files.
Contains the PROFINET stack specific header files.
Contains the SERCOSIII stack specific header files.
Contains the TCP/IP stack specific header files.

Example Specific Include Files (netSTICK-Fieldbus)
Config_CANopen.h
Config_CCLink.h
Config_DeviceNet.h
Config_Profibus.h
mmio_config.h

Configuration file for the CANopen stack.
Configuration file for the CC-Link stack.
Configuration file for the DeviceNet stack.
Configuration file for the PROFIBUS stack.
Configuration file for the netX 50 multiplex unit.

Example Specific Include Files (netSTICK-RTE)
Config_EtherCAT.h
Config_EtherNetIP.h
Config_PowerLink.h
Config_PROFINETIO.h
Config_SERCOSIII.h
mmio_config.h

Configuration file for the EtherCATstack.
Configuration file for the Ethernet/IP stack.
Configuration file for the Powerlink stack.
Configuration file for PROFINET stack.
Configuration file for SERCOSIII stack.
Configuration file for the netX 50 multiplex unit.

General Include Files (netSTICK-Independent)

ShmDemo_Functionlist.h

ShmDemo_Includes.h
ShmDemo_Private.h

ShmDemo_Public.h

This file contains all task function prototypes including the main functions as well
as the sub “action” functions called through the process loop. While the main
functions usually are never changed any more in a Task’s life, new sub function
have to be declared and prototyped in here.
This file includes all further task specific header files. It is necessary to include
only this file within each task related “.c” file and all other includes files are
automatically included by it.
All structures and definitions, which are only used within the task’s context and
shall not be publicly visible, have to be defined in this file.
It is necessary to share structures and definitions with other tasks. All those
structures that may be used by other tasks and do not have any restriction to be
private, have to be defined in this include file. This file mainly contains all the
packet structures of the task, which it is able to receive as packets and the
commands that are understood by it. Each command has its own packet
structure and is declared separately, based on all data, which is necessary to be
transported through it. The Task specific ..._Public.h include file has to be
used and included by all those tasks that intend to send a packet to this task to
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ShmDemo_Resources.h

9.6.4

get the knowledge about the packets’ structures.
Within this file all the variables a task is using are defined. They are divided in a
structure that holds all local variables …_LOC_T and a structure that holds all
remote variables in the …_REM_T. Both structures are combined to one so called
…RSC_T structure. During its startup sequence, the tasks allocate dynamic
memory for this structure and feed the main and sub-functions with just one
pointer to this combined structure. This approach replaces the use of global
variables and allows a task to be started multiple times.

Lib (Libraries)

The folder Lib includes all needed libraries for the operating system and for the different protocol stack.

Note: The provided operating system and protocol stack libraries in this example are
limited and do not include the complete range of functions.

Operating System Specific Libraries (General)
librcx.a
librcx_hif_cifx.a
librcx_mid.a

Kernel functions.
Shared Memory HIF driver for DPM usage.
Middleware components.

Operating System Specific Libraries (Processor Specific for netX50)
librcx_netx50.a

Drivers/HAL for netX Hardware, excluded is the HIF Part.

Fieldbus Specific Libraries (netSTICK-Fieldbus)
CANopen Slave
libCanDl_netX50.a
libcosap_netX50_ltd.a
libcos_netX50_ltd.a
CC-Link Slave
libccsap_netX50_ltd.a
libccs_netX50_ltd.a
DeviceNet Slave
libCanDl_netX50.a
libdnsaps.a
libdns_netX50_ltd.a
libdnsfal.a
PROFIBUS Slave
libdpsap_netx50_ltd.a
libdpsdl_netx50_ltd.a
libdpsfspms_netx50_ltd.a

CAN Data Link Layer Task (Handling of XC, Packet communication).
Application task for the CANopen Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).
CANopen Slave protocol task.
Application task for the CC-Link Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).
CC-Link Slave protocol task.
CAN Data Link Layer Task (Handling of XC, Packet communication).
Application task for the DeviceNet Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).
DeviceNet Slave protocol task.
DeviceNet Field Application Layer
Application task for the PROFIBUS Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).
PROFIBUS Data Link Layer Task (Handling of XC, Packet communication).
PROFIBUS Service Protocol State Machine Task.

Real-Time Ethernet Specific Libraries (netSTICK-RTE)
EtherCAT Slave
libecs_netX50_ltd.a
libodv2.a
EtherNetIP Slave
libeis _ltd.a

Application task for the EtherCAT Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).
Includes the Object dictionary functions.
Application task for the Ethernet/IP Slave stack (Configuration of protocol stack,
DPM Interface, packet routing, ...).

POWERLINK Slave
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libpls_netX50_ltd.a
libodv2.a
PROFINET Slave
libpns_netX50_ltd.a

Application task for the Powerlink stack (Configuration of protocol stack, DPM
Interface, packet routing, ...).
Includes the Object dictionary functions.
Application task for the PROFINET stack (Configuration of protocol stack, DPM
Interface, packet routing, ...).

SERCOSIII Slave
libs3sl_netx50.a
libs3slap_netx50.a

Application task for the PROFINET stack (Configuration of protocol stack, DPM
Interface, packet routing, ...).

Other Files

get_ver.bat

This file is used to find out the library versions.
Open a command box and type the following command:
get_ver.bat [LibraryName] = get_ver.bat librcx.a
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9.6.5

Output

This folder contains the objects, binary, symbol and map files, which are created by the compiler and linker.

9.6.6

Sources

This folder includes the needed module files for the example application.

Config.c
init_netx50.s

mmio_Config.c

ShmDemo_Body.c

ShmDemo_Functions.c

ShmDemo_Process.c

ShmDemo_Resources.c

9.6.7

This file includes the configuration of the kernel and drivers.
The content of the “Config.c” file is defined by a header file called “rX_Config.h”.
Within this file, you find all relevant structures and definitions, described in the
rcX Config manual.
netX specific Start-up file.
Configuration file for the netX 50 multiplex unit. Contains the current
configuration for the example.
Please do NOT change this configuration, because it depends on the
used hardware board. If you are using a wrong configuration you could damage
your netX!
This file contains the Task-Enter function that is initially called by the OS when
the task is started the very first time. Additionally, it contains the Task-Exit
function that is called whenever the task is performing its shutdown or is to be
deleted.
This file contains all the task’s “action” functions called by the process loop
based on the received and interpreted packets. There is no limitation on how
many functions may be defined in this file. Generally, all the major functions
reflected directly by a packet command should be all located in this file.
However, it is allowed to place further functions in other files according to their
functionality or sub layers.
This file contains the endless task process loop called by the Task-Body when
the task initialization has been finished successfully, finally to wait for incoming
packets. This endless function only returns to the Task-Body when the task
exits.
This file contains the functions that are called by the Task-Body which are
performing the initialization of the local and remote resources. Furthermore, This
file contains the function that is called by the Task-Body when the task exits.

ROOT Folder

netSTICK_Fieldbus.htp
netSTICK_RTE.htp
netx50_sdram.ld

HiTOP Project File.
Linker file to link the application into the SDRAM.
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9.7 File Description
To switch to the different protocol stacks it is necessary to change some settings in the module files.
The named compiler switches help us to use the right settings for the different protocol stacks. It is not necessary
to modify the files manually. The named compiler switches take only effect in the “Config.c” and the
“ShmDemo_Functions.c” file. All other files in this project are generic and do not have to be modified.

9.7.1

Config.c file

The Config.c file used in this example is a little bit different to the ones in our other ordinary examples. The goal of
this netSTICK example is it to explain the different settings for the different Fieldbus systems. For this purpose it
is necessary to use different configurations for the kernel and for the drivers. A standard Config.c file includes all
configurations of the operating system and the protocol stack it self. In this example we extract the different
protocol stack configurations like the needed memory configuration, interrupt-, xC-, task-instances and some
other protocol stack specific configurations into the according Config_[Fieldbus].h header files to show you the
differences in an easy way.
Note: For further information about the Config.c file, please refer to the rcX_Config
manual.
The config file in this example includes all general settings, which are Fieldbus independent. For this reason we
will not describe each structure in this file. We will only take care of the functions affected by the compiler switch.
The following lines will check if a valid compiler switch is set, otherwise an error message is created by the
compiler and shown in the build-log window.

9.7.2

Compiler Switch Check for netSTICK Fieldbus

/***************************************************************************/
/* check if Fieldbus Type is well defined
*/
/***************************************************************************/
#if !defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS) && !defined(FB_TYPE_CANOPEN) &&
!defined(FB_TYPE_CCLINK) && !defined(FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)
#error "Please define a selected Fieldbus type: FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS,
FB_TYPE_CANOPEN, FB_TYPE_CCLINK or FB_TYPE_DEVICENET."
#endif
#if (defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS) && defined(FB_TYPE_CANOPEN))
||
(defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS) && defined(FB_TYPE_CCLINK))
||
(defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS) && defined(FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)) ||
(defined(FB_TYPE_CANOPEN) && defined(FB_TYPE_CCLINK))
||
(defined(FB_TYPE_CANOPEN) && defined(FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)) ||
(defined(FB_TYPE_CCLINK)
&& defined(FB_TYPE_DEVICENET))
#error "Please define only one Fieldbus type for compiling."
#endif

9.7.3

\
\
\
\
\

Compiler Switch Check for netSTICK Real-Time-Ethernet

/***************************************************************************/
/* check if RTE Type is well defined
*/
/***************************************************************************/
#if !defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP) && \
!defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
&& \
!defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO) && \
!defined(RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK) && \
!defined(RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII)
#error "Please define a selected RTE type: RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP,
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RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT, RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO

or RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK."

#endif
#if (defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)
(defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)

&&
&&
&&
&&
&&
&&
&&
&&
&&
&&

defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT))
defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO))
defined(RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK))
defined(RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII))
defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO))
defined(RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK))
defined(RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII))
defined(RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK))
defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT))
defined(RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII))

||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

#error "Please define only one RTE type for compiling."
#endif
The inclusion area includes all necessary configuration and definition files. According to the used compiler switch,
the different configuration files for the Fieldbus systems will be included.

9.7.4

Inclusion and Driver Area netSTICK Fieldbus

/*
************************************************************
*
Inclusion Area
************************************************************
*/
#include "netX50Regs.h"
/* netX50 register definition
#include "rX_Includes.h"
/* Standard Includes
#include "TLR_Includes.h"
/* Include all the Task Layer
Reference specifics
#include "mmio_config.h"
/* Include MMIO configuration
#include "TlrTimer_Functionlist.h"
/* Include Timer Task specifics
#include "ShmDemo_Functionlist.h"
/* Include ShmDemo specifics
#if defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS)
#include "Config_Profibus.h"
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_CANOPEN)
#include "Config_CANopen.h"
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_CCLINK)
#include "Config_CCLink.h"
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)
#include "Config_DeviceNet.h"

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Include the PROFIBUS specific
configuration
*/
/* Include the CANopen specific
configuration
*/
/* Include the CC-Link specific
configuration
*/
/* Include the DeviceNet specific
configuration
*/

#endif

Furthermore the CANopen stack needs the driver for the FIFO channels. Here one more entry is needed in the
“Peripheral Driver Configuration” section.
/*
***************************************************************************
* Peripheral Driver Configuration loaded after the Kernel has been started
***************************************************************************
*/
STATIC CONST FAR RX_DRIVER_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXDrvCfgPost[] =
{
{DrvXcInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_XC, atrXXc, MAX_CNT(atrXXc)},
#if defined(FB_TYPE_CANOPEN)||defined(FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)||defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS)
{DrvFifInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_FIFOCHANNEL, atFifoChannelSets,
MAX_CNT(atFifoChannelSets)},
#endif
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{DrvVolInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_VOLUME,atrXVol,MAX_CNT
{DrvPioInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_PIO,
atrXPio,MAX_CNT
{DrvLedInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_LED,
atrXLed,MAX_CNT
{DrvHifInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_HOST, atrXHif,MAX_CNT
};

9.7.5

(atrXVol)},
(atrXPio)},
(atrXLed)},
(atrXHif)}

Inclusion and Driver Area netSTICK Real-Time-Ethernet

/*
************************************************************
*
Inclusion Area
************************************************************
*/
#include "netX50Regs.h"
/* netX50 register definition
#include "rX_Includes.h"
/* Standard Includes
#include "TLR_Includes.h"
/* Include all the Task Layer
Reference specifics
#include "mmio_config.h"
/* Include MMIO configuration
#include "TlrTimer_Functionlist.h"
/* Include Timer Task specifics
#include "ShmDemo_Functionlist.h"
/* Include ShmDemo specifics
#if defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
#include "Config_EtherNetIP.h"

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Include the EtherNet IP specific
configuration
*/

#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
#include "Config_EtherCAT.h"

/* Include the EtherCAT specific
configuration
*/

#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)
#include "Config_PROFINETIO.h"

/* Include the PROFINET IO specific
configuration
*/

#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK)
#include "Config_PowerLink.h"

/* Include the PowerLink specific
configuration
*/

#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII)
#include "Config_SERCOSIII.h"

/* Include the SERCOSIII specific
configuration
*/

#endif

The Ethernet/IP and the PROFINET IO stack needs the drivers for the XC unit and the EDD. Furthermore the
Powerlink stack needs the PHY driver.
/*
***************************************************************************
* Peripheral Driver Configuration loaded after the Kernel has been started
***************************************************************************
*/
STATIC CONST FAR RX_DRIVER_PERIPHERAL_CONFIG_T atrXDrvCfgPost[] =
{
{DrvVolInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_VOLUME, atrXVol, MAX_CNT(atrXVol)},
#if !defined(RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK)
{DrvPhyInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_PHY,
atrXPhy, MAX_CNT(atrXPhy)},
#endif
#if defined(RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII)
{DrvXcInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_XC,
atrXXc, MAX_CNT(atrXXc)},
{DrvFifInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_FIFOCHANNEL,atFifoChannelSets,
MAX_CNT(atFifoChannelSets)},
{DrvPhyInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_PHY,
atrXPhy, MAX_CNT(atrXPhy)},
#endif
{DrvSecInit},
{DrvPioInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_PIO,
atrXPio,MAX_CNT(atrXPio)},
{DrvLedInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_LED,
atrXLed,MAX_CNT(atrXLed)},
{DrvHifInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_HOST, atrXHif,MAX_CNT(atrXHif)},
#if defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP) || defined(RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)
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{DrvXcInit,RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_XC, atrXXc, MAX_CNT(atrXXc)},
{DrvEddInit, RX_PERIPHERAL_TYPE_EDD, atrXEdd, MAX_CNT(atrXEdd)
#endif
};

9.7.6

mmio_Config.c

The netX 50 provides a wide range of peripheral I/O modules. To keep the package size of the chip as small as
possible, the netX 50 contains an internal multiplex matrix. The multiplex matrix provides a high flexible IOsharing functionality. Up to 148 netX 50 internal peripheral signals can be mapped to one of 40 netX 50 MMIOs
(Multiplex Matrix I/O’s). The multiplex matrix configuration can be done for each MMIO separately and is located
in the mmio_Config.c file.
Note: Please do NOT change this configuration, because it depends on the used
hardware board. If you are using a wrong configuration you could damage your netX!

9.7.6.1 MMIO_CONFIG_T
The listed mmio_config structure consists of the following values:
Structure:

typedef struct

{ unsigned char bMmio;
unsigned char bFunction;
int
fInvertIn;
int
fInvertOut;
} MMIO_CONFIG_T;

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

bMmio

unsigned char

MMIO-Number

bFunction

unsigned char

MMIO-Function

fInvertIn

int

Invert-Input

fInvertOut

int

Invert-Output

In the mmio_Config.c file it looks like follows:
static
{
{ 0,
{ 1,
{ 2,
.
.
.
};

MMIO_CONFIG_T s_atMmioConfig[] =
MMIO_CONFIG_XM0_RX,
MMIO_CONFIG_XM0_TX_OUT,
MMIO_CONFIG_INPUT,

0, 0},
0, 0},
0, 0},

9.7.6.2 void mmio_config(void) Function
The function “void mmio_config(void)” is called only once at the beginning from the main function, to configure the
multiplex matrix of the netX 50 with the values defined in the structure MMIO_CONFIG_T.
void mmio_config(void)
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{
int iIdx;
/* Configure MMIO pin multiplexer */
for(iIdx = 0; iIdx < sizeof(s_atMmioConfig) / sizeof(s_atMmioConfig[0]); iIdx++)
{
volatile unsigned long* pulMmioConfig = (volatile unsigned long*)NETX_MMIO_CTRL_AREA;
volatile unsigned long* pulAccessKey = (volatile unsigned long*)NETX_IO_CFG_ACCESS_KEY;
/* Unlock MMIO Config register */
*pulAccessKey = *pulAccessKey;
pulMmioConfig[s_atMmioConfig[iIdx].bMmio] = s_atMmioConfig[iIdx].bFunction
<<
SRT_NETX_MMIO0_CFG_mmio0_sel
|
((s_atMmioConfig[iIdx].fInvertIn)
?
MSK_NETX_MMIO0_CFG_mmio0_in_inv : 0) |
((s_atMmioConfig[iIdx].fInvertOut)
?
MSK_NETX_MMIO0_CFG_mmio0_out_inv : 0);
}
}

9.7.7

init_netX50.s

The contents of this file is described in a previous chapter of this manual. Please refer to the section “Startup
Code”.

9.7.8

ShmDemo_Functions.c

This file contains the function to send the warmstart parameter packet for the different protocol stack, according to
the used compiler switch. Furthermore the functions to set and clear the I/Os are included.

9.7.8.1 Function: ShmDemo_SetFBWarmstartParamsPkt
This function is called in the module “ShmDemo_Process.c” from the function “TaskProcess_ShmDemo” to set
the warmstart parameters for the used protocol stack.
The line “ptRsc = ptRsc);” is only used to minimize the compiler warnings regarding unused variables.
The warmstart messages/packets are needed to provide the protocol stack with the necessary values like baud
rate, slave address and many more.

9.7.8.2 Warmstart Packets for the netSTICK-Fieldbus
9.7.8.2.1 Warmstart Packet: PROFIBUS
#if defined(FB_TYPE_PROFIBUS)
PROFIBUS_APS_PACKET_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq =
(PROFIBUS_APS_PACKET_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= 0x20;
/* Destination of packet
*/
= 0x10;
/* Source of packet, process queue
*/
= PROFIBUS_APS_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_SIZE - 244 + 2;
/* Length of packet data without header */

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

= PROFIBUS_APS_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

= 0;
= 0;

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.usIdentNumber
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bBusAddr
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bBaudRate

=
=
=
=
=

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

0;
1000;
0xA12;
32;
15;
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ptWarmstartReq->tData.bFlags

= WRMSTRT_FLG_SYNC_SUPP

|

WRMSTRT_FLG_FREEZE_SUPP |
WRMSTRT_FLG_DPV1_ENABLE |
WRMSTRT_FLG_NO_ADDR_CHANGE;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.bRes[0]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bRes[1]

= 0;
= 0;

/* support of
synchonization of
outputs
*/
/* support of freeze
inputs
*/
/* DPV1 functions
Enabled
*/
/* not possible to set
slave address from
master
*/
/* reserved
/* reserved

ptWarmstartReq->tData.bCfgLen = 2;
ptWarmstartReq->tData.abCfgData[0]

= 0x21;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.abCfgData[1]

= 0x11;

/* length of
configuration
/* 2 Bytes Output
Modul
/* 2 Bytes Input
Modul

*/
*/

*/
*/
*/

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Ident Number
Slave Adress
Baud Rate
2 Bytes Output
2 Bytes Input

0xA12
32
Auto Detect
0x21
0x11

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
PROFIBUS Slave Protocol API manual.

9.7.8.2.2 Warmstart Packet: CANopen
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_CANOPEN)
CANOPEN_APS_PCK_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq = (CANOPEN_APS_PCK_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData);
/* Length of packet data without header */

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

= CANOPEN_APS_WARMSTART_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

= 0;
= 0;

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulNodeId
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulBaudrate
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCanopenFlags

=
=
=
=
=

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

0;
1000;
12;
3;
0;

/* Destination of packet
/* Source of packet, process queue

System flags
Watchdog time
Node ID
CANOPEN_SLAVE_CFG_BAUD_250
CANopen flags

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Node ID
Baud Rate

12
250kb

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
CANopen Slave Protocol API manual.
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9.7.8.2.3 Warmstart Packet: CC-Link
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_CCLINK)
CCLINK_APS_PCK_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq = (CCLINK_APS_PCK_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData);
/* Length of packet data without
Header

*/

= CCLINK_APS_WARMSTART_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

= 0;
= 0;

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
= 0;
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCcLinkFlags
= 0x00;
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
= 1000;
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSlaveStationAddr = 32;
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulBaudRate

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulStationType

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulNoStation

/* Destination of packet
/* Source of packet, process queue

System flags
CC-Link flags
Watchdog time
Node ID

*/
*/

= CCLINK_SLAVE_BAUD_10M;
/* CCLINK_SLAVE_BAUD_10M

*/

= CCLINK_SLAVE_STATION_TYPE_REMOTE_DEVICE;
/* Station type

*/

= 1;

*/

/* Number of Occupied Stations

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCcLinkVersion = CCLINK_SLAVE_CCLINK_VERSION_1;
/* CcLink Version

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulReserved

= 0;

/* Reserved

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.fHoldClrMode

= TLR_FALSE;

/* Hold Last Data

*/

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Station Address
Baud Rate
Station type
CC-Link Version
Vendor Code

32
10M
1
0
0x0352

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the CCLink Slave Protocol API manual.

9.7.8.2.4 Warmstart Packet: DeviceNet
#elif defined (FB_TYPE_DEVICENET)
DNS_FAL_PACKET_INIT_STACK_REQ_T

*ptInitStackReq = (DNS_FAL_PACKET_INIT_STACK_REQ_T*)pvPck;;

ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulDest
ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0;

ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulCmd

= DNS_FAL_CMD_INIT_STACK_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

= sizeof(ptInitStackReq->tData);
/* Length of packet data without
header

*/

ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulSta
ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulExt

= 0;
= 0;

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

*/
*/

ptInitStackReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
ptInitStackReq->tData.ulWdgTime

= 0;
= 1000;

/* System flags
/* Watchdog time

*/
*/

ptInitStackReq->tHead.ulLen
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ptInitStackReq->tData.ulNodeId

= 32;

/* Node ID

ptInitStackReq->tData.ulBaudrate

= DNS_FAL_BAUDRATE_125kB;
/* DNS_FAL_BAUDRATE_125kB

*/

ptInitStackReq->tData.ulProducedSize
ptInitStackReq->tData.ulConsumedSize
ptInitStackReq->tData.ulConfigFlags

= 2;
= 2;
= 0;

*/
*/
*/

ptInitStackReq->tData.ulEnableFlags

= MSK_DNS_ENABLE_VENDORID

/* Produced Size
/* Consumed Size
/* Config Flags

MSK_DNS_ENABLE_PRODUCTTYPE
MSK_DNS_ENABLE_PRODUCTCODE
MSK_DNS_ENABLE_MAJORMINORREV
MSK_DNS_ENABLE_SERIALNR
MSK_DNS_ENABLE_PRODUCTNAME;

ptInitStackReq->tData.usVendorId
ptInitStackReq->tData.usProductType
ptInitStackReq->tData.usProductCode
ptInitStackReq->tData.bMajorRev
ptInitStackReq->tData.bMinorRev
ptInitStackReq->tData.ulSerialNumber
ptInitStackReq->tData.bProductNameLen

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

*/

283;
12;
32;
1;
1;
0x11223344L;
13;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

| /* Enable Flag for
the Vendor ID */
| /* Enable Flag for
Producttype
*/
| /* Enable Flag for
Product Code
*/
| /* Enable Flag for
Version Nr.
*/
| /* Enable Flag for
Serial Number */
/* Enable Flag for
Product Name
*/

Vendor ID
Product Type
Product Code
Major Revision
Minor Revision
Serial Number
Product Name Length

MEMCPY(&ptInitStackReq->tData.abProductName[0], "netX DNS-EVAL",13);
/* Product Name

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
MAC ID
Baud Rate
Vendor ID
Product Type
Product Code
Produced Size
Consumed Size
Major Revision
Minor Revision
Product Name

32
125kB
283
12
32
2
2
1
1
netX DNS-EVAL

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
DeviceNet Slave Protocol API manual.
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9.7.8.3 Warmstart Packets for the netSTICK-RTE
9.7.8.3.1 Warmstart Packet: EtherNetIP
#if defined(RTE_TYPE_ETHERNETIP)
EIP_APS_PACKET_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq =
(EIP_APS_PACKET_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= 0x20;
/* Destination of packet
*/
= 0x10;
/* Source of packet, process queue
*/
= EIP_APS_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ_SIZE + 12;
/* Length of packet data without header
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

= EIP_APS_WARMSTART_PRM_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

= 0;
= 0;

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags

= WSTART_SYSFLAG_START_AUTO;
/* System Flags

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulInputLen
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulOutputLen

= 1000;
= 2;
= 2;

*/
*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulTcpFlag

= IP_CFG_FLAG_IP_ADDR |
IP_CFG_FLAG_NET_MASK |

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

/* Watchdog time
/* Input Length
/* Output Length

/* fixed IP address*/
/* fixed network mask
*/
/* fixed gateway
address
*/

//IP_CFG_FLAG_GATEWAY |

//IP_CFG_FLAG_BOOTP |
//IP_CFG_FLAG_DHCP |
//IP_CFG_FLAG_FULL_DUPLEX |

/* enable BOOTP
/* enable DHCP
/* set fixed to
Full duplex

//IP_CFG_FLAG_SPEED_100MBIT |

IP_CFG_FLAG_AUTO_NEGOTIATE ;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulIpAddr
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulNetMask
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulGateway

= 0xc0a8c01e;
= 0xFFFFFF00;
= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.usVendId
ptWarmstartReq->tData.usProductType
ptWarmstartReq->tData.usProductCode
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bMajorRev
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bMinorRev
ptWarmstartReq->tData.abDeviceName[0]

=
=
=
=
=
=

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/

/* set fixed to
100MBit

*/

/* enable auto
negotiate

*/

/* Ip Address: 192.168.192.30
/* Net Mask:
255.255.255.0
/* GateWay

CIP_VENDORID_HILSCHER;
PRODUCT_TYP_COMMUNICATION;
PRODUCT_CODE_EIS_NETX50;
1;
1;
12;

*/
*/

Vendor ID
Product Type
Product Code
Major Revision
Minor Revision
Device Name length

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

MEMCPY(&ptWarmstartReq->tData.abDeviceName[1], "netSTICK-EIS", 12);
/* Device Name

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Vendor ID
Product Type
Product Code
Major Revision
Minor Revision
Default IP Address
Net Mask
Device Name

283
12
0x0000
1
1
192.168.192.30
255.255.255.0
netSTICK-EIS
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Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
Ethernet/IP Adapter Protocol API manual.

9.7.8.3.2 Warmstart Packet: EtherCAT
#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_ETHERCAT)
ECAT_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq = (ECAT_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0x10;

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData);
/* Length of packet data without
header

*/

= ECAT_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

= 0;
= 0;

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

/* Destination of packet
*/
/* Source of packet, process queue */

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
= 0;
/* System Flags
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWatchdogTime
= 1000; /* Watchdog time
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulVendorId
= 0x44; /* Vendor Id
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulProductCode
= 0x7874656E; /* Product code
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulRevisionNumber
= 0x0000FFFE; /* Revision number
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSerialNumber
= 0;
/* Serial number
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulProcessDataOutputSize = 2;
/* Process Data Output Size
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulProcessDataInputSize = 2;
/* Process Data Input Size
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulStackConfigurationFlags =
MSK_ECAT_DPM_WARMSTART_STACK_CFG_SET_SELF_UPDATE_ON_SM2|
MSK_ECAT_DPM_WARMSTART_STACK_CFG_SET_SELF_UPDATE_ON_SM3;
/* Stack configuration flags
*/

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Vendor ID
Product Code
Revision Number

0x44
0x7874656E
0x0000FFFE

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
EtherCATSlave Protocol API manual.

9.7.8.3.3 Warmstart Packet: PROFINET IO Device
#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_PROFINETIO)
PNS_IF_PACKET_SET_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq =
(PNS_IF_PACKET_SET_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0x10;

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

= sizeof(PNS_IF_SET_WARMSTART_REQ_T);
/* Length of packet data without
header

*/

= PNS_IF_SET_WARMSTART_PARAM_REQ;
/* Packet command

*/

= 0;
= 0;

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

/* Destination of packet
/* Source of packet, process queue

/* Status code of operation
/* extension

MEMCPY(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abNameOfStation, "NXSTK50REPNS", 12);
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/* Station Name

*/

MEMCPY(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abTypeOfStation,
"PROFINET IO-Device with fixed-in configuration", 46 );
/* Station Type

*/

MEMCPY(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abDeviceType, "hw:netx50;sw:PNS;os:rcx ", 25);
/* Device Type

*/

MEMCPY(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abOrderId, "1610.100

", 20);
/* Order Id

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulNameOfStationLen
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulTypeOfStationLen
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulVendorId
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulDeviceId
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulMaxAr
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCompleteInputSize
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCompleteOutputSize

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

12;
46;
0x011E;
0x0105;
1;
1000;
3000;
3000;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Station Name Length
Station Type Length
Vendor ID
Device ID
MaxAr
Watchdog time
Complete Input Size
Complete Output Size

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags

= PNS_IF_SYSTEM_START_AUTO_START;
/* System Flags

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Name of Station
Vendor ID
Device ID

nxstk50repns
0x011E
0x0105

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
PROFINET IO Device Protocol API manual.

9.7.8.3.4 Warmstart Packet: Ethernet Powerlink Controlled Node
#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_POWERLINK)
EPLCN_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq = (EPLCN_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc

= 0x20;
= 0x10;

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen

/* Destination of packet
/* Source of packet,
process queue

= sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData);
/* Length of packet data
without header

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd

= EPLCN_DPM_WARMSTART_REQ;
/* Packet command
= 0;
/* Status code of
operation

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta

*/
*/

*/

*/
*/

ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt

= 0;

/* extension

*/

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemFlags
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWatchdogTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulVendorId
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulProductCode
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulRevisionNumber
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSerialNumber

=
=
=
=
=
=

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

0;
1000;
0x44;
0xFFFE;
0;
0;

System Flags
Watchdog time
Vendor Id
Product code
Revision number
Serial number

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulStackConfigurationFlags =
MSK_EPLCN_DPM_WARMSTART_STACK_CFG_CONFIGURE_DEFAULT_OBJECTS |
MSK_EPLCN_DPM_WARMSTART_STACK_CFG_DISABLE_PDO_MAP_VERS_CHECK;
/* Configuration Flags
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdDisableFlags
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdLossSoC

= 0;
= 0;
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ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdLossPReq

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdLossSoA

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdSoCJitter

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdCollision

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulThresholdCrcError

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulCycleLength

= 1000;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSoCJitterRange

= 2000;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.usProcessDataOutputSize
ptWarmstartReq->tData.usProcessDataInputSize

= 2;
= 2;

/* LossPReq Threshold
(ignored if set to 0)

*/

/* LossSoA Threshold
(ignored if set to 0)

*/

/* SoCJitter Threshold
(ignored if set to 0)

*/

/* Collision Threshold
(ignored if set to 0)

*/

/* CrcError Threshold
(ignored if set to 0)

*/

/* Cycle Length
configuration (ns)

*/

/* SoC Jitter range
configuration (ns)

*/

/* Process Data Output Size*/
/* Process Data Input Size */

MEMCPY(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abNodeName, "netSTICK-RE POWERLINK",
sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData.abNodeName));
/* EPL node name
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulGatewayAddress

= 0xC0A864FE;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.bNodeId

= 32;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.bSoCTriggerConfig
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSoCTriggerDelay

= 0;
= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSoCTriggerLength

= 0;

ptWarmstartReq->tData.bPReqMappingVersion
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bPResMappingVersion
ptWarmstartReq->tData.bNumberOfStatusEntries

= 0;
= 0;
= 0;

/* IP Gateway:
192.168.100.254

/* SoC Trigger configuration*/
/* SoC Trigger Delay
configuration
*/
/* SoC Trigger Length
configuration
/* PReq Mapping Version
/* PRes Mapping Version
/* configured status
entries

0x44
0xFFFE
0
0
2
2
netSTICK-RE POWERLINK
0xC0A864FE (192.168.100.254)
32

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
Powerlink Controlled Node Protocol API manual.
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/* EPL node id (range 1 to
239)
*/

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Vendor ID
Product ID
Revision Number
Serial Number
Process Data Output Size
Process Data Input Size
Node Name
Gateway Address
Node ID

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
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9.7.8.4 Warmstart Packet: SERCOSIII Slave
#elif defined (RTE_TYPE_SERCOSIII)
SERCOSIII_SL_AP_WARMSTART_REQ_T *ptWarmstartReq = (SERCOSIII_SL_AP_WARMSTART_REQ_T*)pvPck;
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulDest
= 0x20; /* Destination of packet
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSrc
= 0x10; /* Source of packet, process queue
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulLen
= sizeof(ptWarmstartReq->tData); /* Length of packet
data without
header
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulCmd
= SIII_SL_AP_CMD_WARMSTART_REQ; /* Packet command */
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulSta
= 0;
/* Status code of operation
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tHead.ulExt
= 0;
/* extension
*/
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulSystemStart
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulWdgTime
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulIOStatus
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulTcpFlag
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulIPAddr
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulNetMask
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ulGateway
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[0]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[1]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[2]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[3]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[4]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[5]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[6]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.ausDeviceAddr[7]
ptWarmstartReq->tData.fObjDict

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
1000;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
1;
-1;
-1;
-1;
-1;
-1;
-1;
-1;
0;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

system start behaviour
Watchdog time
Input/Output Status
Parameters for TCP/IP-Stack
IP Address
Netmask
Gateway address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Device Address
Location of the object dictionary

With the settings above the master should recognize a slave device with the following parameters:
Vendor ID
Process Data Output Size
Process Data Input Size

0x01E8
0 … 200
0 … 200

Note: For further information regarding the warmstart parameters, please refer to the
SERCOSIII Slave Protocol API manual.
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Function: ShmDemo_Clear_Outputs
This function is called in the module “ShmDemo_Process.c” from the function “TaskProcess_ShmDemo” to clear
all output LEDs.
Function call:

void ShmDemo_Clear_Outputs ( SHM_DEMO_RSC_T* ptRsc )
Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

ptRsc

SHM_DEMO_RSC_T*

Pointer to ShmDemo Resources

Return Values:
Return Values
None

9.7.8.5 Function: ShmDemo_Set_Outputs
This function is called in the module “ShmDemo_Process.c” from the function “TaskProcess_ShmDemo” to set all
LED outputs.
Function call:

void ShmDemo_Set_Outputs (

SHM_DEMO_RSC_T* ptRsc, UINT8 bData )

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

ptRsc

SHM_DEMO_RSC_T *

Pointer to ShmDemo Resources

bData

UINT8

Bit mask for the the LED Output

Return Values:
Return Values
None

9.8 ShmDemo_Process.c
This module is similar to a standard main module. It includes the main loop.
In this example the file is structured as follows.
At first we bring the output LEDs into a defined status using the function “ShmDemo_Clear_Outputs(ptRsc);”.
/* Turn off Output LEDS */
ShmDemo_Clear_Outputs(ptRsc);

In the next step we open the driver to get access to the virtual Dual-Port-Memory on the netX chip.
Here for the function “xDriverOpen” is called.
/* Open Driver */
lRet = xDriverOpen(&hDriver);
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Function call:

long xDriverOpen(

CIFXHANDLE* phDriver)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

phDriver

CIFXHANDLE*

returned handle to the driver

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Driver connection established

CIFX_DRV_DRIVER_NOT_LOADED

Driver could not be opened. This happens if the driver is not loaded
by the operating system

If the driver was opened without any error, we can proceed to open the needed channel.
Channels are the access to a specific Fieldbus system running on the netX hardware. Each channel has its own
memory area in the DPM.
Function call:

long xChannelOpen(

CIFXHANDLE
char*
unsigned long
CIFXHANDLE*

hDriver,
szBoard,
ulChannel,
phChannel)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hDriver

CIFXHANDLE

Handle to the driver (returned by xDriverOpen)

szBoard

String

Identifier for the Board. Can be
cifX<BoardNumber> or the associated alias from
the “xDriverEnumBoards”.
In our example is always used “cifX0”.

ulChannel

DWORD

Channel number to open

phChannel

CIFXHANDLE*

Returned handle to the channel, to be used on all
other channel functions

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Channel was successfully opened

CIFX_INVALID_BOARD

The given board name is invalid

CIFX_INVALID_CHANNEL

The given channel number is invalid.

In our example the function call looks as follows:
/* Open channel */
lRet = xChannelOpen(hDriver, "cifX0", 0, &hChannel);

If the channel was opened successfully there are some local variables, which need to be initialized with default
values, before we can go on in our function list.
if(CIFX_NO_ERROR == lRet)
{
unsigned char abRData[SHM_IO_DATA_LEN] = {0};
unsigned char abWData[SHM_IO_DATA_LEN] = {0};
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unsigned long
int
unsigned long
CIFX_PACKET
CIFX_PACKET
UINT8

ulState
iIdx;
ulTimeout
tSendPkt
tRecvPkt
bErrCounter

= 0;
=
=
=
=

8000;
{{0}};
{{0}};
0;

.
.
.

The next function (xChannelHostState) is used to signal the presence of a user application to the communication
stack. It toggles the 'Application Ready State Flag' in the communication channel host handshake flags.
How the fieldbus stack uses the information is stack depending. Usually the stack will use the information to verify
if the I/O data in the I/O image are valid.
Function call:

long xChannelHostState(

CIFXHANDLE
unsigned long
unsigned long*
unsigned long

hChannel,
ulCmd,
pulState,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ulCmd

DWORD

Host State Command
CIFX_HOST_STATE_NOT_READY
Clears the application ready flag
CIFX_HOST_STATE_READY
Sets the application ready flag
CIFX_HOST_STATE_READ
Read the current state of the flag

pulState

DWORD*

Returns the actual state of the application ready
flag if CIFX_HOST_STATE_READ command is
used

ulTimeout

DWORD

Timeout in milliseconds.
If not 0, the function will wait the given time until
the state is be changed

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Host State successfully read/set.

CIFX_DEV_NO_COM_FLAG

The channel did not enter communicating state.

CIFX_DEV_NOT_RUNNING

Running flag is not set on channel.

/* Toggle Application Ready State Flag */
lRet = xChannelHostState(hChannel, CIFX_HOST_STATE_READY, &ulState, ulTimeout);
When the result was CIFX_DEV_NOT_RUNNING a reset must be performed on the given communication
channel, before we can sent the warmstart parameters. The reset function offers the following two modes:



CIFX_ CHANNELINIT

Re-initialization of a communication channel



CIFX_ SYSTEMSTART

Restart the whole card

In our example we use the CIFX_CHANNELINIT to perform only a re-initialization of the communication channel.
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Function call:

long xChannelReset(

CIFXHANDLE
unsigned long
unsigned long

hChannel,
ulResetMode,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ulResetMode

DWORD

Type of reset to be performed

ulTimeout

DWORD

Time in ms to wait for the channel to be ready
again

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Device successfully reset.

if(CIFX_DEV_NOT_RUNNING == lRet)
{
/* reset the communication channel before send Warmstart Paramenters */
lRet = xChannelReset(hChannel, CIFX_CHANNELINIT, ulTimeout);

Now it is time to set the warmstart parameters for the corresponding Fieldbus protocol. Please remember, that the
decision for a particular fieldbus protocol is made with the help of the compiler switches. Therefore the function
“ShmDemo_SetFBWarmstartParamsPkt” in the module ShmDemo_Functions.c is compiled conditionally.
/* Set Fieldbus Warmstart Parameters Packet */
ShmDemo_SetFBWarmstartParamsPkt(ptRsc, (void*)&tSendPkt);
After setting the warmstart parameters, we must send a warmstart packet to the protocol stack. The function
“xChannelPutPacket” inserts an asynchronous data packet into the given communication channel’s send mailbox
to be processed by the protocol stack.
Function call:

long xChannelPutPacket(

CIFXHANDLE
CIFX_PACKET*
unsigned long

hChannel,
ptSendPacket,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ptSendPacket

CIFX_PACKET*

Packet to be send. Total data length is acquired
through the ulLen element inside the structure.

ulTimeout

DWORD

Time in ms to wait for the mailbox to get free.
0 means, do not wait

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Packet successfully sent to device

CIFX_DEV_MAILBOX_FULL

Mailbox of the device is full
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/* send Fieldbus Warmstart Request Packet */
lRet = xChannelPutPacket(hChannel, &tSendPkt, 3000);
The next step is to get the warmstart response packet back with the function “xChannelGetPacket”. It retrieves an
already waiting, asynchronous data packet from the given communication channel’s receive mailbox.
Function call:

long xChannelGetPacket(

CIFXHANDLE
unsigned long
CIFX_PACKET*
unsigned long

hChannel,
ulBufferSize,
ptRecvPacket,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ulBufferSize

DWORD

Size of the passed receive packet buffer

ptRecvPacket

CIFX_PACKET*

Buffer to returned packet

ulTimeout

DWORD

Time in ms to wait for a receive message.
0 means, do not wait

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Packet successfully received from device

CIFX_DEV_GET_NO_PACKET

No packet was available in the mailbox during the given timeout.

CIFX_BUFFER_TOO_SHORT

The passed buffer is too small, to fit the entire packet. The returned
data is truncated and the remaining message fragment is
discarded.

/* Get Fieldbus Warmstart Response Packet */
lRet = xChannelGetPacket(hChannel, sizeof(tRecvPkt), (void)&tRecvPkt, 3000);

At the end of the initialization we must toggle the application ready state flag again. This function is used to signal
a communication stack the presents of a user application. How the fieldbus stack uses the information is stack
depending. Usually the stack will use the information to verify if the I/O data in the I/O image are valid.
/* Toggle Application Ready State Flag */
lRet = xChannelHostState(hChannel, CIFX_HOST_STATE_READY, &ulState, ulTimeout);

The cyclic data I/O exchange is performed in the main loop of this example and reads and writes the I/Os. When
no error occurs and the COM FLAG is not set we enter the I/O data exchange loop. Otherwise the channel and
the driver will be closed with the functions “xChannelClose” and “xDriverClose”.
At the beginning of the loop it is checked whether the communication to the DPM is established or not. If the
connection is established, the function “xChannelIORead” will be called. The function instructs the channel to
refresh the input data with current fieldbus data and reads the output process data image of the channel.
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Function call:

long xChannelIORead(

CIFXHANDLE
unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
void*
unsigned long

hChannel,
ulAreaNumber,
ulOffset,
ulDataLen,
pvData,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ulAreaNumber

DWORD

Number of the I/O Input area to get data from

ulOffset

DWORD

Offset inside area to start reading data from

ulDataLen

DWORD

Length of the data being retrieved

pvData

void*

Pointer to the return data buffer

ulTimeout

DWORD

Timeout in ms to wait for I/O handshake
completion of the channel (if configured)

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

I/O Input data successfully read.

CIFX_DEV_NO_COM_FLAG

The channel is not in communicating state. Data will not match any
bus data.

if(CIFX_NO_ERROR == lRet) /* communication is established */
{
lRet = xChannelIORead(hChannel, 0, 0, SHM_IO_DATA_LEN, abRData, 10);
Now we set the output LEDs on the netSTICK according to the values read.
Note: In the first I/O Byte are only the first 4 Bits are used.

This is done using the function “ShmDemo_Set_Outputs” from the module “ShmDemo_Functions.c”.
/* Display 4 bits of the first input byte on netSTICK Leds */
ShmDemo_Set_Outputs(ptRsc, abRData[0]);

As the netStick is not equipped with any kind of input switches or buttons, an other mechanism is needed to
generate the input data, which can be recognized on the master side. For this purpose a counter loop is used,
which increases the input values. The used constant “SHM_IO_DATA_LEN” is defined with the value “2” in the
ShmDemo_Private.h file.
/* Counting and then Output the Values */
for(iIdx = 0; iIdx < SHM_IO_DATA_LEN; iIdx++)
{
abWData[iIdx]++;
}

Now, the input process data image of the channel can be written and commands the card to send it to the
Fieldbus.
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Function call:

long xChannelIOWrite(

CIFXHANDLE
unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
void*
unsigned long

hChannel,
ulAreaNumber,
ulOffset,
ulDataLen,
pvData,
ulTimeout)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel.

ulAreaNumber

DWORD

Number of the I/O Output area to send data to

ulOffset

DWORD

Offset inside area to start writing data to

ulDataLen

DWORD

Length of the data being send

pvData

void*

Pointer to the send data buffer

ulTimeout

DWORD

Timeout in ms to wait for I/O handshake
completion of the channel (if configured)

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

I/O Output data successfully written.

CIFX_DEV_NO_COM_FLAG

The channel is not in communicating state. Data will not match any
bus data.

lRet = xChannelIOWrite(hChannel, 0, 0, SHM_IO_DATA_LEN, abWData, 10);

Whenever one of the error checks is true, an “Error Counter” is increased.
This gives you control of how often an error occurs. If the error counter variable increases you can debug into
your project to find out, which error occurs.
if(CIFX_NO_ERROR == lRet) /* communication is established */
{
lRet = xChannelIORead(hChannel, 0, 0, SHM_IO_DATA_LEN, abRData, 10);
if(CIFX_NO_ERROR == lRet) /* xChannelIORead succeed */
{
/* Display 4 bits of the first input byte on netSTICK Leds */
ShmDemo_Set_Outputs(ptRsc, abRData[0]);
/* Counting and then Output the Values */
for(iIdx = 0; iIdx < SHM_IO_DATA_LEN; iIdx++)
{
abWData[iIdx]++;
}
lRet = xChannelIOWrite(hChannel, 0, 0, SHM_IO_DATA_LEN, abWData, 10);
}
if(CIFX_NO_ERROR != lRet)
{
bErrCounter++;
}
}
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When an error has occurred the program tries to reopen the communication in the following “else” branch and
loops here as long as no new communication is established.
else
{
/* wait for communication to be established */
do
{
lRet = xChannelHostState(hChannel, CIFX_HOST_STATE_READY, &ulState, 10);
}
while(CIFX_NO_ERROR != lRet);
}

Before a new cycle for the I/O data can be performed it is necessary to give the DPM some time. This is why the
function “rX_SysSleepTask” is called. This function let the task sleep for the entered time of ticks.
rX_SysSleepTask(100);

The two functions “xChannelClose” and “xDriverClose” at the end of the file are called, when an error during the
initialization occurs.
The function “xChannelClose” closes the connection to a communication channel.
Function call:

long xChannelClose(

CIFXHANDLE hChannel)

Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hChannel

CIFXHANDLE

Handle of the channel that is to be closed.

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Channel was successfully closed

lRet = xChannelClose(hChannel);

xDriverClose closes the connection to the driver.
Function call:

long xDriverClose( CIFXHANDLE hDriver)
Arguments:
Argument

Data type

Description

hDriver

CIFXHANDLE

Handle returned by xDriverOpen

Return Values:
Return Values
CIFX_NO_ERROR

Driver connection established

CIFX_DRV_NOT_OPENED

If no connection was opened before

lRet = xDriverClose(hDriver);
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9.9 ShmDemo_Resources.c
The module implements the functionality to create and delete local and remote resources of a task.
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